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Abstract
This study’s purposes were to provide support for the Social identity theory of African
American English (Vietze & Glasco, 2022) and the meanings African American English (AAE)
speakers assign to their dialect. The study was primarily based on Tajfel’s (1979) social identity
theory that proposes individuals derive a sense of self from group membership. The qualitative
analyses examined ethnic and language group memberships. Ethnic identity development
(Phinney, 1992), and ethnolinguistic identity theories (Giles and Johnson, 1987) guided narrative
and content analyses of Kiese Laymon’s memoir, Heavy: An American Memoir (Laymon, 2018).
The sample included 21 African American English conversations (N=84) and 26 narrative
passages (N= 191) from Kiese’s adolescence. The researcher used directed content analyses to
determine if the African American English conversations contained any dimensions of Phinney’s
(1992) ethnic identity development framework or Giles and Johnson’s (1987) ethnolinguistic
identity theory. The researcher used narrative analysis to explore Kiese’s narrative meaning
making (McClean, 2005) of African American English. The content analyses indicated there was
a relationship between African American English use and ethnic identity. The content analyses
also indicated there was a relationship between African American English and ethnolinguistic
identity. The narrative analysis confirmed that Kiese interpreted African American English
interactions as centrifugal to his own and a general Black identity. The exploratory thematic
analysis demonstrated three novel contributions: AAE speakers spontaneously create AAE
expressions, AAE speaker’s diglossia poses communication challenges, and AAE speakers may
prefer to use dialect to convey distress. Recommendations for future research are discussed.
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1
African American English as a Predictor of Ethnic and Ethnolinguistic Identity in
Adolescence
INTRODUCTION
African American English (AAE) is a dialect of Standard American English (SAE).
Black Americans, or the descendants of enslaved Africans in the United States, comprise African
American English speakers. The United States government frequently uses the label "African
Americans" to denote any person of African descent. However, "African American" only denotes
race. Black American identifies an ethnic identity. The AAE dialect is an extension of a Black
American ethnic identity. As the dialect of a historically marginalized group, African American
English’s functions are multifaceted. African American English is systematic and rule-governed,
yet each AAE speaker's communication choices are personally, culturally, and environmentally
informed. The expressions are often highly contextual and include verbal performances for
relating, entertaining, and securing a social position with other Black Americans. African
American English is dynamic and shifts rapidly according to geographic, sociological,
generational, and cultural influences. Today’s AAE is not the same as AAE from previous
decades. The communication purposes of AAE also shift in tandem with these changes and
according to an individual’s identity goals. Thus, engaging with African American English
speakers requires more than basic comprehension of the dialect. African American English must
be regarded as a psychosocial mechanism.
The present study explored the relations between African American English, ethnic
identity development, and ethnolinguistic identity development. Chapter 1 provides a theoretical
framework for understanding identity development and emphasizes the behavioral consequences
of ethnic identity development such as speech and language. Chapter 2 reviews empirical
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evidence related to ethnic identity as a social identity, the functions of African American
English, and the implications of African American English as a mechanism of ethnic identity.
Chapters 3-4 describe the present study's method and results. Chapter 5 concludes with a
discussion of the results and implications for future research.
Background
The proliferation of social media has thrust African American English into the public
consciousness and is frequently referred to as AAVE, African American Vernacular English.
This mass exposure has resulted in cultural appropriation of African American English. African
American English has been referred to as “internet slang” due to the high volume of content
creators adopting a “blaccent” or using an amalgamation of catchphrases for social cachet
(Dunstan, 2010; Igoudin, 2011; Reyes, 2005). Many Black Americans and AAE speakers
disapprove of this “mock Ebonics” or “mock African American Vernacular English” (AAVE)
(Laing, 2021; Ronkin & Karn, 1999; Smokoski, 2016). Cultural appropriation discredits Black
Americans as the authors of AAE and erases its significance to Black culture. Further, many
Black Americans face stigma for speaking AAE while emulators receive social prestige.
African American English has had an unfavorable reputation due to its association with
enslaved people of African descent. By the mid-20th century, linguists unwittingly associated
AAE with urban poverty (Baugh,1979; Fasold, 1972; Labov, 1968; 1972; Wolfram,1969). In the
1980s and 1990s, education researchers found support for a negative relationship between
children’s African American English use and their reading performance (Freeman,1982; Oakland
School Board Resolution on Ebonics, 1998). This education research intended to explain an
academic achievement gap, but the grammatical focus of the studies imprinted AAE as merely
incorrect Standard American English rather than a proper dialect. The public regarded the
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grammatical distinctions within AAE as a lack of grammatical knowledge and AAE speakers
were deemed ignorant (Pullum, 1999). This African American English devaluation has had
material effects on Black Americans, including judicial and housing discrimination (Massey &
Lundy, G, 2001; Rickford & King, 2016). AAE speakers have also been perceived as less
attractive, less professional, and of lower status (Kurinec & Weaver, 2019; Marc, 2004;). To
avoid these characterizations, some AAE speakers codeswitch to SAE to avoid stereotypes and
to assimilate to majority culture norms (Dickens, 2018; McCluney, 2021; Santiago et al., 2021).
Most African American English research focuses on influences that encourage AAE
codeswitching or suppression. There are very few studies on the factors that encourage African
American English use. For example, Durkee et al. (2019) found African American boys used
AAE to affirm their masculinity and reject accusations of conforming to White culture. Naïve
theories in other disciplines propose AAE speakers will use the dialect when their cultural
identity is threatened (Fordham&Ogbu, 1986; Smitherman, 1977). However, there are no
psychological theories on the relationship between the variables AAE and ethnic identity
development. This study is one of the first to provide evidence for a relationship between African
American English, ethnic identity, and ethnolinguistic identity. The findings can support future
studies of how ethnic identity development via African American English use affects Black
Americans' psychological well-being, self-esteem, coping strategies, and resilience. This study
also reinforces the need for ongoing education and exploration of African American English as a
significant aspect of psychosocial diversity.
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CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
African American dialect research has spanned linguistics, social psychology,
developmental psychology, communication, and anthropology. This chapter positions African
American English as the ethnic dialect produced from Black American people's personal and
social identity processes. This chapter first defines African American English and briefly reviews
its study across multiple disciplines. Following are naïve theories and concepts about the
relationship between African American English and identity. Then key psychological concepts of
self-concept and identity are reviewed. Theories reviewed include Tajfel et al.’s (1979) social
identity theory (SIT), Giles' (1973) communication accommodation theory (CAT), and Harwood
et al.'s (2005) intergroup theory of communication. Following are Phinney's (1992) and Helms'
(1995) theories of ethnic identity development and seminal Black identity development models.
Finally, this chapter reviews interdisciplinary theories relevant to the study of language patterns
and social identity, including Ting-Toomey’s (2005) identity negotiation theory (INT) and Giles
and Johnson’s (1987) ethnolinguistic identity theory (ELIT).
The African American English Dialect
The terms for African American dialects can refer to the dialect speakers of one or varied
ethnic backgrounds of the African Diaspora. The African Diaspora refers to the fourth and fifth
streams of movement and resettlement of African people across the globe. The fourth stream
during the Transatlantic Slave Trade forced approximately 11 to 12 million African people to the
Americas in the 15th century. The fifth stream began in the 19th century after slavery's demise in
the Americas and extends to the present day (Palmer, 2018). African American dialect speakers
may be descendants of any region of the African Diaspora. People of African descent whose
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ancestors were brought to the United States during the Transatlantic Slave Trade comprise native
AAE speakers.
The name of the dialect created by African Americans in the United States has frequently
changed due to shifting opinions of what constitutes the dialect. For example, Taylor (1971)
proposed middle-class African Americans use Black Standard English (BSE). Taylor (1971)
argued BSE was standard enough to use in professional contexts and allowed speakers to retain
their ethnic identity with other group members in the workplace and their communities (Rahman,
2008). Spears (1999) argued for the existence of African American Standard English (AASE), a
conglomerate of dialect varieties with unstigmatized grammatical features. African American
dialects have also been referred to as African American Vernacular English (AAVE), Black
English, Ebonics, Black Street Speech, Africanized English, African American Verbal Tradition
(AVT), Black English Vernacular (BEV), and Pan-African Language in the Western Hemisphere
(PALWH), Black Standard English (BSE), African American Standard English (AASE), and
Black Dialect (Bailey et al.,1991; Baldwin, 2015; Baugh, 1983; Edwards, 1976; Lippi-Green,
1997; Smitherman, 1997; Spears, 1999; Taylor, 1971; Williams, 2013; Williams-Barris, 2016).
Contemporary linguists have largely abandoned the term AAVE. The term “vernacular” has
historically denoted certain speech forms or speakers as low status. Linguists now use the term
African American Language (AAL) (Holliday, 2019; Lanehart, 2015; Paris, 2009; Ramos,
2019).). African American Language (AAL) refers to the entire linguistic canon, behaviors, and
goals of African American dialect speakers. AAL refers to all languages in all African American
communities, classes, and regions, including dialects such as Gullah (King, 2020; Lanehart,
2015). The term African American English (AAE) will be used in this paper to refer to the
dialect created and maintained primarily by Black Americans in the United States. AAE does not
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refer to any other dialects created by other members of the African diaspora, such as pidgin
English or creoles.
Linguist John McWhorter (2017) argued that many African Americans are diglossic, or
capable of speaking both a dialect and a formal language. Dialects are the non-standard forms of
the language spoken by specific members of a group, nation, or social class. Systematically
governed structures, linguistic constraints, phonetic features, and grammatical features define
dialects (Ramos, 2019; King, 2020). Diglossic African Americans would typically use African
American English in familiar contexts with other African Americans. Standard English would be
reserved for formal contexts or a less familiar audience. While some dialects elements are stable,
dialects change at relatively fast rates to changing cultural influences (McWhorter, 2017).
Origins of African American English
Centuries of contact with European Americans and the development of an internal
African American community led to a distinct African American English dialect. Researchers
have disagreed about the specific influences of the first African American dialects. There are
three significant hypotheses that propose a combination of African language, African dialects,
English dialects, or Standard American English formed an initial dialect. Supporters of the
Creolist hypothesis contended that AAE originated as a creole.1 This theory argued AAE is a
creole of West African language varieties and American English during the African slave trade.
This AAE creole then continued to restructure over time across regions. Gullah, a dialect still
spoken in South Carolina and Georgia, is an example of a creole (Ramos, 2019; Samy Alim,
2007;). The Centralist hypothesis proposed AAE derived from West African Creoles and British
Isles English influences. The Anglicist hypothesis argued AAE originates from the British Isles

1

Creolization occurs when two language varieties come into contact and produce a third language.
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and Anglo-American dialects (Ramos, 2019; Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (2001). Historian
Geneva Smitherman (1997) theorized a relationship between Caribbean English, West African
Pidgin, and Black Dialect. Smitherman argued that Jamaican and Nigerian dialects mirrored
African American English in its early stages of development (Smitherman, 1997). Linguist
James McWhorter (2017) contended that African American English developed as a lingua
franca, or common language between speakers, due to enslaved African people's melding of
their native languages with their enslavers' English. Ultimately, the sociohistorical circumstances
in which African Americans encountered various languages prevent a single AAE origin story
(Wolfram 2015, Wolfram & Kohn 2015).
Initial African American English Research
Before the 1960s, African American dialects did not appear in linguistic research. The
public regarded African American English as slang. The foundational linguistic studies research
of the 1960s and 1970s primarily investigated samples of the African American population:
young people in inner cities, especially young men. The initial aim of defining AAE was to
dismantle discrimination faced by native speakers of the dialect. The primary focus was to
reverse the low educational achievement rates among Black urban youth (King, 2020). William
Labov and colleagues (1968) first documented the speech of African Americans in New York
City and termed it Black Speech. Labov et al. (1968) defined Black Speech according to its
structural and grammatical differences from standard speech. Labov et al. (1968) established
Black speech as rule-governed and distinct from the speech of their White counterparts. Later,
cross-regional comparisons defined a core set of AAE features. Linguists compared linguistic
patterns of African Americans among New York (Labov,1972), Detroit (Wolfram,1969),
Washington, D. C. (Fasold, 1972), and Los Angeles (Baugh,1979) (King, 2020). In the cities
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where AAE was initially studied, African American people were disproportionately affected by
poverty. As a result, African American dialects were associated with the negative aspects of
street culture and reinforced negative stereotypes about the dialect (King, 2020; Rickford, 1999;
Smitherman, 1988). Labels such as "non-standard" and "broken English" reflected a lingering
White bias (Lippi-Green, 1997). Subsequent African American dialect research has had to refute
these initial characterizations.
Theories of AAE Evolve Across Disciplines
Additional ethnographic, linguistic, and historical theories have since diversified the
characterization of African American dialects. Historian Geneva Smitherman proposed a
compelling argument about the purpose of African American English in her book Talkin and
Testifying: The Language of Black America (1977). Smitherman defined a “Black Dialect” as
“an Africanized form of English reflecting Black America's linguistic-cultural African heritage
and the conditions of servitude, oppression, and life in America." Smitherman pointed to
rhetorical forms and grammatical tendencies such as Reverend Jessie Jackson’s “songified”
speech, use of the word “ain’t”, and pronunciation of the word “can’t” as “cain’t” as defining
features of Black Dialect (Lippi-Green, 1997). Divergence theory proposed racial isolation
caused African American speech diversion from their White counterparts (King, 2020). For
example, Labov and Harris (1986) investigated African Americans' speech patterns in
Philadelphia and concluded the patterns resulted from increasing segregation between African
American and White residents after The Great Migration. From 1940 to 1970, hundreds of
thousands of African American people moved to the Northern and Western United States for
employment and escape from the Jim Crow South. The concentration of African American
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people in the urban areas reduced interethnic interactions, and African American speech patterns
uniquely diverged from standard English.
Contemporary AAE Research
In the 2000s, linguists considered the influence of sociohistorical and geographic contexts
on the AAE linguistic system. Wolfram's (2007) unilateral change, social stratification, and
supraregional myths explained how AAE could evolve. The unilateral change hypothesis
assumed that AAE was uniform and structural changes occur unilaterally across the dialect,
regardless of region and sociohistorical context. The social stratification myth asserted that AAE
feature use was socially stratified by class, with working-class African Americans being more
likely to use “vernacular” features. The supraregional myth assumed that the primary structural
elements of African American vernacular were shared by all African American communities
regardless of regional context (King, 2020). Linguists Yaeger-Dror and Thomas (2010) explored
how African American people conformed to a particular set of AAE norms, AAE geographical
uniformity, and how AAE differed from White vernaculars of the same region (King, 2020).
Interdisciplinary AAE research emphasized the relationship between AAE and cultural or
sociological factors. Linguists have abandoned macrosocial linguistic generalizations to ascertain
how AAE speakers’ linguistic patterns shape personas linked to their identity categories (Eckert,
2000; 2008; Samy Alim & Reyes, 2011). For example, constructs like indexicality (Eckert, 2008;
Silverstein, 2003) and the persona (Agha, 2003; Podesva, 2007; Zhang, 2005) emphasized the
social meaning of variables and how they combine to produce distinctly African American
speech styles. Sociolinguists Samy Alim et al. (2016) and Flores and Rosa (2015) considered
how language constructs race and how race affects language. More research is needed to
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investigate emergent linguistic variables among African American speakers and how these
variables index ethnicity and other dimensions of identity.
African American English as an Identity Practice
Linguists position African American dialects as a distinct component of Black identity, but
these claims have yet to be empirically supported. In literature, use of Africanized English for
African American characters suggests a shared Black American linguistic and ethnic identity.
Africanized English includes the "Negro dialect" poetry and prose of the late nineteenth century
to contemporary writing. Some of the idiomatic and rhetorical qualities associated with
Africanized English can be attributed to patterns found in the Black church, such as "call-andresponse" and "testifying." In the secular world, "jive talk," "signifying," "the dozens," and
"rapping" were derived from the blues lyrics and expressions of African American jazz
musicians and associated with Africanized English (McLaren, 2009). Working-class Black
Americans may have employed the "jive talk" of the urban North to oppose the Black American
bourgeoise language styles (McLaren, 2009). Critics claimed Africanized English captured
African Americans' "authentic voice" (McLaren, 2009).
While an initial theory positioned AAE as a distinct cultural practice later psychological and
anthropological theories focused on the influences of White normative culture and White
identities. These theories proposed Black Americans' desire to oppression, racism, or White
normative culture. Considerations of language as a Black cultural mechanism are largely absent.
This section will briefly review the most prominent theories of African American dialect and
identity. Each theory’s contributions and limitations are discussed.
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The Ebonics Argument
Psychologist Robert L. Williams wanted to distinguish language as a positive Black
cultural practice after linguists’ initial research suggested AAE was merely the vernacular of
those living in inner-city poverty. In 1973, Williams proposed the existence of Ebonics as the
primary language of all African American people. Ebonics was a portmanteau of “ebony”
(Black) and “phonics” (sounds). Ebonics was a continuum of linguistic and paralinguistic
features spoken by West African, Caribbean, and United States slave descendants of African
origin. Ebonics also incorporated the various idioms, patois, argots, idiolects, and social dialects
of slave descendants of African origin in the United States ((Lippi-Green, 1997; McLaren, 2009;
Public Broadcasting Service, 2005). Ebonics has often been defined by the conjugation or
complete absence of the verb to "be" (McLaren, 2009). However, this irregular conjugation of
"to be" has been cited as evidence that AAE derives from African languages. In some African
languages, speakers can form sentences without using the verb "to be," resulting in the Ebonics
pattern that might result in the sentence "He tell me coming soon." In Ebonics, the avoidance of
consonant pairs (i.e., pronunciations as "jus" for "just") and other sound patterns such as the
"No/r/" and "No/th/" sounds, mow for more, and "dis" for "this" was similar to patterns in West
African pidgin and creole (McLaren, 2009).
The Ebonics argument received national attention when the 1996 Oakland School Board
Decision rendered Ebonics a "genetically-based language" and decreed teachers must instruct
African American students in Ebonics. In the same year, the Linguistics Society of America
passed a resolution "validating Ebonics as an acceptable derivation of English" and supporting
the Oakland School Board decision to teach African American students in Ebonics (McLaren,
2009; Public Broadcasting Service, 2005). The Oakland School Board later reversed the
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resolution due to negative publicity and criticism, and the term Ebonics was abandoned (Public
Broadcasting Service, 2005). However, the notion remained that African American English was
related to African American students’ relatively lower school performance.
African American English as Cultural Opposition
Fordham and Ogbu’s (1986) oppositional culture theory assumed a negative relationship
between academic performance and African American English. Fordham and Ogbu (1986)
proposed that African American people construct a cultural identity to “reject the economic,
political, social, and psychological exclusion and oppression from White Americans” (Fordham
& Ogbu, 1986, p. 181). This oppositional frame of reference would compel African American
people to avoid or reject behaviors, activities, events, and symbols associated with White
Americans. Fordham and Ogbu’s (1986) intended to explain the social strategies of highachieving African American students. Fordham and Ogbu (1986) concluded that African
American students adopted specific speech and behavior strategies to distract their Black peers
from their achievements. Specifically, avoiding formal speech was meant to reject educational
achievement and, by extension, Whiteness. While Fordham and Ogbu (1986) argued
endorsement of an oppositional frame of reference could vary, this theory neglected to consider
Black social identity construction independent of interactions with or perceptions of White
Americans.
Oppositional Identity in a Speech Community. Ogbu (1999) applied oppositional
culture theory (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986) to a qualitative study of students, parents, and
grandparents in a speech community in Oakland, CA. Ogbu (1999) explored the educational
achievement gap between African American and White students. Black American children were
performing relatively worse than other minorities, specifically African immigrants. Ogbu (1999)
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proposed that Black Americans were less willing than African immigrants to accommodate
Standard English because it opposed their identity. Ogbu (1999) substantiated this claim by
pointing out that Black American parents who exclusively spoke to their children in “Black
Slang” (i.e., AAE) discouraged their children from using SAE in the home but insisted their
children master SAE in school. Ogbu explained this as the dialect dilemma. In the dialect
dilemma, individuals believe mastering Standard English is necessary for education and job
success but threatens their "slang English identity," membership in the Black community, and
appearance of racial solidarity.
Ogbu’s (1999) conclusions did not correspond with participants’ explanations.
Participants referred to a legacy of exclusion from formal education as the source of their
Standard English rejection. Community members perceived those who accessed formal
education and learned Standard English as rejecting their African American community.
Therefore, Black English signaled solidarity with the Lafayette community members and African
Americans in general. Ogbu (1999) also concluded parents were self-conscious of Black English
due to their hesitance to communicate with their children’s teachers. However, parents’ Black
English avoidance around their children’s teachers reflected a dialect norm. Diglossic people use
dialects within in-group contexts and standardized language in out-group contexts (McWhorter,
2017). For example, Lafayette members used "White Proper English" to communicate with
White people and representatives of White institutions such as school personnel and faculty,
police officers, social workers, solicitors, and non-native residents.
Further, research assistants observed participants using Black English in in-group
contexts such as family gatherings, community events, religious services, informal functions,
weddings, funeral services, barbershops, and salons. Ogbu (1999) concluded the exclusive use of
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"Black Slang" meant adults were suspicious of outsiders, could not proficiently speak “proper
English,” and therefore were ashamed to talk to "proper English" speakers. However,
participants did not possess negative evaluations of Black English. Participants reported
language misunderstandings between AAE speakers and SAE speakers, an awareness of
society's lower valuation of Black English, and the separate functionality of SAE and AAE.
Participants' only evaluation of their dialect was that Black English made them feel comfortable.
Avoiding Whiteness. Fordham and Ogbu’s (1986) oppositional culture theory included a
secondary theory, the acting White accusation. The acting White accusation was a negative
sanction applied when behavior fell within a White cultural frame of reference. A person who
aligned with White people or White culture was said to be "acting White." Black people who
“act White" could face rejection from their peers and possibly other members of the Black
community. Black youth can receive the "acting White” accusation for various characteristics
and behaviors. Research indicates language is a significant factor in being accused of “acting
White” (Neal-Barnett et al., 2010). Webb (2018) surveyed HBCU students, and the majority
(57%) selected “speaking correct English” as most likely to predict the acting White accusation.
Speaking correct English had resulted in 77.9% (n=181) of the sample being accused of “acting
White." Durkee et al. (2019) found similar results in a longitudinal qualitative study of the
“Acting White Accusation” across Black and Latinx ethnic groups. Durkee et al. (2019)
interviewed Black and Latinx college students (n=282) in 6 waves over two years. “Speech and
behavior” was the most reported theme associated with the “Acting White accusation.”
Participants associated Standard English with elitism because the students with low regard for
Black and Latinx identities used Standard English. Webb (2018) and Durkee et al. (2019)
support that language influences interpersonal evaluations among Black identified African
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Americans. "Acting White" by using Standard American English instead of an African American
dialect can affect mental health. Multiple studies show receiving the acting White accusation
negatively affects African Americans’ behavior and psychosocial well-being (Davis et al., 2019;
Durkee and Williams, 2015; Neal-Barnett et al., 2010).
Summary of African American English
African American dialects are a complex combination of English, Caribbean, and African
influences. African American English is the specific dialect created and maintained by Black
Americans. African American English developed and evolved for centuries prior to linguists'
investigations. African American English has been studied in various disciplines, resulting in a
wide speculation of the dialects’ origins and purposes. One of the most consistent characteristics
of AAE has been its lack of prestige relative to Standard American English. The oppositional
culture theory and the acting White accusation” suggest that African American speech forms
primarily exist to reject White identities and preserve an acceptable Black identity.
While Fordham and Ogbu (1986) predominate ideas about African American English,
this theory neglects the personal and ethnic identity aspects of behavior. Fordham and Ogbu
(1986) also presume that AAE speech practices are static rather than dynamic processes subject
to individual and contextual influences. Fordham and Ogbu (1986) and Ogbu (1999) both
exclude the positive sociological and psychological dimensions that may promote African
American dialect use. Contemporary research explores culture and identity influences on African
American English speakers. African American English speech patterns can vary among African
Americans and in different contexts.
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Theories of Identity
In psychology, an individuals' self-appraisal of their personal qualities, interpersonal
characteristics, autobiographical memories, schemas, and interactions forms their identity. It is
the self-concept that guides how this self-appraisal is perceived. The self-appraisal processes are
both unconscious and conscious. The self-concept drives behavioral responses, reflections, and
social interactions. Together self-concept and identity answer "Who am I?" "Where do I
belong?" and "How do I fit (or fit in)?" (Buckley, 2018; Oyserman, 2001). The goal of selfconcept is to attain a positive self-evaluation, positive self-worth, and a positive self-image.
Individuals seek unity in their self-concept and continuously integrate current self-knowledge
with past self-knowledge to form a global understanding of self (Baumeister, 1998).
Defining the self is both personal and social. Social psychologists emphasize the social
aspects of self-making. William James (1890) theorized that individuals possess both a personal
identity of "consciousness of personal sameness" and a "looking glass self," in which reflections
received in social interaction create the self. Mead's (1934) theory of social behaviorism
proposed identity is a product of social interactions. Self-development occurs as individuals see
themselves as objects to others in ongoing social interactions. Selves are created within contexts
and consider the values, norms, and mores of the others likely to participate in their social
context. Identities are performed for others and created in the performance. The self is
constructed through discourse and "figured worlds" in which "participants' positions matter"
(Holland et al., 1998, p.41). Discourse in social contexts is integral to self-making. Specifically,
social contexts in which individuals use discourse for story-making construct an
autobiographical memory and allow them to make meaning of their experiences and create a
coherent self (Thorne, 2004; Thorne & Nam, 2009).
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Erikson’s Theory of Ego Identity
Erik Erikson's (1959) psychosocial theory of ego identity posited self-concept as the
product of a universal developmental sequence. Erikson (1959, 1968) viewed identity formation
as "an evolving configuration" of biological, social, and psychological forces. Self-concept
regularly evolves during childhood, with critical identity development happening during
adolescence. As individuals age, self-concept transforms from concrete descriptors (e.g., address,
physical appearance, possessions, and play activities) to abstract and subjective representations
(e.g., personal beliefs, membership in an abstract category, roles motivational, and interpersonal
characteristics). Erikson (1959) proposed adolescents in this stage grapple with identity versus
role confusion. By adolescence, individuals can distinguish between the selves they would like to
be and who others want them to be (Moretti et al., 1990). Adolescents experience an "identity
crisis" of psychological turmoil as they establish identity security. Unresolved development at
this stage results in perpetual role confusion. (Hart & Damon, 1986; Levesque et al., 2018;
Oyserman, 2001). Identity exploration is most extensive in adolescence but continues through
the lifespan (Levesque, 2018).
Marcia’s Identity Status Paradigm
James Marcia’s (1966) ego identity status paradigm expands the Eriksonian ego identity
theory (1959, 1968). Marcia (1966) conceptualized identity development as a complex process of
exploration and commitment. Marcia (1966) defined an ego identity model of four statuses of
identity resolution: diffusion, foreclosure, moratorium, and identity achievement. Diffused
individuals have low commitment, low exploration, little interest, and lack pride or belonging to
a particular social identity. Individuals in foreclosure are committed to an identity without
exploration. Those in foreclosure demonstrate a sense of belonging to their group but give little
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or no indication that they have explored or questioned the meaning of these feelings. In a
foreclosure state, generally internalize family or community expectations (e.g., parents, authority
figures, or reference groups) of their identity without integrating different ideological options
(Levesque et al., 2018). Individuals in the moratorium stage exhibit ambivalence and uncertainty
toward their identity group. Identity achievement occurs when an individual commits to an
identity after exploring its meanings and implications of membership. Identity achievement is
associated with more effective decision-making skills and more depth in interpersonal
relationships. The achieved status is considered the most developed or mature form of identity
commitment (Kroger 2007; Marcia, 1993; Orlofsky, Marcia, & Lesser, 1973).
Tajfel’s Social Identity Theory
Social identity is distinct from personal identity. Personal identity is the perception of the
self as a unique individual with traits and preferences. Social Psychologist Henri Tajfel et al.
(1971) and Tajfel and Turner’s (1979) social identity theory (SIT) explains identity as an
intergroup, dynamic process. In this perspective, one's knowledge and feelings about being a
member of a social group and the importance ascribed to that membership shape self-concept
(Tajfel, 1974, 1978). Positively identifying with a social group can strengthen and reaffirm an
individuals' self-concept (Ellemers et al., 2003; McKay et al., 2007) if that group is vital to the
individual and affirmed in various domains (Buckley, 2018).
Social identity clarifies through social comparison of one's in-group and an out-group.
Perception of an in-group as both different and better than an out-group affirms a positive social
identity (Abrams and Hogg, p. 3, 1990; Harwood et al., 2005). This desire for a positive social
identity, positive self-evaluation, self-esteem (induvial or collective), uncertainty reduction, and
positive identity promotes selective accentuation of intergroup differences that favor the in-group
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(Abrams & Hogg, 1999; Harwood et al., 2005). Social categorization, social identification, and
social comparison create psychological distinctiveness between social groups (e.g., in-groups as
“us” and out-groups as “them”). Social categorization is to perceive oneself and others as
relatively interchangeable group members instead of as unique individuals. Social identification
is the adoption of the group's identity. Social comparison is the process of assessing the extent to
which others' views of their social group match their own opinions.
A negative social identity is thought to motivate individuals to act in three ways: (1) exit
the negatively viewed in-group to assimilate to a positively viewed out-group, (2) engage in
social competition, or (3) adopt a social creativity strategy. Social creativity involves
constructing positive dimensions of comparison to shift outgroup-ingroup comparisons. For
example, individuals may use "a once low-prestige language or dialect as an expression of ingroup comradery." Social competition is the direct struggle for positive group identity. The
degree to which an individual participates in social identity negotiation depends on the openness
of in-group boundaries and perception of alternatives to the status quo (Harwood et al., 2005).
Hammack’s Narrative Theory of Identity
Social psychologist Phillip Hammack (2008) challenged previous identity theories with a
tripartite identity model that emphasized identity's cultural, cognitive, and social influences.
Hammack (2008) endorsed Erikson's (1959, 1968) concept of identity development as both
personal and social and expounded on Marcia's (1966, 1994) concept of "foreclosure." Hammack
proposed "foreclosure" may be an individual's response to social identity threat, a group's
existential insecurity, or negative collective narratives. Hammack proposed reconstructing
master narratives about collective group identities reconciles this identity threat. Master
narratives form when individuals engage with discourse through personal narrative and construct
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and reconstruct their narrative alongside social interactions and social practice. In this view,
people continuously reject or internalize collective narratives about their cultural group.
Collective identity threat among marginalized or disempowered social groups possibly
exacerbates this negotiation of master narratives and personal narratives of identity (Hammack,
2008).
Summary of Identity Theories
In psychology, identity development has been theorized as an ongoing process initially
shaped by personal appraisal and reconstructed throughout psychosocial development and
maturation. As a child's self-concept shifts from the literal to an integrated, abstract concept,
personal identity includes social identities. Individuals can select among identities based on their
personal or social identity appraisal. Social identities influence personal identity, and personal
identity influences social identity. Although some psychologists have theorized that the process
of identity construction reaches a resolve, there are other prominent theories that identity is
constantly refined according to situational context, identity insecurity, and stories that
individuals tell about themselves and their groups of membership.
Ethnicity as Identity
Black identity is an ethnic identity. Ethnic identity develops when an individual's overall
sense of self is derived from the emotional significance attributed to ethnicity. Ethnic identity
development contrasts with other identity domains. Identity development theory presupposes
individuals have distinct identity options available to them during the stage of "identity vs. role
diffusion" and are relatively free to choose among identities. However, individuals generally
have no choice about their ethnic categorization. An ethnic group is defined by a common
heritage, language, ancestry, culture, and historical experiences. At most, individuals can
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physically pass as members of another ethnic group. Therefore, individuals' ethnic identity
exploration involves a relatively narrow range of alternatives. Ethnic identification also varies
according to the salience and significance of the identity to the individual. Research suggests that
ethnic group identification affects a person's relative sense of belonging, thinking, perceptions,
feelings, and behavior (Levesque et al., 2018; Motakai, 2006). The variations in ethnic
identification have resulted in multiple naïve theories across several disciplines. This section
reviews a prominent psychology theory of ethnic identity and its corresponding measurement.
Phinney’s Ethnic Identity Framework
Psychologist Jean S. Phinney (1992) theorized ethnic identity as an ever-evolving,
multidimensional way of seeing oneself in relation to an ethnic group that shares a similar
culture, religion, language, place of origin, or kinship to a larger ethnic group. In this view,
ethnic identity is constructed and reconstructed according to how ethnicity influences one’s
experiences, social settings, and relation to other ethnic groups. Phinney (1992) also developed a
corresponding ethnic identity scale, the Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure (MEIM). The
MEIM derived from Erikson’s developmental identity framework and measured how an
individual has explored and identified with an ethnic group. Ethnic identification was measured
along three dimensions: (1) positive ethnic attitudes and ethnic affirmation, (2) ethnic identity
achievement, and (3) ethnic behaviors or practices. Ethnic affirmation referred to a sense of
belonging, psychological attachment, connection, and commitment to one's ethnicity. Ethnic
identity achievement measured the degree to which one attempted to learn about their ethnic
group's culture, history, and the meaning of the ethnic group membership. Ethnic behaviors or
practices in the MEIM questionnaire did not explicitly include language as ethnic behaviors.
Example items included, "I have spent time trying to find out more about my own ethnic group,
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such as its history, traditions, and customs" and "I participate in cultural practices of my own
group, such as special food, music, or customs." Positive group attribution, pride, and
commitment characterized a robust ethnic identification. Negative or neutral attitudes, minimal
involvement, and minimal interest indicated weak identification. Phinney's (1992) model of
ethnic identity referenced language as a component of ethnic behavior but did not include precise
measurement of language's contributions.
Theories of Black Identity Development
Theories of Black identity development essentially propose that Black identity
development is dependent on the strength and direction of one’s self-appraisal of Black
identities. The overwhelming majority of the research suggests that moderate Black
identification with a comprehensive exploration of the personal meaning of one's Black identity
is optimum. While Phinney (1992) proposed that ethnic behaviors such as language reinforce and
affirm an ethnic identity, the following models of Black identity development do not include
language as a dimension of Black identity.
Cross’ Nigrescence Model
William Cross (1971) conceived the Nigrescence model or Black self-actualization
model. The Nigrescence Model illustrates Black identity development as a sequential process in
which individuals evolve from identification with Whiteness to identification with Blackness.
The Nigrescence model conceived Black identity as a linear process of four stages: (1) preencounter, (2) encounter, (3) immersion-emersion, and (4) internalization-commitment. The preencounter stage is characterized by a low racial salience, negative characterizations of Blackness,
and a relatively higher valuation of Whiteness. In the encounter stage, a series of experiences of
racial unfairness challenge an individual’s anti-Black and pro-White attitudes and force a new
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identity exploration. An individual in the encounter stage may experience psychological
confusion and emotional turmoil as they realize that their worldview is inappropriate. This
encounter stage resolves with the individual eventually deciding to maintain a Black identity
(Carter, 1991). In the immersion-emersion stage, an individual becomes deeply involved in
discovering their Black cultural heritage, attaches to idealized imagery of Black culture, and
displays intense emotions about their new Black identity. The immersion-emersion stage is not
psychologically stable as this hyper-involvement is motivated by feelings of Black inferiority
and insecurity. These feelings are masked through “Black pride” and “self-love.” The individual
may also exhibit hostility and anger toward White people (Carter, 1991; Jackson, 2010).
An individual approaches psychological security in the internalization-commitment stage.
During internalization-commitment, the individual possesses a positive Black identity through
awareness and acceptance of multicultural identity structures. These individuals accept their
Black identity without endorsing a viewpoint that romanticizes Blackness or Whiteness (Carter,
1991; Vandiver et al., 2001). In the immersion-emersion stage, angry, guilty, and defensive
dispositions are exchanged for more awareness and engagement with other ideologies (Jackson,
2010; Vandiver et al., 2001). The Cross Racial Identity Scale was introduced in the expanded
Nigrescence model and measured Black racial identity according to the four stages (CRIS; Cross
and Vandiver, 2001; Worrell et al., 2000). The underlying assumption of the Nigrescence
paradigm was that Black people inherently possess feelings of anti-Blackness, and mitigation of
this anti-Blackness is what allows the formation of a committed Black identity. However, a
committed Black identity may not require mitigating anti-Black attitudes.
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Helms’ Racial Identity Attitude Scale
Janet Helms (1995) expounded on Cross’ (1971) Nigrescence model, arguing that racial
classification has inherent psychological consequences, such as internalized racism, on all
members of minority socioracial groups. Therefore, Helms (1995) argued that progression
through Cross’ (1971) racial identity stages reflect an individual's sophistication in managing
interracial interactions. Helms posited each stage of the Nigrescence Model as a coping
mechanism. Each stage is associated with increasingly sophisticated methods to cope with
racism. Black identity development progresses according to how an individual copes in racial
contexts. For example, pre-encounter individuals would distance themselves from a devalued
ethnic group to minimize psychological discomfort. A person in the encounter status explores
their Black identity as a way to respond to negative experiences with White people. In the
immersion-emersion stage, an individual seeks a sense of unity with other African Americans to
minimize the effects of racist exchanges. The internalized-committed person rejects racism but
can establish relationships with individual White people and analyze White culture for its
strengths and weaknesses (Helms, 1990; Helms & Cook, 1999; Nghe & Mahalik, 2001). Parham
and Helms (1981) Racial Identity Scale (RIAS) operationalized Cross's (1971) Nigrescence
identity model. The RIAS measured African Americans' sociopsychological approach to defining
ethnic identity through identity stress and coping. The RIAS measured attitudes that individuals
are likely to hold toward the self, Blacks, and Whites as they navigate identity status stages. The
RIAS was later adapted to the RIAS-B (Helms & Parham, 1996).
Parham and Helms (1981) and Cross’s (1971) Nigresence model situated racism as the
primary catalyst of Black identity development. These views emphasized race over ethnicity or
culture. Race is a social construct that requires a comparison between White and non-White.
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Therefore, analyzing Black identity as a race identity compels a comparison of Blackness to
Whiteness. An ethnic perspective of Black identity development would consider the cultural
aspects of influence such as significant people, institutions, and ideologies that may influence a
Black identity.
Baldwin’s African Self-Consciousness Model
Joseph Baldwin’s (1984) African Self-Consciousness model departed from
developmental stage models and proposed a core biosocial system that dictated a “natural” Black
personality or disposition. Bald and Bell (1985) developed the African Self-Consciousness scale
(ASC) to assess an individuals’ commitment to values and cultural practices that reflect an
Africentric consciousness. Baldwin claimed a Black personality consists of two core
components, African Self-Extension Orientation and African-Self-Consciousness. The African
self-extension orientation was a biologically determined, unconscious spirituality that "allows the
self to merge into the totality of phenomenal experience." The African self-extension orientation
underwrites all Black personality traits. Baldwin (1984) argued that while biogenetically
determined, African Self-Consciousness would be subject to contextual influence and individual
variability. The Black personality would vary from socialization experiences and institutionalsystemic experiences nurture the Black personality system (Baldwin, 1984, p. 182 – 183).
Homogenous racial contexts would strengthen the Black personality system. Heterogenous or
highly social racial contexts would lessen or distort the Black personality system.
The ASC measured four dimensions: (a) awareness and recognition of one's African
identity and cultural heritage; (b) general ideological and activity priorities placed on selfknowledge and self-affirmation; (c) Afrocentric values, customs, institutions, and rituals; and (d)
resistance toward anti-Black sentiments and institutions. The ASC scale assessed Black values
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and cultural practices across six domains: education, family, religion, cultural activities,
interpersonal relations, and political orientation (Baldwin & Bell, 1985).
Sellers et al.’s Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity
Sellers et al. (1998) rejected the African Self-Consciousness Model's (Baldwin et al.,
1990; Baldwin et al., 1987; Baldwin & Hopkins, 1990) presumption that specific traits and
attitudes exist amongst all African Americans. Sellers et al. (1998) rejected the assumption of
Sellers et al. (1998) also contended that the Nigrescence model lacked sufficient empirical
research demonstrating its validity (Cross, 1971, 1991). Sellers et al. (1998) developed the
Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity (MMRI) to precisely identify the meanings and
significance African Americans attribute to their racial group membership (Sellers et al. 1998).
The assumptions of the MMRI departed from previous models that proposed a sequential ethnic
identity process (Cross, 1971; Helms & Parham, 1996; Parham & Helms, 1981; Phinney, 1990).
The MMRI attempted to answer two questions, “How important is race in the individual’s
perception of self?” and “What does it mean to be a member of this racial group?” (Sellers et al.,
1998, p. 23). The measured dimensions of the MMRI were racial salience, racial centrality,
racial regard, and racial ideology. Racial salience was the extent to which race was relevant to
person’s self-concept. Sellers et al. (1998) argued that racial salience is dynamic and can shift
according to context. Racial centrality was the extent to which a person generally defines
themselves according to their race and is stable across situations. Racial regard measured a
person's affective judgment of their race and the extent to which they felt positively about their
race. An individual's beliefs, opinions, and attitudes toward race members compose racial regard.
The MMRI assumed: (1) identities are situationally influenced, but stable; (2) individuals
possess several hierarchically ordered identities; (3) personal perception of one's racial identity is
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the most valid indicator of their identity; and (4) individuals inherently evaluate their own and
other's perceptions of racial identity.
Sellers et al.’s Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity
Sellers et al. (1997) previously developed the Multidimensional Inventory of Black
Identity (MIBI) with race-related behaviors and racial identity as interrelated constructs. The
MIBI was limited to three scales: racial centrality, racial regard, and racial ideology. Racial
regard included Public Regard and Private Regard. Neither the MMRI nor the MIBI scale
measured Black identity development and the contributing influences. Each scale assessed a
respondent's relationship to and perceptions of Black identity with no contextual considerations.
Summary of Black Identity Development
Existing Black identity models are relatively dissimilar in their assessments and
dimensions of Black identity. The Nigrescence Model assumed that Black identity development
required managing internalized anti-Blackness (Cross, 1971). Measures developed from the
Nigrescence model such as the RIAS-B (Helms and Parham, 1996) and the CRIS (Cross &
Vandiver, 2001) proposed Black identity developed from racism, internalized racism, and
interactions with White people. The African Self-Consciousness Scale was intended to assess an
individuals' commitment to Africentric values and cultural practices but has been critiqued for its
proposal of a "natural" Black personality (Baldwin & Bell, 1984). Sellers et al. (1997) theorized
Black identification is dependent on its significance, centrality, positive regard, and salience,
among other identities. Among these Black identity theories, language was not a measured
component.
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Integrated Theories of Language and Identity
The purposes for African American language have been offered in naïve historical,
sociological, and anthropological theories. For example, Historian Geneva Smitherman (2001)
posited that African American English is a medium of Black American culture and personal
agency. Smitherman (2001) specified, “using elements of White man's speech, in combination
with their own linguistic patterns and practices, enslaved Africans developed an oppositional
way of speaking" disrupted the intended obliteration of enslaved Africans' culture (p.19).
However, Smitherman (2001) had no empirical basis for these conclusions. It is accepted among
linguists that language acts implicate identity. Social psychologists have argued that
interpersonal and intergroup language are significant components of constructing and
maintaining social identities. There are no formal theories about African American dialect use as
an act of social identity. Relevant theories of language and identity from multiple disciplines are
presented. The section concludes with a review of how integrating language and identity theories
is critical to studying African American English.
Language Acts as Identity in Linguistics
Linguists and anthropologists contend there is a relationship between language and
identity. Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) proposed that language acts are acts of identity.
Specifically, the language spoken by someone and their identity as speakers of that language are
inseparable (Walters, 1987). Linguistic anthropologist Heller (1982, 1987, 1988) proposed that
language may "symbolize group identity and become emblems of that identity, especially when
there is contact with other groups whose ways of being are different" (1982, p. 3).
Anthropologists Holland et al. (1998) proposed that discourse and practice in "social encounters
in which participants' positions matter" shape self-concept. (p. 41). Linguist Gumperz (1982)
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asserted that "social identity and ethnicity are in large part established and maintained through
language" (p.7). Gumperz (1982) and Gumperz and Cook (1982) proposed that a "we" code and
a "they" code in language signals in-group and out-group membership and identity, respectively.
The minority group's language would generally be the in-group "we code" language, while the
majority group's language would be considered the out-group or "the code" language (Gumperz,
1982, p. 66). Thus, codeswitching may signal a shift between various group memberships and
identities.
Social Identity Influences Speech Patterns
Social psychologist Howard Giles' (1971) communication accommodation theory (CAT)
emphasized the influence of social identities on speech patterns. CAT emphasized group
membership's influences on speech (Gallois et al., 2005). CAT proposed speakers adjust their
speech styles to create and maintain positive personal and social identities. Four assumptions
framed CAT. First, communicative interactions are embedded within a sociohistorical context.
Second, communication is an exchange of referential meaning. Third, communication is a
negotiation of personal and social identities. Fourth, individuals achieve their relational
communication goals through linguistic, paralinguistic, discursive, and nonlinguistic behaviors
(Gallois et al., 2005, pp. 135 - 137).
Social psychologists’ Harwood et al. (2005) intergroup communication theory contrasted
CAT. Intergroup communication theory was influenced by communication accommodation
theory (Giles, 1973) and social identity theory (SIT; Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner; 1979; Tajfel;
1971). According to ICT, a speaker's most salient group membership, not the interlocutor's
characteristics, shapes communication. Social identity must be salient for at least one individual,
and at least one individual must define the social interaction in terms of group memberships
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(e.g., age, nationality, sexual orientation, culture, religions, academic, political) (Harwood et al.,
2005, pp. 2-3). Both individuals do not have to perceive the encounter as a social group
interaction for intergroup communication to occur. For example, a group of White students may
see an African American student and refer to that student based on their ethnicity. In this case,
the out-group (African American) identity becomes the most salient identity due to the
categorization of the in-group (White students). The interaction is an intergroup communication,
although only one group characterized it as intergroup.
Individuals may also switch accents or language to align with a group using divergence,
convergence, or maintenance. Individuals adjust their speech patterns to accommodate the
interlocutor's behavior in a convergence scenario. For example, an African American AAE
speaker may shift into AAE to match an AAE interlocutor and emphasize their shared social
identity. In a divergence, interaction speakers accentuate their language differences. An AAE
speaker may use AAE with a White interlocutor to emphasize their Black social group
identification. With maintenance, a person persists in their original style, regardless of the
communication behavior of the interlocutor (Harwood et al., 2005, p. 9)
In communication, Stella Ting-Toomey’s (2005) identity negotiation theory (INT) offers
a relational explanation for adjusting speech in social interactions. Identity negotiation theory
(INT) proposes the desire for close, meaningful interpersonal relationships (e.g., close friendship,
relational support) motivates changes in relational processes via language and symbolic
communication. Identity negotiation resolves a presumed inherent conflict in intercultural and
interpersonal communication. Identity negotiation can occur within cultural communities
through challenging others' identities or supporting others' identities. (Jackson, 2002a, p. 360;
Ting-Toomey, 2005). Abrams and Hogg (1990) extended INT, specifying that all individuals are
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motivated to attain an optimum state along five continuums of identity dialectics: Vulnerability –
Security; Differentiation – Inclusion; Unpredictability – Predictability; Identity Autonomy –
Connection; and Identity Change – Consistency. Optimum negotiation results in identity (a)
security, (b) inclusion, (c) predictability, (d) connection, and (e) consistency.
Integrating Ethnic and Language Identities
Social psychologists Howard Giles and Patricia Johnson (1987) proposed the
Ethnolinguistic Identity Theory (ELIT) to explain how linguistic patterns can characterize ethnic
group membership and form an identity. According to ELIT, people with an ethnolinguistic
identity will accentuate in-group language (e.g., slang, dialects, Ebonics, Spanglish, ethnic
jargon) to maintain "psycholinguistic distinctiveness" (Giles and Johnson, 1987, p. 72). These
language-maintenance processes are a significant component of maintaining a strong ethnic
identity (Harwood et al., 1987). Giles & Johnson (1987) proposed five conditions that affect
ethnolinguistic language-maintenance behaviors: (1) an individuals' level of ethnic identification,
(2) insecure social comparisons, (3) strength of identifications with other social groups, (4)
perception of the rigidity of in-group boundaries, and (5) perceptions of group vitality. Group
vitality refers to the perceived mortality of a group based on status factors (e.g., economic,
political, and linguistic prestige), demographic presence, or institutional support (e.g., media,
government, school) (Giles and Johnson, 1987, p. 71).
Giles and Johnson (1987) proposed individuals with a strong ethnic identity are most
likely to maintain their ethnic language in interethnic interactions in one of two configurations.
In the first configuration, individuals exhibit five stances: (1a) identify themselves as members of
and in solidarity with their ethnic group; (2a) make insecure social comparisons of the
changeability of their group with a superior out-group; (3a) perceive the ethnic group status to be
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higher than their status within other social category membership; (4a) perceive the in-group
boundaries to be hard and closed; and (5a) perceive their ethnic group to have low group vitality.
In the second configuration, individuals' orientation toward ethnic identification, social
comparisons, and other group membership remain the same, but they perceive (4b) their in-group
boundaries to be soft and open and (5b) their ethnic group to have high group vitality.
Individuals with lower levels of ethnic identification were believed to have a decreased
likelihood of using their ethnic language. These individuals may feel involuntarily committed to
the group, are less likely to define interactions in terms of ethnic identity, and are more likely to
conform to group norms. Giles and Johnson (1987) also suggest that high vitality or success from
an ethnic group may increase moderately identified members' commitment. Individuals with
weak or moderate ethnic solidarity, combined with perceiving ethnic boundaries as soft and open
and weak group commitment, may perceive low group vitality as an indication of failure, exhibit
noncompliance with group norms, and conform to societal norms.
Giles and Johnson (1987) also argued that strongly ethnically identified people were very
likely to diverge from out-group speech and maintain ethnic speech within a family context
(Giles & Johnson, 1987). Giles and Johnson's (1987) participants were bilingual Spanish and
English speakers. African American English speakers are not bilingual because AAE derives
from English; they are diglossic. Though different in components, bilingualism and bidialectal
are similar in function. When communicating, bilingual and dialectical speakers codeswitch
between languages (Hasan Neloy & Sarkar, 2019). ELIT suggests that strongly Black identified
AAE speakers would retain their AAE use in interethnic interactions and among their family.
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Summary of Language and Identity
Multiple disciplines link language acts to identity. Social identity has been theorized to
have significant implications for intergroup and interethnic communication. Ting-Toomey’s
(2005) identity negotiation theory (INT) explains that the desire for relational closeness
necessitates social identity negotiation to maintain relational connections. Language and
symbolic communication can negotiate social identity. Opinions vary about whether one's own
identity or the interlocutor's identity most influence intergroup communication. Communication
accommodation theory (CAT; Giles, 1971) outlines individuals adjust their communication
according to their interlocutor's perceived social identity. Intergroup communication theory
(Harwood et al., 2005) claims that an individual's selected social identity shapes language
choices, not the interlocutor's identity. Giles and Johnson’s (1987) ethnolinguistic identity theory
states that strong identification with an ethnic group and its speech encourages ethnic speech use.
Psychological research has yet to determine how African American English functions as a
mechanism of a Black identity or if African American English speakers possess an
ethnolinguistic identity.
Social Identity Theory of African American English
The Vietze and Glasco (2022) Social identity theory of African American English
integrates aspects of social identity theory (SIT; Tajfel, 1979), identity negotiation theory (INT;
Ting-Toomey, 2005), and ethnolinguistic identity theory (ELIT; Giles & Johnson, 1987). This
integrated cycle is captured in Figure 1. According to social identity theory, if a social group is
important to an individual and positively affirmed in a domain (e.g., home or school), identifying
with said social group can strengthen and reaffirm an individuals’ self-concept (Ellemers et al.,
2003; McKay et al., 2007; Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel, 1978). Identity negotiation theory (INT) asserts
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that identity is constructed and reconstructed through ongoing relational processes. In
interactions, individuals select from multiple identities to evoke a desired identity (Jackson, R.
L., 2002a). Individuals are continually motivated to negotiate a group identity that provide an
optimum state of identity (a) security, (b) inclusion, (c) predictability, (d) connection, and (e)
consistency (Abrams & Hogg, 1990). Giles and Johnson (1987) theorized in ethnolinguistic
identity theory (ELIT) individuals strongly identify with their minority ethnic group and perceive
their respective ethnic speech (e.g., foreign language) as central to their ethnic group identity will
use ethnic speech to maintain a positive social identity.
Vietze and Glasco (2022) assert in the social identity model of African American English
that the dialect and Black identity development have a bidirectional relation. Black Americans
who strongly identify with their Black identity, speak AAE, and perceive AAE as a core aspect
of their Black identity will use AAE to negotiate a positive social identity. Further, these
individuals will elevate their ethnolinguistic identity by using AAE to form a positive social
identity. This positive Black identity construction results in additional AAE use. This additional
AAE production further reinforces a positive Black identity. There are five assumptions in the
social identity model of African American English: (1) African American English can be
measured (2) African American English (AAE) functions as the ethnic speech of people with a
Black identity; (3) Black identity is an ethnic identity and therefore a social identity; (4) African
American English speaker is a social identity; and (5) African American English (AAE)
constructs and reinforces a positive Black identity.
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Figure 1
Vietze & Glasco’s Social Identity Theory of African American English

Note. 1. AAE Dialects – Varieties of AAE that persist in present day but may vary according to regional, African Diaspora, generational, and
other influences Home and Community Learning Environment – AAE is taught and learned from home and community domains. Identity
Formation as an AAE Speaker – formed among individuals who (1) identify as a member of the Black ethnic group and (2) perceive AAE as a
core aspect of their Black ethnic identity. Time 1 AAE -- resulting AAE from these individuals. AAE as Black Identity -- Time 1AAE is used to
construct a Black identity and maintain optimum states in the Identity Dialectic processes (e.g., identity security, inclusion, predictability,
connection, and consistency). The Identity Dialect processes reaffirm the AAE speaker’s membership in the Black ethnic ingroup, the AAE
ingroup, and AAE as a core aspect of the Black ethnic ingroup. AAE Language Maintenance speakers continue to (1) accentuate AAE and (2)
converge toward AAE characteristics, resulting in additional AAE use at Time 2…Tn. At AAE Time 2…Tn. AAE at Time 2 and hereafter at Tn
continually functions as Identity Reinforcement of one’s Black Identity via the Identity Dialectic process.
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Summary of Chapter 1: Theoretical Foundation
The theories of identity outlined in this review provide an interdisciplinary foundation for
African American English as a psychological construct. Establishing a cohesive and positive
self-concept motivates individuals to negotiate positive social identities through behavior such as
language. According to social identity theory (Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel, 1978), if a social group is
important to and individual and positively affirmed in a domain (e.g., home or school),
identifying with that social group can strengthen and reaffirm an individuals’ self-concept
(Ellemers et al., 2003; McKay et al., 2007;). Social identity is largely constructed from
interpersonal interactions and comparisons with others. Ethnic identity is a social identity that
develops when an individual derives a sense of belonging from their membership within an
ethnic group. Social identity includes ethnic identification and ethnolinguistic identification.
Ethnolinguistic identity theory suggests that linguistic patterns can construct both an ethnic
identity and an ethnolinguistic identity. A mature, self-actualized ethnic identity may buffer
against the negative psychosocial consequences of belonging to a marginalized ethnic group.
Identity negotiation theory (Ting-Toomey, 2005) asserts that identity is constructed and
reconstructed through an ongoing series of relational processes. In social interactions, individuals
select from multiple role identities to evoke a desired identity. Individuals are continually
motivated to negotiate a group identity that provides an optimum state of (a) security, (b)
inclusion, (c) predictability, (d) connection, and (e) consistency (Abrams & Hogg, 1990). Giles
and Johnson (1987) theorized in ethnolinguistic identity theory that individuals strongly identify
with their minority ethnic group and perceive their respective ethnic speech (e.g., foreign
language) as central to their ethnic group identity will use ethnic speech to maintain a positive
social identity. Communication accomodation theory (Giles, 1973; Gallois, Ogay, & Giles,
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2005) and intergroup communication theory (Harwood et al., 2005) both suggest that individuals
will alter their speech patterns in interactions to achieve a desired effect. Ultimately, a positive
personal and social identity is theorized to improve psychological functioning and well-being.
Combining these theories suggests that for some speakers AAE maintains a Black
identity and AAE may function as a mechanism to buffer against the negative psychological
consequences of belonging to a marginalized ethnic group. Additionally, AAE speakers may
adjust their speech to include more or less AAE expressions according to their outgroup
perceptions. Ethnolinguistic identity also increases with increased ethnic identification. The
functionality of AAE will possibly vary according to other meanings AAE members assign to
African American English and a Black identity. Therefore, a study of the relationship between
AAE and Black identity should consider three interrelated issues (1) the meaning making
African American English speakers assign to AAE generally, (2) the relationship between AAE
and relevant social identities, and (3) the social, environmental, and interpersonal contexts in
which AAE is used among its speakers.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
Chapter 1 presented African American English, identity, ethnic identity, Black identity,
communication, and ethnolinguistic identity theories. Few studies have examined the
relationship between African American English (AAE) and identity. Research on AAE is
frequently qualitative and appears in a variety of disciplines. This chapter reviews qualitative and
empirical research on African American dialects and speech patterns in psychology, sociology,
linguistics, and communication. This literature review begins with a critique of the assessments
of African American English. The chapter follows with linguistic and psychological research on
the relationship between identity and language. The chapter concludes with research on the
relationship between Black identity and African American English.
African American English Assessment Issues
Like many language and dialect studies, AAE research has frequently described or
quantified AAE features. Social science research of AAE has often lacked a theoretical
framework, which leaves researchers to measure AAE through quantitative or non-specific
qualitative methods. Quantitative methods pre-determine a set of AAE features to measure and
count each unique occurrence of the features. AAE is comprised of at least four speech parts, (1)
syntax, (2) morphosyntax, (3) lexicon, and (4) phonology. Quantitative studies have compared
the frequency of how often AAE features appear with demographic data such as gender and
grade. These quantitative measurements of dialect features are systematic but cannot provide
psychological, psychosocial, social, or contextual influences of dialect use. Qualitative studies
have included interviews and conversation observation, but some studies lack participant criteria
for AAE proficiency and Black culture identification. Other qualitative studies lack systematic
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measurement of AAE. This section is a critical review of relevant research that focuses on the
quantitative measurement of AAE.
Dialect Density Measurements of AAE
Dialect Density Measurements (DDMs) are a quantitative method to calculate
frequencies of language feature production. DDM feature tokens quantify the number of feature
tokens divided by words in a sample. DDM feature type is the number of different types of
features divided by words in the sample. Craig and Washington's (2006) Dialect Density
Measures (DDMs) have been used in multiple studies to capture AAE stylistic variation at the
group level by analyzing dozens of pre-determined linguistic features. Renn and Terry (2009)
found that Craig and Washington’s (2006) Dialect Density Measure (DDMs) could not quantify
AAVE style-shifting at the population level. Style shifting is when a speaker changes their
speech based on their desire to promote a particular persona according to context, audience, and
the speaker’s individual, interpersonal, and group identities (Renn & Terry, 2009, pp. 375). Renn
and Terry (2009) also compared three different measures to determine if researchers can use a
subset of Craig and Washington's (2006) measure to adequately measure style shift among a
group of adolescents. The first of the measures was the reduced version of Craig and
Washington's (2006) Dialect Density Measure. The second measure was the Craig and
Washington (2006) DDM with six additional morphosyntactic features. The third measure
(subset measure) consisted of a subset of six AAVE features: (1) Nasal fronting (e.g., "swimmin'
for swimming"); (2) copula absence (e.g., "He nice" for "He is nice"; (3) Modal auxiliary
absence ( "How you do this?" for "How do you do this?"); (4) Third-person singular -s absence
(e.g.," She like him" for "She likes him"); (5) multiple negations (e.g., "They didn't do nothing"
for "They did not do anything"; (6) "Ain't" for “Is not” (e.g., “The cars ain’t gonna move”). The
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adolescent participants (n= 108) were instructed to give two formal speeches: (1) a speech to a
group of parents about their school and (2) a speech presenting a “kids-only” vacation plan to
imaginary audiences.
Each measurement could reliably quantify AAE use, but occurrences of style-shifting
between and within contexts were unclear. The similar Pearson Correlation coefficients for each
measurement type suggested that a small number of features for DDM quantification could be
used to reliably measure AAE use. The reduced CW measure was highly correlated with the
subset measure (r=.94). The reduced CW and full CW measures were highly correlated (r=.99).
The full CW and subset measures were highly correlated (r=.94). When Renn and Terry (2009)
attempted to measure style-shifting with the full CW measure and the reduced CW measure, the
results were too marginal for any significant conclusions. There was also an increase in AAE
features in informal contexts compared to formal contexts. Renn and Terry (2009) captured AAE
feature occurrences but failed to identify style shifts. Assessing style-shifting requires syntax,
phonology, and morphosyntax analysis.
Revised Dialect Density Measure. Craig and Grogger (2012) also suggested that DDMs
do not comprehensively represent the entire AAE dialect and are ineffective for measuring
contextual influences of AAE use. Craig and Grogger (2012) used five morphosyntactic features
from Craig and Washington (2006) to examine the variability of AAE and the likelihood of AAE
production according to educational achievement level, the race of examiner, and interview
topic. Feature type DDMs and token-based DDMs determined AAE. The five morphosyntactic
measured included (1) zero copula/copula absence (e.g., "She [] a liar" for "She is a liar"); (2)
invariant be/habitual be -- "He goes to school regularly" becomes "He be going to school;" (3)
"ain't" for "is not," (4) existential it (e.g., [It's] a King boulevard in New York City for "There is
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a King Boulevard in New York City"); (5) completive done (e.g., "He [done] ate already" for
"He ate already."
The results were mixed. There were no features that all participants used and there was
high variability in AAE use among and between individuals. The measured features were
selected because they were relatively well understood and easy to measure. However, three
selected morphosyntactic features poorly represent the dialect. The three features were: (1)
copula absence/zero copula (e.g., “She [ ] a liar” for “She is a liar”); (2) variable subject-verb
agreement (e.g., “They was lookin' for the big dog" for "They were lookin' for the big dog"); (3),
e.g., appositive pronoun (e.g. "that man, [him], stole my wallet" for "that man stole my wallet")
(Craig & Grogger, 2012). There was a decrease in DDM type from participants with less than a
high school education and some college or a completed college degree. There was also a
decrease in DDM type between high school/ GED and college graduates. The college education
group decreased usage of the five features compared with the lower education group. However,
zero article (e.g., "now I'm just [ ] full-time student in college") and zero past tense (e.g., “I have
work [ ] for a company doing customer service”) were not used any less frequently between the
two education groups. This decline, but not disappearance, of the morphosyntactic features and
no difference in zero past tense and zero article use suggested these dialect features are not
representative of how speakers use the dialect or AAE use is not influenced by education.
Craig and Grogger's (2012) ecological validity was also compromised due to sample
selection and the conversation interactions. People were approached based on whether they
appeared African American, and there were no participant criteria to determine if they were
African American English speakers. The study was intended to elicit conversational speech, but
the conversations were 4-minute interviews with a non-AAE speaker interlocutor. Dialect
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research should include a spontaneous conversation with dialect and non-dialect speakers to
increase ecological validity.
Unspecified Qualitative Measurements of AAE
In sociology, Kugelmass' (2016) assessment of African American speech bias according
to unspecified verbal markers illustrated the validity and ethical issues that can arise in a
qualitative study of African American English. Kugelmass (2016) examined phone bias and
client access to psychotherapy appointments with scripted messages using "racially distinctive
names" and "race and/or class-specific accents." Actors voiced the scripted messages. African
American speech patterns were determined by rater agreement and not according to any
linguistic standard or measurement. Raters listened to recordings and answered questions about
the race and class of the voices. The recordings with the highest agreement of race and class
were used as the experimental manipulation. “Lower class” callers used "Black English
Vernacular." The middle-class Black callers used "Black Accented English," defined as a Blackinflected pronunciation. These speech varieties were not derived from or verified by existing
linguistic research.
One-half of the psychotherapists received messages from a male or female voice-over
artist that was primed to sound "Black middle-class” or “Black working-class." The other half of
psychotherapists received identical messages from voice-over artists primed to sound White
middle-class or working-class. One month later, the same psychotherapists received a similar
message from a different caller of the same social class and gender but a different race. Only 5%
of Black and White working-class-sounding participants were offered their preferred
appointment. Only 8% of working-class-sounding participants of any race were offered an
appointment. Only one preferred appointment was offered to the working-class Black man.
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While the results suggest a bias against working-class people and people with non-standard
names or accents, Kugelmass (2016) did not use native African American English speakers.
Kugelmass (2016) exemplified significant validity and ethical issues. Failure to use actual
African American English speakers or a standardized set of African American English features
compromised the construct validity of the study. Some extraneous voice quality may have
influenced psychotherapists' call-back behavior. Further, failure to use native African American
English speakers reinforced the notion that AAE is not a legitimate dialect with systematic rules
but merely an accent or collection of vernaculars that any person can wield with correct
comprehension.
The Relationship Between Speech Patterns and Ethnic Identity
The relationship between language and identity has been theorized in linguistics and
anthropology. Speech patterns, specifically among ethnic groups, are often explored in
sociolinguistics. Sociolinguists study how people use language to create and express identities,
relate to one another in groups, and negotiate or resist various kinds of power (Wardhaugh,
2006). Sociolinguists have established dialects maintain a local identity in European countries
(Linguist Hemnesberget et al.,1972). In psychology, racial and ethnic identity measures have
been used to study the relationship between speech patterns and ethnic identity amongst various
ethnic groups. Heritage language proficiency, the cultural knowledge and comprehension of the
heritage language, has been shown to reliably predict ethnic identity (Oh & Fuligni, 2010).
Codeswitching to an acrolect, a more prestigious dialect, from a standard language has also been
associated with ideological solidarity with an ethnic group (Hasan Neloy & Sarkar, 2019).
African American English speakers have not been studied in psychological research on
the relationship between speech and ethnic identity. The empirical research of African American
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English and identity in other fields has frequently failed to distinguish ethnolinguistic identity
from ethnic identity. African American English speakers are of African American descent, but
not all people of African descent are African American English speakers. This section critically
reviews the available empirical research on the relationship between African Americans’ speech
patterns and any aspects of identity. A study with African American English as a predictor of
identity is reviewed first, followed by studies with African American English as an outcome. A
descriptive study of African American English is included to illustrate a critical challenge of
dialect research.
African American Speech Patterns as a Predictor of Identity
The lack of research with African American English as a predictor of ethnic identity
suggests two potential issues. First, African American English is not widely regarded as a
measurable ethnic dialect. Second, Blackness is still generally conceptualized as a race, not an
ethnic identity. The following study does not provide direct data on the relationship between
AAE and Black identity. Still, it provides critical insight into the social and relational influences
of African Americans’ speech patterns. This study also shows the potential of using qualitative
methods to research African American speech patterns.
Verbal Performances as Identity Maintenance
In a sociolinguistic study, Delfino (2016) initially proposed that African American verbal
performance of mock insults, or “joning," constructed a socially risk identity. During "joning" a
speaker selects a target, assigns them an insulting attribute, and makes hyperbolic statements.
Joning is often used competitively or to retaliate against a perceived insult.
Delfino (2016) found that “joning” was a social identity performance and was a
mechanism of positive psychosocial functioning and social identity. Delfino (2016) used
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naturalistic observation to analyze the language and face-to-face interactions of 30 primarily
AAVE- speaking African American pre-adolescents during two after-school programs. Delfino
(2016) also conducted an exploratory case analysis with a 9-year-old girl to study the
relationship between identities and African American speech behaviors. The girl had status as a
high achiever and used "talking Black” to retain her membership with the Black social group and
securely pursue academic achievement. Delfino (2016) found the girl used AAE to align with a
Black identity. The girl used AAE to: (1) assert leadership among peers without being perceived
as "acting White"; (2) encourage social intimacy by provoking laughter; and (3) associate with
models of Black female identity. African American speech patterns were also used to associate
with other social identities such as (1) a risk taker willing to break social norms through “
‘inappropriate’ uses of ‘talking Black’” in academic settings and (2) a “ 'tough,' 'street,' or 'ghetto'
personae to prevent peer targeting” and (3) to boast about academic achievement. Delfino (2016)
discovered various uses of “ ‘girl’ ” and other indirect devices such as prosody and lexeme
contributed to this stylized identity performance (Delfino, 2016, p. 645). Delfino (2016) provided
evidence that verbal performances among school-age African Americans can be used to maintain
social identities and solidarity with a Black community.
Delfino’s (2016) qualitative approach allowed exploration of the social dynamics of
African American students’ speech patterns in Southeast Washington, D.C. Conversation
analysis assessed the structure and an individual's participation in face-to-face interaction.
Discourse analysis assessed indexicality, or how participants use language as a symbolic
resource to negotiate social identities and ideologies, including race, class, and gender (Delfino,
2016, p. 639). The study also included qualitative methods to further explain speech phenomena.
Focus groups of AAE speakers explained speech phenomena not readily apparent to the
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researchers, shared their perceptions as AAE speakers, and contextualized the behaviors among
their peers. Researchers also conducted informal interviews with the students' after-school staff,
teachers, and parents who shared their ethnic-racial and linguistic identity. The adults provided
the "metapragmatic description of joning" that otherwise would have alluded the research team
(Delfino, 2016, p. 638). The ethnographic nature of the study also yielded a sample of familiar
participants. The participant interactions occurred within two-blocks of the Southeast
Washington, D.C. neighborhood. Many of the students were siblings, cousins, or "fictive kin" – a
social network sometimes but not necessarily related by blood (Delfino, 2016, p.637). Adults and
older children were caregivers to the younger children. All the students lived within a two-block
radius of each other, and most had attended the local public middle school. Three of the afterschool students attended one of the charter schools a few miles north of their neighborhood.
Delfino (2016) illustrated the efficacy of exploratory analysis, multiple methods of analysis, and
a naturalistic sample in African American English research.
Identity as a Predictor of African American Speech Patterns
Various identities have been theorized as predictors of African American speech patterns.
The studies reviewed include relevant linguistic and psychological research. Each study positions
ethnic, race, or place identity (e.g., geographic) as a predictor and an African American dialect as
an outcome. Specifically, the measured outcomes are African American English accommodation,
use, or patterns. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are used in the included studies.
Black Identity as a Predictor of AAE Accommodation
Sociolinguist Van Hofwegen (2015) applied both the communication accommodation
theory (CAT; Giles, 1973) and intergroup communication theory (ICT; Harwood et al., 2005).
Van Hofwegen (2015) analyzed African American adolescents’ AAE accommodation in peer
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interactions. Participants (n=201) were paired with one peer at grades 6, 8, and 10. At Grades 6
and 8, the children chose their interlocutor (i.e., friends); a subset of children chose the same
friends for both interactions. At Grade 10, the children were paired with a randomly selected
unfamiliar peer who shared their age, gender, and ethnic characteristics. The dyadic analysis
assessed AAE accommodation according to (1) age differences, (2) peer familiarity, (3)
relationship quality, and (4) psychosocial influences.
Van Hofwegen (2015) adapted Craig and Washington's (2004, 2006) Dialect Density
Measure to measure accommodation of 41morphosyntactic and three phonological AAE
features. The Dialect Density Measurement (DDM) is a composite index of AAE features that
calculates the rate of AAE feature production per words (Craig and Washington, 2006). The
DDM can easily calculate AAE feature frequency but is limited in capturing the psychosocial,
social, and contextual influences of AAE feature use. AAE usage was defined by quantifying
three “ethnically-salient” features that characterize AAE: (1) copula absence; (2) third-person
singular –s absence; and (3) nasal fronting. An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) calculated
the degree of within-dyad variance. High ICCs indicate high accommodation, and low ICCs
indicate very little accommodation. A features-per-utterance score (subset-fpu) was calculated
for each speaker in each dyadic interaction.
The within-dyad similarity was significant across all groups, which suggested the
children similarly accommodated AAE accommodation with peers. There were varying trends in
gender groups. Girls’ accommodative performance was moderately high and consistent in
different-friend girl dyads ICCs between grades 6 (.68) and grade 8 (.70). When paired with a
stranger at grade 10, girl dyads’ overall AAE ICC remained at a similar level of .70. It was samefriend dyad pairs that lowered their accommodative performance between the two years. The
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ICC of same-friend girl dyads decreased drastically from Grade 6 (.70) to Grade 8 (.30) to have
no statistical significance. The reasons for girls' decreased AAE accommodation with the same
friend were unclear as there was no qualitative analysis of conversations or follow-up interviews.
In contrast with girls, boys were more accommodating of AAE with friends as they aged.
Boys' accommodation increased from grade 6 to grade 8, whether with the same friend (.25 to
.65) or with a different friend (.45 to .85). However, at Grade 10, when paired with a stranger
peer, boys' AAE accommodation sharply declined to the lowest level (.35). The difference in
results among boys suggested that familiarity increases AAE accommodation, but there was no
participant follow-up.
The measured psychosocial influences had a limited effect on accommodative patterns.
Van Hofwegen (2015) measured an individual's racial centrality, social skills, self-esteem, and
friendship quality. The Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (MIBI) Centrality Scale
(MIBI; Sellers et al., 1997) measured Black identity. The HARE Self-Esteem Scale (HSS; Hare,
1975) measured self-esteem. A friendship quality questionnaire assessed friendship quality in
grades 6 and 8. Friendship quality only improved the ICC of same-friend grade 8 girls.
Interpersonal factors, including the number of White contacts, number of Black contacts, and
percentage of African Americans in the school, did not affect relative AAE accommodation for
any group, regardless of peer selection. Self-esteem and racial centrality also did not
significantly affect the overall variation in AAE features per utterance for any age or gender
group.
There were ecological validity limits to Van Hofwegen (2015). The language samples
were not comparable across all grades. At Grades 6 and 8, the children interacted with peers of
their choosing. At Grade 10, the children were assigned a random peer. Dyadic analysis by
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gender was only possible for the same friend pairs, and a small subset of children chose the same
friend for both interactions. Of the 201 grade 8 dyads, only 21 peer pairs were the same from
grade 6. Due to this relatively small sample of same-friend dyads, statistical comparisons
between friend categories could not be made. The participants were also given different tasks or
topics to complete. The laboratory setting was likely significantly different than naturally
occurring contexts. Spontaneous conversation among self-selected peers, in varied group sizes,
of varying gender mixes, about self-selected topics, and other dynamics would result in
significantly different speech accommodation outcomes. The insubstantial psychosocial results
also demonstrated the ineffectiveness of exclusively using quantitative AAE measurements to
explain the psychosocial influences of AAE use patterns.
Place Identity as a Predictor of AAE in the Northwest Pacific
Linguist Scanlon (2020) used communication accommodation theory (CAT) to frame
analyses of African American Language (AAL) use in Yesler Terrace (YT), a multi-ethnic
community in Seattle, Washington. Scanlon used audience design analysis to determine how
speakers utilized AAL features to achieve their conversational goals based on the audience.
Speaker design analysis examined how speakers used intra-speaker dialect shifts for their
conversation goals. AAL was measured by two features /ɑɪ/reduction2 and the PIN-PEN
merger.3 These two features have been shown to have apparent differences in production
between African Americans and European Americans.
The interaction analyses suggested AAL accommodation was based on a speaker’s desire
to identify with the interlocutor and the general YT African American community. The first

2

/ɑɪ/reduction -- the reduced production of the glide in words like "hide," "height," and "high" so that the vowel sounds merge
into a monophthong, and the pronunciation of the consonant sounds are reduced (Scanlon, 2020).
3
PIN-PEN merger -- the "i" and "e" before nasals result in homophonous productions of pin/pen, tin/ten, and thin/then (Scanlon,
2020).
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analysis included interviews conducted by Jean, an African American anthropologist raised in
YT. Jean interviewed 18 participants (African American 14; Caucasian 4) who spent their
formative years in YT in the 1950s and 1960s. The interviews included 14 familiar interlocutors
and four unfamiliar interlocutors (African American n=2; European American n=2). The YT
interviews indicated /ɑɪ/ reduction signaled speakers' ethnic identities, accommodation of
interlocutors' ethnic identities, familiarity, associations with place, social class, and stances
towards ethnic identity and non-ethnic topics.
The Audience Design Analysis suggested Jean's used /ɑɪ/ reduction based on interlocutor
ethnicity, familiarity, and their /ɑɪ/ reduction rate. Jean reduced /ɑɪ/ with African Americans 21%
versus just 3% with European Americans. Jean reduced at higher rates with interlocutors who
showed high reduction rates themselves. Jean reduced /ɑɪ/ 28% of the time with high-reducing
African American interlocutors, versus only 11% with low-reducing African American
interlocutors. However, Jean /ɑɪ/ glide reduced at a greater rate with familiars (20%) than with
non-familiar (11%) interlocutors. Scanlon (2020) concluded Jean's used AAL to associate with a
YT and an AAL identity. At the time of the study, Jean was several decades removed from the
community. Jean resided in YT from early childhood through late adolescence. Jean's linguistic
features mirrored ethnicity-based differences found in the larger AAL community. This data
revealed that AAE speakers may use their dialect to align with their ethnolinguistic community
of origin.
The case study analyses explored whether the AAL marker, reduced /ɑɪ/, was a
mechanism of coherence or indexicality. Coherence assessed the mental processes and
contextual knowledge that accompany or link words (Scanlon, 2020). Indexicality explored
whether the use of a language feature signals a particular social identity or social stance. Both the
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African American and European American participants used /ɑɪ/ reduction, but the frequency of
/ɑɪ/ reduction was consistent among only 1 of the four speakers. All the interlocutors were
familiar to the interviewer, and one African American participant and one European American
participant were best friends during childhood and the present day. Scanlon (2020) concluded
/ɑɪ/ reduction signaled attitudes and values associated with the Yesler Terrace community. While
/ɑɪ/ reduction had been associated with AAL, the feature was indicative of membership in the
YT community rather than a Black identity. The PIN-PEN merger frequency varied across
genders but had no identity implications.
Scanlon (2020) provided evidence that social, place and ethnic, identities influence
communication accommodation (Giles & Johnson, 1987). Ethnic identity and community
identity salience influenced communication accommodation. In the interviews, /ɑɪ/ reduction
indexed ethnic identity and community identity. The interviews provided evidence that ethnic
and community identity can have an interdependent influence on communication choices.
Racial Identity Inconsistently Predicts AAE Evaluations
Multiple psychological studies have assessed how African Americans appraise African
American English. Surveyed participants are often selected based on their race as African
American but are not evaluated for Black ethnic identification or AAE proficiency. The lack of
distinction between ethnic identity, racial identity, and AAE proficiency make these AAE
evaluation results unreliable. White et al. (1998) postulated that a Black identity would influence
solidarity and status evaluations of Black English. Participants with a low African American selfconcept rated Black English as having lower status than SAE, especially in formal settings.
Participants with a high African American self-concept rated BE as equal to SAE for status and
solidarity but never superior. Solidarity ratings were no different for Black English and SAE,
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regardless of African American self-concept. Standard English and Appropriate Codeswitching
(ACS) were rated higher on socio-intellectual status than Black English and Inappropriate
Codeswitching (ICS). Standard English was rated higher on aesthetic quality than Black English
or during ICS. Standard English was rated higher on aesthetic quality than Black English or
during ICS. Participants were also asked if they would want to know or work with each speaker.
Post hoc testing showed that participants would want to work with the SE speaker and the ACS
speaker over the BE speaker. Participants indicated less desire to know the person speaking
inappropriately for the context.
The ASC measured affiliation with a non-specific Black racial identity, African lineage,
and pro-Black attitudes. The African Self-Consciousness Scale (ASC) measured (a) recognition
of oneself as "African in identity and heritage, (b) value on African survival and (c) respect for
all things African, and (d) resistance toward anti-Blackness.” The African Self-Consciousness
Scale (ASC) did not delineate between African descent subgroups or measure the behaviors and
attitudes toward ethnic Black identity.
Koch (2001) surveyed African American undergraduates (n=102) on their attitudes
toward codeswitching between "Black English" and “formal English.” A speech model
appropriately and inappropriately codeswitched between Standard English (SE) and Black
English (BE) in a formal and an informal context. The undergraduates rated the speaker on
socio-intellectual status, aesthetics, and dynamism. Standard English and Appropriate
Codeswitching (ACS) were rated higher on socio-intellectual status than Black English and
Inappropriate Codeswitching (ICS). Standard English was rated higher on aesthetic quality than
Black English or during ICS. Standard English was rated higher on aesthetic quality than Black
English or during ICS. Participants were also asked if they would want to know or work with
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each speaker. Post hoc testing showed that participants would want to work with the SE speaker
and the ACS speaker over the BE speaker. Participants indicated less desire to know a speaker
speaking inappropriately for the context. Participants were not assessed for AAE proficiency or
level of Black identification. It was unclear if the evaluations reflected actual African American
English speaker's attitudes or an African American outgroup that did not speak the dialect.
Biracial Ethnicity as a Predictor of Speech Patterns
Psychologists Gaither et al. (2015) framed a quasi-experiment with social identity theory
(SIT; Tajfel et al., 1971; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Gaither et al. (2015) examined the influence of
social identity priming on biracial student’s speech patterns. Biracial was defined as having one
White parent and one Black parent. Social identity priming occurs when environmental cues
signal specific identities over others. The social prime was intended to provoke participants’
alignment with one ethnic identity. The social prime was a ten-minute writing task on
participant’s Black or White parent. A five-minute conversation about affirmative action with an
unfamiliar Black or White interaction partner followed the writing task. Blind raters evaluated
the racial identity of each speaker’s voice. Black primed participants were perceived to sound
“more Black.” White primed participants were perceived to sound more White. Sounding “more
Black” positively correlated with sounding more supportive of affirmative action. Sounding
“more White” also positively correlated with sounding more opposed to affirmative action.
A second study shortened the original audio clips to 10 to 20-second segments and
excluded the affirmative action discussion. New blind raters rated each participant's audio clip on
how stereotypically Black to White participants sounded. Black primed participants' voices were
rated as significantly "more Black” than White-primed participants. Black primed participants
were also rated as sounding significantly less informed than White-primed participants and
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significantly less confident than White-primed participants. In a third study, transcripts of the
thin-sliced audio clips were prepared to investigate differences in syntax or morphology. No
significant differences by racial prime were found for (1) sounding more Black, (2) more
informed, or (3) more confident. A fourth study explored the extent to which the style switching
of the Black- and White-primed groups involved phonological patterns. Four phonological
patterns were identified that were not exclusive to AAE but were less common in the "General
American English" (GAE) variety spoken in the Boston area. There was minimal use of the
morphosyntactic features and phonological features did not significantly differ across groups.
The overwhelming majority of tokens were coded as having a GAE pronunciation.
Gaither et al., (2015) conclusions reflected listeners' general perceptions of "Black" and
"White" speech rather than biracial participants' ethnic identifications. There was no measure of
the speaker’s level of ethnic identification. The quasi-experiment premise implied biracial
individuals had equally salient Black and White identities. Social identity theory (SIT) states that
an individual's self-concept is influenced by social identity if they know they belong to a social
group and membership has significance and emotional value. Biracial individuals may have
ethnic origins in two ethnic groups; however, individuals may not necessarily identify with either
ethnic as a social identity group. Gaither et al. (2015) also assumed that biracial individuals
could speak African American English. Not all individuals of African descent speak African
American English. Even amongst AAE speakers, social identification with other AAE speakers
will vary according to the individual, the context, and different competing social identities. There
was no participant criterion rater for an African American dialect. There was no rater assessment
for an African American dialect versus a standard language form. Gaither et al. (2015) contrasted
features “typically spoken by Black individuals” with General American English, a proxy for the
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varieties of English “most spoken by White Americans.” A lack of participant criterion and
systematic language measurement compromised the empirical validity of this study.
Descriptive Studies of African American English
Descriptive studies of African American English have provided demographic
characteristics of AAE speakers and contexts of AAE use but have not focused on the
psychosocial influences of AAE use. Smith’s (2016) anthropological study used principles of
critical discourse analysis to determine if Southern Rural AAVE exposed the socioeconomic
oppression of Black Americans who moved to Chicago from the American South during The
Great Migration. Critical discourse analysis assumes that discourse is inherently historical. Smith
(2016) interviewed ten African Americans about African Americans' speech patterns, migration
timelines, socioeconomic status, non-Black contact, neighborhood demographics, and
accusations of "talking White." Smith (2016) concluded Southern Rural AAVE was contained in
residentially segregated, racially homogenous (i.e., Black only), and lower socioeconomic status
areas. Smith (2016) asserted participants who did not use Southern Rural AAVE were influenced
by interracial friendships, integrated schools, and integrated neighborhoods that relied on SAE.
Smith also concluded participants who used some Southern Rural AAVE but did not
predominantly speak SAE, identified with their parent's Southern Rural AAVE but codeswitched
due to exposure and higher valuation of SAE.
Without a comprehensive set of AAE features or qualitative analysis of conversations incontext, the validity of these conclusions is limited. Five morphosyntactic features defined
African America English: (1) resyllabifying the sound ‘ay’ before laterals – “time” becomes
“taim,” why becomes “wah”; (2) r- lessness – “sir” becomes “suh," “lord” becomes “lawd”; (3)
replacing short “i” sound with “ee” sound – “say it couldn’t be” becomes “Say ee couldn’t be”;
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(4) drop out of the “th” sound with no replacement— “them” becomes “um” to denote items in
object position, “I put ‘um [them] on” and (5) unglided /ai —“time” becomes “taim,” “why”
becomes “wah.” The study also used interviews and self-reports to assess participants' Southern
Rural AAVE patterns. Self-reports of speech are limited to that which is apparent to the speaker.
Interview data combined with observation data corroborates self-reports and allows trend
analysis participants cannot perceive.
Analyses of Southern Rural AAVE without speaker conversations produced speculative
results possibly influenced by Smith's theoretical orientation rather than speaker phenomena.
Smith (2016) associated African American English exclusively with oppression and
marginalization. Other factors may have influenced Southern Rural AAVE. Preserving Southern
Rural AAVE may allow speakers to retain an African American Chicagoan ethnic or
ethnolinguistic identity. The participants were aged 20 to 45. However, there was no
measurement of the intergenerational Southern Rural AAVE changes between participants or
within each family. Smith (2016) also failed to consider AAE could be an outcome of positive
social dynamics, not just marginalization. For example, Hecht and Ribeau (1991) found slang,
verbal aggressiveness, and a willingness to talk were associated with Black Identity among Black
undergraduates at a California university. Speicher & McMahon (1992) asked students, “Do you
believe it is important for African Americans to know Black English Vernacular (BEV) dialect?”
and “Do you believe it is appropriate to affiliate or associate this code with African Americans?”
Approximately half of the informants in Hecht and Ribeau (1991) believed BEV was important
for cultural affirmation, identity, and ethnic legitimacy.
Gooden and Eberhardt (2007) found that linguistic patterns and ethnic identity can be
incongruent. Gooden and Eberhardt (2007) hypothesized that African Americans would avoid
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White Pittsburgher sounding tokens, monophthongal /aw/4 and backing and rounding of /a/5 to
oppose White Pittsburgh identities. Gooden and Eberhardt (2007) focused on Black Americans'
use of a local variety of SAE rather than the actual study of AAE speakers. Gooden and
Eberhardt (2007) interviewed ten African Americans in a sociolinguistic study in a majority
Black Pittsburgh community called "The Hill." At the time of the study, "The Hill" was 86.895.9% African American. The city of Pittsburgh was 27.1% African American. Analyses found
that African Americans produced substantially less local-sounding tokens than White Speakers.
African Americans fully monophthongized /aw/ tokens at a rate of 6.9%. White speakers
produced considerably more monophthongal /aw/ tokens at 21.4%. African Americans produced
22% of tokens of /a/ as fully backed and rounded, while White speakers produced 52% of all
tokens of /a/ as fully backed and rounded.
However, two African Americans exhibited a higher probability for local sounding
features. One female participant exhibited a high probability to monophthongize /aw/. The
female participant disputed that the monophthongized /aw/was exclusive to White Pittsburghers
and did not believe the feature conflicted with a Black identity. The male participant had high
probabilities for both /aw/ monophthongization and /a/ backing and rounding. The male
participant did not associate local-sounding features with a specific race. Both participants
claimed strong cultural ties to a Black Identity despite using local speech features. Thus, Gooden
and Eberhardt (2007) indicated that speech choices and avowed identity can be incongruent.

4

Gooden and Eberhardt (2007), Monophthongal /aw/ -- when a variant of the diphthong /aw/ has a single perceived auditory quality. i.e.,
"downtown" is pronounced as "dahntahn"
5
Gooden and Eberhardt (2007), /a/ backing and rounding – backing is when the pronunciation of a word is farther back in the vocal tract.
Rounding is rounding the lips to pronounce a word, like “note.” /a/ backing and rounding in words like “cot” weakens the contrast between /a/
and /ɔ/.
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Summary of Chapter 2: Review of Empirical Research
While some of these African American dialect research studies are theory-based, no studies
adequately integrate the psychological, communication, and linguistic theoretical frameworks
necessary for studying African American English. Descriptive anthropological studies provide
insights into the characteristics of African American speakers but fail to empirically establish
how African American English contributes to Black identity. Linguistic and anthropological
research indicate that social identities may predict African American English use. There is
evidence that shared place identity, and familiarity encourages AAE use. There is also evidence
that African Americans may employ regional sound patterns and still identify with a Black
identity. Among a sample of adolescents, peer familiarity had the most significant effect on AAE
features. At present, one psychological study indicates African American speech patterns
predicts Black and various social identities among African American children (Delfino, 2016).
There is a lack of accurate or comprehensive AAE measurement, which limits
generalizability of any results on the predictors, outcomes, and purposes of AAE. Further, much
of the empirical research lacks criteria establishing if the African American participants were
Black Americans or African American English speakers. AAE speakers and African Americans
are overlapping but distinct dialect groups. Identification with ethnicity or the ethnic dialect will
vary according to several factors. The larger body of AAE research may reflect racially
identified African Americans' perceptions of a dialect they do not speak or is not related to their
particular ethnic identity. The current research likely represents AAE attitudes of non-African
American English speakers alongside African American English speakers. Ultimately, research
like Kugelmass’ (2016) that fails to define and measure African American English reinforces a
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problematic notion that African Americans' dialects are merely accented or slang English, rather
than psychosocial mechanisms.
Rationale for the Study
This study seeks to provide interdisciplinary evidence for African American English as a
Black identity maintenance mechanism, explore its environmental predictors, explore how AAE
speakers make meaning of the dialect. Many African American English studies are atheoretical
or neglect relevant psychological theories of personal, ethnic, and social identity development.
Social identity, identity negotiation, communication accommodation, intergroup communication,
and ethnolinguistic identity theories indicate that social identity influences communication
interactions. Dialects are a vehicle of communication, identity, and culture. Psychological
research of African American English as a mechanism of Black identity maintenance must
consider theories from relevant disciplines. Existing Black identity models neglect to consider
language and ethnic identity development as significant influences on Black identity
development. Some research fails to consider Black identity development independent of White
normative, culture, oppression, or racism. Other studies fail to systematically address language in
Black identity development.
Among the studies that measure AAE use, the most prevalent AAE measurement tools
merely calculate the frequency of morphosyntax (e.g., grammatical) AAE features. All dialects
are composed of morphosyntax, syntax, lexicon, and semantic features such as phonology.
Quantifying AAE with grammatical features and no other dialect features limits the
generalizability of empirical results to natural phenomena. Many studies also use samples of
African Americans without establishing if the participants are African American English
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speakers. African American is a racial category. African American English is an ethnic dialect
not spoken by all African Americans.
Finally, speech and conversation are spontaneous phenomena. While interviews and
experiments can inform speech perceptions and motivations, researchers should observe speech
naturalistically to analyze dynamics they cannot perceive.
The Current Study
The present is a qualitative study that aims to provide evidence for Vietze and Glasco’s
(2022) Social identity model of African American English and determine if African American
English is a Black identity mechanism (Figure 1). The researcher analyzes African American
English conversations and narrative exposition in the memoir of a Black American male. The
African American English feature set includes morphosyntax, syntax, lexicon, and phonetic
features (See Appendices A - D). The qualitative analyses operationalize Phinney's (1992) ethnic
identity theory and Giles and Johnson's (1987) ethnolinguistic identity theory. A secondary
exploratory analysis examines an AAE speakers' meaning-making of the dialect.
Research Questions
Research Question 1: Do expressions of AAE indicate or suggest any aspects of ethnic or
ethnolinguistic identity?
Research Question 2: Are there contexts or environmental features that predict AAE use?
Research Question 3: What meanings do AAE speakers assign to AAE use and interactions?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
This study used directed content analysis and narrative analysis to examine African
American English (AAE) use as it related to the ethnic identity and ethnolinguistic identity
development of a Black American adolescent male. Conversations and narrative memories from
Kiese Laymon's memoir, Heavy: An American Memoir, were analyzed for ethnic identity,
ethnolinguistic identity, and AAE use. Memoirs focus on an author's experiences, perspectives,
and interpretations from a significant part of their life. (Rak, 2004).
In Heavy: An American Memoir, Kiese explored experiences beginning in 1987 when he
was 12 years old until he was approximately 26 years old. Kiese was reared in Jackson,
Mississippi, and moved to Bloomington, Indiana, and Poughkeepsie, New York, in adulthood.
Self-explanation in narrative memories is a process for meaning-making experiences among
adolescents. This meaning-making emerges as late adolescents integrate their life experiences
and construct their life stories to explain how a past event influenced another event or aspects of
the self (Habermas & Bluck, 2000; McLean, 2005). Meaning-making in Black adolescents may
be strongly related to language use.
This study's primary aim is to contribute foundational qualitative evidence for research
on the relationship between dialect use, AAE, ethnic identity, and ethnolinguistic identity
development. This study provides evidence for the Social identity theory of African American
English (Vietze & Glasco, 2022; Figure 1). Three overarching research questions guided the
analyses: (1) Do expressions of AAE indicate or suggest any aspects of identity; (2) Are there
contexts or environmental features that predict AAE use? (3) What meanings do AAE speakers
assign to AAE use and interactions? The present study may be the first to use a memoir to study
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the relational connection between AAE and identity. Kiese exclusively identified himself and
others as Black. The term Black will be used. A summary of the methods is included in Table 1.
Directed Content Analysis
Directed content analysis is a deductive approach used to validate or extend a theoretical
framework or theory (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Content analysis using a directed method is more
structured than a conventional approach. In directed content analysis, theories shape operational
definitions for code categories. Ethnolinguistic identity and ethnic identity theories frame this
study and the Social identity theory of African American English (Vietze & Glasco, 2022). The
directed content analysis operationalized two theories. The analysis uses Phinney's (1992)
theoretical framework of ethnic identity development and Giles and Johnson’s (1987)
ethnolinguistic identity theory (ELIT). A person with an ethnolinguistic identity will perceive
their ethnic group to have high vitality. There is a weaker identification with other social groups
relative to their ethnic group. ELIT also states that people with a developed ethnolinguistic
identity will diverge from the outgroup speaker by maintaining their ethnic language when in the
presence of outgroup members. The present study provides evidence on the extent to which AAE
speakers may conform to the original propositions of ELIT.
Narrative Analysis
Narrative analysis is an inductive process of looking for noted similarities and creating
categories that organize the narratives into a collection of specific instances. The two goals of
narrative analysis are to (1) understand the relationship between a text and social reality and (2)
understand how people interpret meanings from life experiences (Altman, 2008; Neuendorf,
2017; Oliver,1998). This study aimed to provide novel, qualitative evidence for future
quantitative research on the relationship between AAE and identity development. The narrative
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analysis was an inductive process driven by themes of the proposed research questions and
allows themes to develop from narrative concepts. The narrative analysis explored the specific
research questions on the environmental predictors of AAE use and the meaning assigned to
AAE use and social interactions.
Rationale for Sample
Heavy: An American Memoir provided observations and interpretations of an African
American English speaker during a significant identity development period. Language analysis is
the most informative when researchers pair interaction data with the speaker's explanations.
Conclusions from interaction analyses are limited without speaker explanations of their goals,
motives, and intentions. Heavy includes both Kiese's speech interactions and his evaluations. The
book allowed analysis of African American English conversations and the speaker's
explanations. Kiese recounted conversations with substantial AAE and specifically described
how the conversations, AAE, and language affected his sense of self. Memoirs exclusively focus
on memories that are of significance to the narrator. Given their inclusion in the memoir,
language and sense of self were important to Kiese. Using archive data also minimized the
observer effect and improved the ecological validity of the African American English
conversations.
Adolescence is a developmental period of significant identity exploration and formation
(Erikson, 1959). Therefore, the chapters of Kiese's adolescence from age 12 -18 composed the
sample. In the Social identity theory of African American English (Figure 1), AAE dialects
learned in the home and community learning environment are theorized to predict a Black
identity. The resulting AAE use constructs an AAE speaker identity. Therefore, the sample was
limited to the nine chapters that spanned Kiese’s experiences as a full-time resident of his home
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and his community learning environment in Jackson, Mississippi. Kiese’s community
environment in these chapters includes his middle school, high school, friends' homes, Kiese’s
home, his grandmother’s home, and recreation sites.
African American English conversations during Kiese’s adolescence were analyzed to
determine how AAE use in his home and community learning environment was related to his
Black or ethnolinguistic identity development. Ethnolinguistic identity theory (ELIT) proposes
that dialect users will retain their dialect in the presence of outgroup members. The sample
explored this concept by comparing Kiese's conversations with ingroup members such as other
AAE speakers and outgroup members such as non-AAE African American speakers, White
peers, and White adults.
The sample concluded at Kiese's high school graduation and did not include when Kiese
attended Millsaps College in Jackson, Mississippi. A college environment differs from one's
home and community of origin. Kiese expresses that while his college is geographically nearby,
it is "so far from home." Therefore, the sample was limited to when Kiese was influenced solely
by his origin family and community. The text-only described Kiese's internal thoughts and
narrations. This study considered the influence of others' ethnic and ethnolinguistic identity on
Kiese, but Kiese's identity development and AAE meaning-making were the focus.
Content Analysis Data Set
The author wrote 21 conversations from experiences in his home and learning community
that contained AAE. These conversations constituted 25% of the total conversations (N=84)
identified in the text. Any dialogue exchange between at least two characters constituted a
conversation. To determine when AAE was present, the researcher referred to a broad set of
morphosyntactical, lexical, phonological, and syntactical AAE features (See Appendices A, B,
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C, and D). At least one AAE reply to another speaker's AAE denoted a conversation.
Conversations included all the dialogue between speakers until the conversation concluded, as
indicated by a switch to the narration. Substantial narrative explanations in between lines of
dialogue were included in the conversation transcripts but were analyzed separately in the
narrative analysis. The content analysis did not include conversations without AAE.
The final data set included 26 instances of narration that elaborated, explored, or reflected on
one of three distinct aspects: (1) explanation of AAE use, (2) the topic of language use or word
meaning; (3) the topic of self, identity, or self-concept. The data set represented 13.61% of the
total population of narrative passages in the book (N=191). Narration is the first-person
explanations and reflections of a story. Narrative passages were limited to Kiese's narration of a
singular moment or topic. Shifts in time or a return to dialogue bounded the beginning and end of
a narrative passage. One indented section established one unit of analysis. The narration data set
did not include narration of plot action preceding a dialogue exchange, narration that included
AAE but did reflect on or explain the AAE, or narration of topics that did not include language
or identity.
Content Analysis Coding
A priori codes from ethnolinguistic identity and ethnic identity theory were the basis of
the directed content analysis (See Appendix E). The environment, speaker developmental stages,
and type of social group interaction were pre-coded (See Appendix F). Each unit of analysis was
labeled with the chapter, page number, and plot details.
Ethnic Identity Codes
Four ethnicity codes indicated the speaker's Black identity membership. Three ethnicity
codes were derived from Phinney’s (1992) three-dimensional framework of ethnic identity
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development and the corresponding Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure (MEIM; Phinney,
1992). The MEIM is a 20 item self-report tool that measures three aspects of ethnic identity
development in adolescents and young adults: positive ethnic attitudes and sense of belonging;
ethnic identity achievement, including exploration and resolution of identity issues; and ethnic
behaviors or practices.
Phinney’s (1992) ethnic identity dimensions were adapted into the ethnic identity codes,
membership and belonging, exploration and achievement, and ethnic behaviors. Phinney (1992)
only theorizes positive ethnic identity development. This study was not limited to positive ethnic
identity development. This study explored the possibility of an ethnic identity development that
concluded in a negative attachment. A leveled code was assigned to indicate if the membership
and belonging was “positive,” “neutral,” or “negative” was assigned. Code descriptions were
derived from the original MEIM questionnaire items. Negative statements in the questionnaire
such as, "I am not very clear about the role of my ethnicity in my life," were adapted in the
affirmative to "speaker is very clear about the role of ethnicity in their life.” A code “not
applicable” was when the unit of analysis had no explanation of the meaning of the interaction to
the self.
Ethnolinguistic Identity Codes
Five ethnolinguistic identity codes identified when a speaker valued language as a core
aspect of their Black ingroup identity, and this valuation manifested in African American English
use. The ethnolinguistic identity codes were developed from Giles and Johnson’s (1987) five
conditions of an ethnolinguistic identity: a person (1) considers language an essential component
of their ethnic identity, (2) makes insecure social comparisons with an outgroup, (3) evaluates
the social status of their ethnic group and (4) evaluates their ingroup boundaries, and (5) weakly
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identifies with other social groups. The five ELIT propositions were adapted into six
ethnolinguistic codes and descriptions: (1) language as ethnic group identity, (2) social
comparisons, (3) perceived ethnic group vitality, (4) perceived ingroup boundaries, (5) and other
group memberships. Other group membership was divided into two sub-dimensions, “other
group membership number” and “other group membership salience.” If an individual belonged
to other groups, "other group membership number" denoted how many. “Other group
membership salience” identified if their identification was weak or strong.
Each code included multiple levels to assess if a speaker could divert from the original
ELIT conditions and display an ethnolinguistic identity. Language as ethnic group identity
occurs when a person perceives language as an essential dimension of Black identity
membership. A code was assigned to statements to identify the direction of language as ethnic
group identity as either “positive,” “neutral,” or “negative.” Social comparisons occur when a
person perceives their ingroup status is changeable due to the superior status of an outgroup and
compares their ingroup with an outgroup. A code was assigned to statements to identify the
direction of social comparison as either “insecure,” “neutral,” or “secure.” Perceived ethnic
group vitality refers to the perceived livelihood of the Black identity group based on status
factors such as (1) economic, political, and linguistic prestige; (2) demographic proportion and
geographical concentration; and (3) institutional support from media, government, or school. A
code was assigned to statements to identify the level of perceived ethnic group vitality as either
“high” or “low.” Perceived ethnic group boundaries referred to the perceived permeability of the
Black identity ingroup boundaries. A code was assigned to statements to identify the perceived
ethnic group boundaries as either “hard and closed” or “soft and open.” Other group
identification refers to how a person identifies with social categories other than Black identity. A
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code was assigned to statements to identify the strength of other group identity as either “strong”
or weak.” A code “not applicable” was when the unit of analysis did not display any aspects of a
particular ethnolinguistic identity dimension.
Environment Codes
Each AAE conversation in the data set was pre-coded with one of six mutually exclusive
categories describing the locale of the conversation. The categories were pre-determined
according to the locations provided in Kiese’s narration. The categories were (1) St. Richard
Middle School, (2) Kiese’s home, (3) Grandmother’s home, (4) peer’s home, (5) recreation site,
and (6) other.
Speaker Developmental Stage
The speakers in each AAE conversation were pre-coded with a descriptive label of the
developmental stages of the respective speakers. The developmental stages represented and
labeled included (1) early adolescent, (2) middle adolescent, (3) late adolescent, (4) adult, and
(5) mature adult.
Group Interaction Type
Each AAE conversation in the data set was assigned a group interaction type code. Codes
were not mutually exclusive. Ingroup interactions included those among other AAE speakers.
Outgroup interactions included those with non-AAE African American speakers, White peers, or
White adults.
Narrative Analysis Coding
Narrative analysis coding for thematic ideas and meaning-making required both a priori
and emergent codes. In the first coding round, each unit of analysis was assigned a concept
statement and labeled with an a priori meaning making code. This meaning-making code
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categorized passages for further analysis. Emergent thematic codes were developed from
passages where Kiese was “gaining insights” about topics relevant to AAE meaning-making.
The emergent codes were developed in a two-cycle process and applied in second round coding.
The nine emergent codes (See Figure 2) were converted into thematic ideas discussed in Chapter
4.
A Priori Codes: Meaning Making
McLean and Thorne (2003) defined two specific kinds of meaning in late adolescents'
self-defining memory narratives, lesson learning and gaining insight. McLean and Thorne's
(2003) framework and codes of meaning-making were used. Three mutually exclusive codes
were applied to each narration unit of analysis: lesson learning, gaining insight, or meaning not
applicable (See Appendix G). Lesson learning referred to learning a particular lesson from an
event that could direct future behavior in similar situations, for example, “I should not talk back
to my mother.” Gaining insight refers to gleaning meaning from an event that applies to areas of
life beyond a specific behavior. Insight statements suggest a transformation in the understanding
of oneself or others. For example, "I realized that I was an independent person. Meaning not
applicable applied to text that exhibited no ideas meaning-making.
Emergent Codes: Thematic Analysis
Emergent codes were developed in a multistep process. First, initial concept clusters were
created: Standard American English; Intergroup interactions; Grandmother’s speech and
perspectives; Mother’s speech and perspectives; Challenges with language; Contexts of thinking
about language and identity; Kiese’s Thoughts on Black People; Kiese’s Thoughts on White
People, and AAE Use.
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The specific theme codes were developed in second round coding. The emergent codes
were (1) Black identity regard, (2) Perceptions of AAE, (3) Perceptions of SAE, (4) Language
and social group boundaries, (5) AAE signaling Black membership, (6) Communication
challenges, (7) Novel AAE Expressions, (8) Impressions of White People, and (9) Navigating
interethnic interactions (See Appendix G). These themes stood out in Kiese's narratives and
captured the relevant issues related to his interpretations of African American English and his
Black identity development.
Several concepts of attitudes toward language and ethnic identity emerged. Coding for
attitudes toward language and ethnic groups informed how group perceptions and interactions
influence language patterns. Black identity regard was used for an explicit or implicit statement
about an individual’s view of their Black identity membership. Perceptions of AAE identified
explicit or implicit statements about an individual’s views of African American English or its
purposes. Perceptions of SAE identified explicit or implicit statements about an individual’s
views of Standard American English or its purposes. Language and group boundaries identified
explicit or implicit statements that indicated an individual used or perceived language as a social
group boundary. This code included two dimensions, “language creates group boundaries” and
“language permeates group boundaries.” “Language permeates social boundaries" applied when
language granted access to a social group. "Language creates social boundaries" was applied
when language demarcated an ingroup from an outgroup. AAE signaling Black membership
applied to explicit or implicit statements that indicated (a) an individual used or perceived AAE
to signal their Black identity membership or (b) an individual chose to speak AAE in the
presence of an outgroup to increase their Black identity salience.
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The function of language was a fundamental concern of this study. Thoughts about
communication were an important component of Kiese's language use and attitudes.
Communication challenges described an explicit or implicit statement that indicated (a) an
individual has some degree of difficulty communicating or conveying meaning in either SAE or
AAE or (b) translating an AAE expression to an SAE equivalent or vice versa. Novel AAE
Expressions identified statements that included AAE expressions that (a) did not conform to the
defined set of AAE features or (b) were used to convey abstract or high context meaning.
Issues of ethnic and language outgroup perceptions were prevalent across the narrative
passages. Coding these themes provided important data about how social comparisons inform
attitudes and language use. Perception of White People identified an explicit or implicit
statement about an individual’s view of specific or general White people. "Ideas about
interethnic interactions" applied to explicit or implicit statements prescribing behaviors for
interethnic interactions.
Procedures
Glasco read and listened to the author-narration of Heavy: An American Memoir to observe
the dialect in written and audible form. The total population of conversations and the total
population of narrative passages were numbered. All conversations were analyzed for AAE
using a pre-determined feature set that included syntax, morphosyntax, lexicon, and phonology
(See Appendices A, B, C, and D). The data was read a second time for any narration that
addressed AAE use, language or words, self, identity, and/or self-concept. The final content
analysis and narrative analysis data sets were drawn from Kiese's adolescence chapters.
The chapters were transcribed by the researcher and a paid psychology undergraduate who
was unaware of the theories and research questions of the study. A conversation constituted all
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dialogue between the preceding exposition and the next immediate paragraph. A narrative
passage included Kiese's narration on one topic. Plot exposition orienting the reader to basic
story details did not constitute a narrative passage. A paid data analyst was consulted on the data
spreadsheet design. The conversation transcripts and narrative passage transcripts were entered
and coded in two separate Google Sheets tabs.
Coding Procedures
The graduate student wrote the codes and codebook. Each conversation unit of analysis was
pre-coded for chapter name, page numbers, plot details, conversation speakers, environment,
interaction type, and each speakers’ developmental stage. Each narrative unit of analysis was
pre-coded for chapter name, page numbers, environment, and plot details.
Content Analysis Coding. Each conversation unit of analysis was read and labeled with the
chapter name, page numbers, plot detail, and conversation speakers. Codes for the environment,
group interaction type, and each speakers' developmental stage were assigned to each unit of
analysis. Then, each unit of analysis was coded for the three ethnic identity codes and the five
ethnolinguistic identity codes. The code “not applicable” was used if an item was not evident in
the unit of analysis. Code reliability of 80% was established with an interrater who possessed a
master’s degree in psychology and qualitative analysis experience.
Narrative Analysis Coding. The researcher was the sole narrative analysis coder. The
narrative analysis coding was performed in seven steps. First, each narrative passage was read
and pre-coded for environment and group interaction type (See Appendix G). Each unit of
analysis was also labeled with chapter name, page numbers, and plot context. Second, each
narrative passage was read again, and each unit of analysis was summarized with a concept
statement. Third, each unit was assigned a meaning-making codes. The code “not applicable”
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was used if an item was not evident in the unit of analysis. Fourth, the concept statements were
reread, and the corresponding narrative units were grouped together into concept clusters. Fifth,
concept clusters were then categorized into nine emergent theme codes. Sixth, the nine emergent
theme codes were codified and written into the codebook (Appendix G). Finally, the emergent
codes were applied in second round coding.
Content Analysis Coding Reliability
Two random samples of (n=10) conversations established the reliability of the content
analysis coding system. The first coder was the graduate student. The second coder was a
psychology master's degree with experience coding qualitative data. The first sample of
conversations was selected using a random number generator to assign a number to each
conversation, arranging them in ascending order, and then selecting the first five numbers. The
next five numbers were used for the second sample.
Each coder used a separate Google sheet spreadsheet. Items were pre-coded with the chapter
title, page numbers, plot context, speakers, speaker developmental ages, and group interaction
type. Each coder was responsible for entering the eight ethnic and ethnolinguistic identity codes.
The coders entered " not applicable " if a respective code did not apply, the coders entered "not
applicable.” The completed spreadsheets were compared.
For inter-rater agreement, the percent agreement of the assigned codes for each unit was
calculated, and then the percent agreement was averaged across the five samples. For example, if
the two coders assigned all the same codes to a conversation unit, 100% agreement was given for
that category. If the two coders agreed on six out of eight assigned codes, that unit received a
75% agreement. Then, all the sample units were averaged for a total percentage agreement.
Discrepancies in coding were annotated. The codebook, description, and data were reviewed.
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The codes or descriptions were revised and the first subset of five conversations was jointly
recoded by Glasco and the rater. The second sample of five conversation datasets was coded to
80% interrater agreement.

Data Analyses
The data analyses corresponded directly to the research questions under study and included
both quantitative and qualitative approaches. The primary purpose of the content analyses was to
determine if African American English conversations indicated Kiese's development of ethnic
identity (Phinney, 1992) or ethnolinguistic identity (Giles and Johnson, 1987). Conversations
indicating Kiese's ethnic or ethnolinguistic identity development were also analyzed for the
environments, types of interactions, and developmental ages of speakers.
Content analyses also explored the extent that AAE conversations possessed any dimensions
of ethnic identity and ethnolinguistic identity. The descriptive attribute categories were used to
analyze the environments associated with AAE conversations. The description of the findings
was both quantitative and descriptive. The narrative analysis explored Kiese's meaning-making
and identity associations with African American English.
AAE Use and Phinney’s (1992) Ethnic Identity Development
A content analysis assessed evidence of Phinney's (1992) ethnic identity development
framework. The ethnic identity codes membership or belonging, exploration and affirmation, or
ethnic behaviors were derived from Phinney (1992) and were the basis of this analysis. The first
analysis calculated the proportion of AAE conversations assigned to any of the ethnic identity
codes. A second analysis quantified conversations with all three ethnic identity codes. These
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conversations were then categorized according to the type of group interaction and the speaker's
developmental stages.
Phinney's (1992) theoretical framework and MEIM scale proposed an ethnic identity
development process but did not address negative ethnic identity development. The dimension
"membership and belonging" was based on the idea that a person has a positive connection to the
ethnic group. However, negative ethnic identity development could occur when a person is a
member of their ethnic group but believes this membership contributes to a negative social or
personal identity. A third content analysis assessed if any evidence of Kiese's Black identity
development was affirming or adverse. Dialogue where Kiese indicated membership and
belonging code was then sub-grouped by the positive, negative, or neutral levels. These
conversations were then further sub-grouped by the type of group interaction and the speaker's
developmental stages. A fourth content analysis assessed any evidence of Kiese's ethnic identity
development by quantifying the proportion of conversations where Kiese's expressions indicated
any levels of the three ethnic identity codes. Analyses were quantitative and descriptive.
AAE Use and Giles and Johnson (1987) Ethnolinguistic Identity Theory
A content analysis of the ethnolinguistic identity codes explored alternatives to Giles and
Johnson's (1987) original framework. First, the proportion of AAE conversations assigned to any
of the five ethnolinguistic codes was calculated. A second analysis quantified the AAE
conversations where Kiese demonstrated all five conditions of Giles and Johnson's (1987)
ethnolinguistic identity framework. These conversations were then sub-grouped according to the
type of group interaction and the speaker's developmental stages.
A third content analysis assessed which ethnolinguistic identity factors characterized
Kiese's utterances in conversation. A fourth content analysis determined if Kiese maintained his
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AAE in the presence of non-AAE speakers according to Giles and Johnson's original conditions
of ethnic language maintenance. Giles and Johnson’s (1987) proposed a specific combination of
the five conditions that are most likely to result in language maintenance in the presence of an
outgroup. A person must first (a) identify very strongly with their ethnic group, (b) make
insecure social comparisons with the outgroup, and (c) identify with a few other non-ethnic
social categories. Then, a person must possess one of two combinations of perceived ethnic
group boundaries and group vitality. One combination is they perceive their ethnic group to have
(d1) low vitality and (e1) their ingroup boundaries to be hard and closed. The other combination
is they perceive their ethnic group to have (d2) high vitality and (e2) their ingroup boundaries to
be soft and open. Analyses were quantitative and descriptive.
AAE Use in Different Environments and Contexts
The AAE conversation data set was categorized according to the descriptive categories.
The AAE conversations were first classified according to the environment and then further
categorized by the type of group interactions and the developmental stages of speakers.
Meaning Making of African American English
A final exploratory analysis investigated Kiese's lessons and insights about African
American English, communication, language, and Black identity. Kiese asserted one definitive
lesson about African American English in an extended passage. This provided the researcher
with an in-depth explanation of the symbolic, cultural, and identity meanings of African
American English.
Kiese’s narrative passages were analyzed for any explanations about the African
American English dialect. The researcher examined and organized all units coded as “gaining
insight” into nine emergent themes (See Figure 2). Any insight about African American English
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was retained even if it did not fit into a broader theme. From there, the researcher grouped only
the African American English ideas and realizations into two broad groups: (1) The African
American English Dialect (See Figure 3) and (2) Language in Interethnic Interactions (See
Figure 4). Examples and extended descriptions of Kiese’s general insights and his African
American English insights are detailed in Chapter 4. Extended themes from the meaning-making
analyses are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 1
Qualitative Analyses Methods Summary
CONTENT ANALYSES
Research Question 1
Do expressions of AAE indicate or suggest any aspects of identity?
Ethic Identity Codes
1. Membership and Belonging
2. Ethnic Behaviors
3. Ethnic Identity Exploration
Ethnolinguistic Identity Codes
1. Language as Ethnic Identity
2. Social Comparison
3. Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries
4. Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality
5a. Other Group Memberships
5b. Other Group Membership Salience
Research Question 2
Are there contexts or environmental features that predict AAE use?
Social Group Types Codes
1. Ingroup
2. Outgroup
3. Ingroup and Outgroup
Environment Codes
1. St. Richard Middle School
2. Kiese’s home
3. Grandmother’s home
4. Peer’s home
5. Recreation site
6. Other
NARRATIVE ANALYSIS
Research Question 3
What meanings do AAE speakers assign to AAE use and interactions?
Meaning Codes
1. Gaining Insight
2. Lesson Learned
3. Meaning Making
Emergent Theme Codes
1. Black Identity Regard
2. Perceptions of AAE
3. Perceptions of SAE
4. Language and Social group boundaries
5. AAE Signaling Black identity
6. Communication challenges
7. Impressions of White people
8. Navigating interethnic interactions
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This chapter consists of two parts, the content analysis, and the narrative analysis
findings. The first part presents results from the content analysis of Kiese and other speakers'
African American English conversations with illustrative excerpts from the conversation data set.
The second part presents findings from narrative analyses of Kiese’s narrative passages with
illustrative excerpts from the narrative data set. The presentation of the results from the narrative
analysis follows the emergent theme and meaning-making coding categories discussed in chapter
3.
Part I: Content Analysis
The African American English conversation dataset generated 166 units of analysis,
which were analyzed using the three ethnic identity coding categories, the six ethnolinguistic
identity categories, and the three descriptive coding categories discussed in chapter 3 (See Figure
2). The three ethnic identity coding categories were: (1) membership, (2) exploration and
achievement, and (3) ethnic behaviors. The six ethnolinguistic identity categories were: (1)
language as ethnic group identity, (2) social comparison, (3) perceived ethnic group boundaries,
(4) perceived ethnic group vitality, (5) other group membership number, and (6) other group
membership salience. The descriptive categories were (1) environment, (2) group interaction
type, and (3) speaker developmental stage. The conversations from the sample set frequently
illustrated multiple, related themes within a single dialogue exchange. The below presents
quantitative and qualitive results. The qualitative results describe the coding categories and
dialogue examples that most typified the coding categories.
African American English Conversations by Social Group
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AAE conversations occurred in mixed group contexts. An ingroup was characterized by
Kiese speaking with other Black Americans or African American English speakers. The ingroup
speakers included Kiese, his grandmother, his basketball coach, and his peers Layla, Delaney,
Dougie, and LaThon. An outgroup was characterized by Kiese speaking with a Black non-AAE
speaker or a White person. The outgroup of Black non-AAE speakers only included Kiese's
mother. Kiese’s mother occasionally used “habitual be” and other morphosyntax markers of
AAE in dialogue, but Kiese’s decision to primarily use memories that showed her opposing AAE
indicated he perceived his mother as a non-AAE speaker. The outgroup of White people
included Kiese's psychologist, a teacher Ms. Stockard, classmate Seth, and the young son of a
White family from another city, the Mumfords. (See Table 2).
Table 2
African American English Conversations by Social Group Interaction
(N=21)

n

%

Ingroup

10

47.61%

Ingroup and Outgroup

2

9.52%

Outgroup

9

42.86%

African American English Conversations by Environment
The majority of Kiese's AAE conversations during his adolescence took place at St.
Richard Middle school, the majority-White middle school that he transferred to when his allBlack middle school closed. Peer's homes and environments labeled as other were where Kiese
had the second most AAE conversations. The other environments included his White
psychotherapist’s office, the Mumford family’s home, a grocery store, and an unspecified
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location where he reunites with his friend LaThon after dating a White girl. A significant
proportion of Kiese’s conversations occurred in the car and at Kiese’s home. Singular AAE
conversations occurred at his grandmother’s house and at a single recreation site, a basketball
game (See Table 3).
Table 3
African American English Conversations by Environment
(N=21)

n

%

5

23.81%

3

14.29%

3

14.29%

1

4.76%

Peer's Home

4

19.04%

Recreation Site

1

4.76%

4

19.04%

St. Richard Middle School
Car
Kiese's Home
Grandmother's Home

Other

Evidence of Ethnic Identity Development in AAE Conversations
Evidence of Phinney’s (1992) ethnic identity development was evidenced in 80.95% (n=17)
of the AAE conversations (N=21) as evidenced by the application of at least one of the three
ethnic identity codes. Among AAE conversations with evidence of ethnic identity development,
messages of membership or belonging appeared the most frequently, followed by ethnic
behaviors and exploration and affirmation (See Table 4). There were no AAE conversations with
all three ethnic identity dimensions present.
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Table 4
Evidence of Ethnic Identity in AAE Conversations
(N=17)

n

%

Membership and Belonging

14

82.35%

Exploration and Affirmation

2

11.76%

Ethnic Behaviors

11

64.70%

1. Membership or Belonging Exchanges of positive Black Identity Membership only
occurred between Kiese and his grandmother and Kiese and his age peers. For example,
Kiese and his friend LaThon spoke at a leisure event (C176 - C180):
Kiese:

“Them busters at my school up in Maryland be calling us Bamas down here,” I told him.
“If we Bamas, how come we got the best tenth grader in the nation? Plus we got
Hollywood Robinson and Chris Jackson.”

LaThon:

“Walter Payton,” LaThon said.

Kiese:

“Fannie Lou Hamer.”

LaThon:

“Even if we look at white boys, we got Brett Favre.”

Kiese:

“And Oprah,” I told him. “Oprah ’bout to be bigger than Barbara Walters out here. They
trippin.’ ” (p. 84).

Conversations that indicated Neutral Black Identity Membership occurred when Kiese
and another speaker referenced their membership without specifying a direction of the
attachment. For example, Kiese and his age-peer LaThon contrasted White people with
themselves (C130-C131):
LaThon:

“These white folk know we here on discount,” he told me, “but they don’t even know.”

Kiese:

“You right,” I told him. “These white folk don’t even know that you an ol’ grapefruit-bythe-pound-eating-ass nigga. Give me some grapefruit. Don’t be parsimonious with it,
either” (p. 66).
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Conversations containing negative Black Identity Membership only occurred between
Kiese and his mother. Kiese did not exhibit negative membership and did not share his mother’s
negative Black identity (C162-C163):
Mother:

“Never give them a chance to take the shot,” you [mother] finally said after we walked in
the apartment and locked the door. “They will take it. They will take it. They will take
it.” I wondered why you said it three times, and why you never told me to shoot back.
“Mississippi. Maryland. It don’t matter where you are. They will shoot your Black ass
out of the sky every chance they get. If you have a heart attack dodging their bullets, they
will hide they guns and say you killed yourself.”

Kiese:

“I hear you,” I told you, and tried to make you laugh (p. 83).

2. Exploration and Affirmation Kiese and his interlocutors explored the meaning of their
Black identity in conversation. The meaning of Black identity could be implicitly
embedded in high-context exchanges that affirmed speaker’s Black membership (C193C195):
LaThon:

“I love you, too, bruh. Don’t forget about your boys when you get kicked out of that
private white school.”

Kiese:

“Ain’t nobody getting kicked out of college,” I told him. “It’s still that Black abundance,
right?”

LaThon:

“You already know,” LaThon said. “All day. Every day. And they still don’t even know”
(p. 116).

3. Ethnic Behaviors Ethnic behaviors of a Black identity were limited to language and
participation in the prescribed customs of Black identified people. For example, Kiese’s friend
LaThon tells their White classmate that he is different and excluded from them because their
language style is reserved for Black people (C133-C135):
Narration:

Seth Donald, a white boy with two first names, looked like a dustier Shaggy from
Scooby-Doo, but with braces. Seth spent the first few minutes of the first day of school
silent-farting and turning his eyelids inside out. He asked both of us what “gal-low”
meant.

Kiese:

“It’s like galore,” I told him, and looked at LaThon. “Like grapefruits galore.”
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LaThon:

LaThon sucked his teeth and rolled his eyes. “Seth, whatever your last name is,
first of all, your first name ends with two f’s from now on, and your new name is
Seff six-two because you five-four but you got the head of a nigga we know who
six-two.” LaThon tapped me on the forearm. “Don’t he got a head like S.
Slawter?” I nodded up and down as LaThon shifted and looked right in Seff 6'2’s
eyes. “Everythang about y’all is erroneous. Every. Thang. This that Black
abundance. Y’all don’t even know” (p. 66).

Kiese’s Ethnic Identity Development
The ethnic identity results were framed by affirming or disaffirming the presence of
Phinney’s (1992) framework of ethnic identity development based on the MEIM. No single AAE
conversation displayed all three ethnic identity dimensions. There was varying evidence of
Kiese's ethnic identity development across multiple conversations, as evidenced by the ethnic
identity codes. Kiese’s language patterns did not conform to all of Phinney's (1992) ethnic
identity dimensions within one conversation. Phinney's (1992) framework and MEIM propose an
affirming ethnic identity based on a positive sense of belonging. The present content analysis
explored the possibility of whether Kiese could develop a negative or neutral Black identity
membership. Among the conversations where membership and belonging were coded (n=14),
the results showed Kiese exhibited affirming as well as a neutral membership or attachment.
Neutral membership demonstrated attachment without evaluation. Kiese’s ethnic membership
diverted from Phinney’s (1992) because most of his comments were coded as neutral rather than
positive. However, Kiese indicated a positive Black American identity in the remainder of the
conversations. There was no evidence of Kiese's perceiving Black identity negatively as
measured by the negative membership and belonging code (See Table 5).
Kiese expressed a positive ethnic membership most in exclusively ingroup interactions with
other Black Americans and African American English speakers. Kiese also illustrated positive
group membership in interactions where he interacted with ingroup and outgroup members in the
same environment and exclusively outgroup interactions (See Table 6). Middle adolescence,
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when Kiese ranged from 13 to 17 years old, is when his AAE conversations most indicated
ethnic membership and belonging (See Table 7).
Table 5
AAE Conversations Indicating Kiese’s Ethnic Identity Membership and Belonging Direction
Positive Membership

n
6

%
42.86%

Neutral Membership

8

57.14%

Negative Membership

0

0%

Totals

14

100%

Table 6
AAE Conversations Indicating Kiese’s Ethnic Identity Membership by Group Interaction
Positive Ethnic Identity

Neutral Ethnic Identity

Negative Ethnic Identity

n

%

n

%

n

%

Ingroup

4

50%

3

37.5%

0

0

Ingroup and Outgroup

2

25%

1

12.5%

0

0

Outgroup

2

25%

4

50%

0

0

Totals

8

100%

8

100%

0

0%

Table 7
AAE Conversations Indicating Kiese’s Ethnic Identity Membership by Adolescence Stage
Positive Ethnic Identity

Neutral Ethnic Identity Negative Ethnic Identity

Early Adolescence

n
1

%
12.5%

n
3

%
37.5%

n
0

%
0

Middle Adolescence

6

75%

4

50%

0

0

Late Adolescence

1

12.5%

1

12.5%

0

0

Totals

8

100%

8

100%

8

100%
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Evidence of Ethnolinguistic Identity Development in AAE Conversations
Among the entire African American English conversation data set (n=21), there were 71.43%
AAE conversations assigned to any of the six ethnolinguistic codes derived from Giles and
Johnson (1987). Language as ethnic group identity appeared the most frequently, followed by
perceived ethnic group boundaries. Social comparison and ethnic group vitality appeared
equally as frequently. There was no evidence in the AAE conversation data set of speakers’ other
group membership in non-Black or non-AAE groups (See Table 8).
Table 8
Evidence of Ethnolinguistic Identity in AAE Conversations
(n=15)

n

%

Language as Ethnic Group Identity

11

73.33

Social Comparison

7

46.67%

Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries

8

53.33%

Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality

7

46.67%

Other Group Membership

0

0%

Other Group Membership Salience

0

0%

1. Language as Ethnic Group Identity Kiese and other speakers commented that
African American English or their expressions among other AAE speakers were an extension of
Black identity. African American English could be associated with their personal Black identity
or their ideas about a general Black identity. Positive language as ethnic group identity occurred
when a speaker expressed appreciation or preference for specific AAE features or when African
Americans diverted from standard language forms. Kiese and his friend LaThon were the only
AAE speakers to take this position. For example, Kiese chose to continue using African
American English when told to use standard language (N84 -N85):
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Mother: “Have to be,” you said. “Don’t say ‘gotta.’ ”
Kiese: “Gotta,” I said. “Gotta. They gotta have fleas at Beulah Beauford's house. The fleas over
there, they gotta be the maddest fleas in the world the way they be biting me all upside
the head. Gotta” (p. 45).

Neutral language as ethnic group identity occurred when a speaker expressed specific
features or manners of speaking that were exclusive to African Americans. For example, Kiese
stated that his mother upset a police officer because she refused to speak in an African American
English form (N164 -N166):
Kiese: “Why didn’t you just say ‘don’t’ instead of ‘does not’ or ‘doesn’t’ and ‘they’ instead of
‘their,’ though?”
Mother “If I did not know correct English, it’s more likely that police officer might have shot us,”
you said.
Kiese: “No he wouldn’t,” I told you. “That fool got madder because you were speaking correct
English” (p. 83).

Negative language as ethnic group identity occurred when a speaker expressed disdain for
specific AAE features or when African Americans diverted from standard language forms. Only
Kiese’s mother took this position. For example, she reprimanded him for dropping a gerund due
to their ethnicity (C42-C43):
Kiese:

I wanted to tell you I hated when you didn't use contractions. Instead I said, “I sorry. I
just got tired of swimming in the deep end at Beulah Beauford's house, and I wanted to
come home. I won't do it again. Thank you for the new encyclopedias. I know they gone
protect my insides from white folk.”

Mother:

“Going to,” you said. “Don't say 'gone' or 'gonna,' Kie.” They are going to protect your
insides.' If you know better, do better. Promise me you will do better.”

2. Social Comparison Social comparisons were either neutral or insecure. Kiese and his
mother bother expressed both positions. There were no applicable instances of a secure social
comparison that suggested Black Americans or African American English speakers' inferior
social status was permanent.
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An insecure social comparison indicated that Black American or African American
English speakers had an inferior social status that was adaptable or changeable. For example,
Kiese’s mother instructed Kiese (C167):
Mother:

You looked at me like you were thinking. “You might actually be right, Kie. But
in the long run, correct English will save a Black man more than it will hurt you”
(p. 83).

A neutral social comparison was any comparison of Black American or African
American English speakers with another social group but in the absence of commentary on status
permanence. In addition to Kiese, LaThon and Grandmother expressed this position. For
example, Kiese figuratively expressed his disdain for White people without further explanation
of what this meant about his Black identity (C126-C127):
Kiese:

“Grandmama,” I told her, and sat next to her legs. “I hate white-folk clothes. I’m
serious.”
Grandmother: “I know you do.” Grandmama stopped laughing. “I don't much appreciate them
or they clothes either, but cleaning them nasty clothes is how we eat, and how I
got your mama and them through school. You know I been washing them folks’
clothes for years and I ain’t never seen one washcloth?” (p. 57).

3. Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries Kiese only expressed a perception of ethnic
group boundaries as hard and closed. Kiese expressed a preference for elevating his Black
identity salience. For example, Kiese and his friend LaThon used novel phonology at their
majority White middle school and in response to their White teacher, Ms. Stockard (C139):
LaThon/Kiese:

“Mee-guh,” we said to each other. “Meager,” the opposite of LaThon’s
favorite word, was my favorite word at the end of seventh grade. We
used different pronunciations of meager to describe people, places,
things, and shhhtyles that were at least eight levels less than nothing.

Kiese:

“Mee-guh,” I told her [Ms. Stockard] again, and pulled out my raggedy
Trapper Keeper. “Mee-guh” (p. 66).
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Kiese’s mother was the sole speaker to express perceived ethnic group boundaries as soft and
open. For example, his mother’s expectation was that minimizing a Black identity could navigate
them away from social limitations (C167):
Mother:

You looked at me like you were thinking. “You might actually be right, Kie. But
in the long run, correct English will save a Black man more than it will hurt you”
(pg. 83).

4. Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality Kiese’s statements in AAE conversations indicated
both perceptions of high and low perceived ethnic group status. Kiese only expressed a high
ethnic group status in the presence of his friend LaThon (C194-C195):
Kiese:

“Ain’t nobody getting kicked out of college,” I told him. “It’s still that Black
abundance, right?”

LaThon:

“You already know,” LaThon said. “All day. Every day. And they still don’t
even know.” (p. 115-116).

Yet, Kiese only expressed a low status ethnic group vitality in the presence of his mother (C42):
Kiese:

I wanted to tell you I hated when you didn't use contractions. Instead I said, “I
sorry. I just got tired of swimming in the deep end at Beulah Beauford's hourse,
and I wanted to come home. I won't do it again. Thank you for the new
encyclopedias. I know they gone protect my insides from white folk” (p. 28).

5. Other Group Membership and Other Group Membership Salience. There was no
evidence of any speaker belonging to another social group in the dataset. The absence of other
group memberships matched Giles and Johnson’s (1987) projections that an ethnolinguistic
identity requires few to no other salient memberships beyond the ethnicity or the linguistic
group.
Kiese’s Ethnolinguistic Identity Development
Kiese’s ethnolinguistic identity results were framed by affirming or disaffirming the two
language-maintenance propositions of Giles and Johnson’s (1987) ethnolinguistic identity
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framework. Giles and Johnson’s (1987) first proposition of conditions was that a speaker would
elevate their ethnic language if they (a) identified very strongly with their ethnic group, (b) make
insecure social comparisons with the outgroup, (c) identify with a few other non-ethnic social
categories, perceive their ethnic group to have (d1) low vitality and (e1) their ingroup boundaries
to be hard and closed. Only one line of AAE dialogue in the data set (n=21) demonstrated Kiese
met these conditions (See Table 9). The conversation occurred after Kiese and his mother were
pulled over by a police officer in Maryland. Therefore, this conversation occurred in a Black
identity ingroup. This conversation occurred in Kiese’s home during his middle adolescence
when he was approximately 15 years old. Kiese was not physically in the presence of an
outgroup member when the conversation occurred, but the content of the conversation detailed
that Black Americans should retain AAE in the presence of White police officers, an outgroup
(C162-C171):
Mother:

Kiese:
Kiese:
Mother:
Kiese:
Mother:
Kiese:
Mother:

“Never give them a chance to take the shot,” you finally said after we walked in
the apartment and locked the door. “They will take it. They will take it. They will
take it.” I wondered why you said it three times, and why you never told me to
shoot back. “Mississippi. Maryland. It don’t matter where you are. They will
shoot your Black ass out of the sky every chance they get. If you have a heart
attack dodging their bullets, they will hide they guns and say you killed
yourself.”
“I hear you,” I told you, and tried to make you laugh.
“Why didn’t you just say ‘don’t’ instead of ‘does not’ or ‘doesn’t’ and ‘they’
instead of ‘their,’ though?”
“If I did not know correct English, it’s more likely that police officer might have
shot us,” you said.
“No he wouldn’t,” I told you. “That fool got madder because you were speaking
correct English.”
You looked at me like you were thinking. “You might actually be right, Kie. But
in the long run, correct English will save a Black man more than it will hurt you.”
“Will correct English save you, though?”
“I do not need saving,” you said. “I am not the one who is an endangered
species.”
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Kiese:

“I’m not either,” I told you. “I’m an endangered species with a lot of gas in my
stomach. I’ll be right back. That cop gave me the bubble-guts.” You laughed and
laughed and laughed until you didn’t (p. 83).

Table 9
Kiese’s Dialogue Indicating Ethnolinguistic Identity Development

Dialogue
(N166): “No he
wouldn’t,” I told you.
“That fool [the police
officer] got madder
because you were
speaking correct
English” (p. 83).

Language
As Ethnic
Group
Identity

Social
Comparison

Perceived
Ethnic
Group
Boundaries

Perceived
Ethnic
Group
Vitality

Other
Group
Membership

Other Group
Membership
Salience

Neutral

Insecure

Hard/Closed

Low

N/A

N/A

Giles and Johnson's (1987) second set of propositions were that a speaker would retain
their ethnic dialect if they (a) identify very strongly with their ethnic group, (b) make insecure
social comparisons with the outgroup, (c) identify with a few other non-ethnic social categories,
perceive their ethnic group to have (d2) high vitality and (e2) their ingroup boundaries to be soft
and open. Kiese did not exhibit this combination of propositions because there were no other
instances Kiese expressed all five facets of an ethnolinguistic identity.
The only speakers to exhibit all five aspects of ethnic identity in a single piece of
dialogue were Kiese, Kiese’s mother, and his friend LaThon. Each code included multiple levels
to assess if a speaker could divert from the original ELIT propositions for ethnic language
maintenance. The dialogue of Kiese's mother and LaThon did not conform to the two conditions
of the language-maintenance conditions (See Table 10).
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Table 10
Other Dialogue Indicating Ethnolinguistic Identity Development

(C43) Mother: "Going to," you
said. "Don't say 'gone' or 'gonna,'
Kie."They are going to protect
your insides.' If you know better,
do better. Promise me you will
do better” (p. 28).
(C135) LaThon tapped me on the
forearm. “Don’t he got a head
like S. Slawter?” I nodded up
and down as LaThon shifted and
looked right in Seff 6'2’s eyes.
“Everythang about y’all is
erroneous. Every. Thang. This
that Black abundance. Y’all
don’t even know.”
(C165) Mother: “If I did not
know correct English, it’s more
likely that police officer might
have shot us,” you said.
(C167) Mother : You looked at
me like you were thinking. “You
might actually be right, Kie. But
in the long run, correct English
will save a Black man more than
it will hurt you.”

Language
Social
As Ethnic Comparison
Group
Identity

Perceived
Ethnic
Group
Boundaries

Perceived
Other
Other
Ethnic
Group
Group
Group
Membership Membership
Vitality
Salience

Negative

Insecure

Soft/Open

Low

None

N/A

Positive

Neutral

Hard/Closed High

None

N/A

Negative

Insecure

Soft/Open

Low

None

N/A

Negative

Insecure

Soft/Open

Low

None

N/A
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Part II: Narrative Analysis
The narrative passages generated 73 individual units of analyses which were analyzed to
determine how Kiese interpreted his own and other Black American or African American
English speakers’ identity, language, and social interactions. The narrative passages were
analyzed using emergent theme codes and McLean and Thorne's (2003) meaning-making codes.
Thematic analysis generated nine emergent theme codes that addressed issues of identity, ethnic
group interactions, communication, language, social group boundaries, and social group
membership. The nine emergent theme codes were (1) Black identity regard, (2) Perceptions of
AAE, (3) Perceptions of SAE, (4) Language and social group boundaries, (5) AAE signaling
Black membership, (6) Communication challenges, (7) Novel AAE Expressions, (8) Impressions
of White People, and (9) Navigating interethnic interactions. McLean and Thorne's (2003)
meaning-making codes are (1) gaining insight, (2) meaning making, and (3) meaning not
applicable. The below outlines each emergent theme and meaning-making code with examples
from the narrative passages.
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Figure 2
Emergent Themes: Kiese’s Insights
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Figure 3
Kiese’s Insights about The AAE Dialect
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Figure 4
Kiese’s Insights about Language in Interethnic Interactions

1. Black identity regard
Black identity regard, or views about Black identity, emerged in several of the narrative
passages. Kiese disclosed thoughts about his own Black identity and others’ views of Black
identity in 26.92% of the narrative passages. No speakers outside of Kiese were described as
possessing views of a positive Black identity. Only three of the four levels were exhibited: (1)
Black identity regard positive - Kiese (2) Black identity regard negative – Kiese, (3) Black
identity regard positive – other character, (4) Black identity regard negative – other character.
Kiese consistently expressed a positive Black identity but noted the negative regard other Black
people or White people held of Black identities. Kiese received messages from Black adults that
their identity was a hindrance. Kiese considered himself and his Black peers as superior to their
White counterparts. However, Kiese also recognized White people viewed Black people as
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inferior, which contrasted his own views. It was unclear whether the negative evaluations or the
discrepancy between his perceptions and White people’s perceptions of Black identity caused
Kiese anguish. It was clear that White people’s negative appraisal of Black people upset Kiese
(N71):
I looked at Grandmama and told her I felt like a nigger, and feeling like a nigger made my heart,
lungs, kidneys, and brain feel like they were melting and dripping out the ends of my toenails (p.
57).

When Kiese spoke of his own regard, he only expressed a positive Black identity regard
(N33):
I assumed we were already twice as excellent as the White kids at St. Richard precisely because
their library looked like a cathedral and ours was an old trailer on cinder blocks. I thought you
should have told me to be twice as excellent as you or Grandmama since y’all were the most
excellent people I knew (p. 69)

2. Perceptions of AAE
Kiese and other characters expressed opinions about the purposes, the prestige, and the
public perceptions of African American English in 26.92% % of the narrative passages. Kiese
portrayed African Americans’ perceptions of AAE as positive and negative. Three of the four
levels were exhibited: (1) Positive perception of AAE – Kiese, (2) Positive perception of AAE—
other character, and (3) Negative perception of AAE—other. Kiese only described AAE
positively. Kiese frequently offered positive recollections on the purpose of AAE, especially in
comparison to SAE. Kiese reflected on how AAE made he and his middle school peers feel safe
(N31):
I understood, swaying there in front of Ms. Stockard, that all of us at Holy Family shared stories
with words, word patterns, vocal inflections, and, really, bodies that made us feel safe. No one at
Holy Family ever used their bodies to say "awesome" or "totally" or "amazing" or "FUBAR" or
"like" fifty times a day more than necessary. The narrators of our stories said "fly" and "all that"
and "fresh" and "the shit" and "sheiiiit” and “shole” and “shining” and “trippin’ ” and “all-world”
and “living foul” and “musty” and “sorry-ass” and “stale” and “ashy” and “getting full” and
“cuhrazee” and “nigga” and “you know what I’m saying” fifty times a day more than necessary
(p. 77).
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Kiese also included his affirming observations of how others, like his eighth-grade peer,
employ AAE for deliberate effect (N31):
LaThon brilliantly said “skrrimps” instead of “shrimp” because “skrrimps” just sounded better.
He added three s’s to “mine” so it sounded like “minessss” no matter where we were (p. 68).

3. Perceptions of SAE
Kiese discussed Standard American English for its utility among both White and Black
people in 23.07% of the narrative passages. Kiese conveyed that African Americans' perceptions
about SAE were polarized into either negative or positive. There were four code levels. Only
three of the four code levels occurred: (1) Positive perception of SAE – other character, (2)
Positive perception of SAE—Kiese, and (3) Negative perception of SAE—Kiese. His mother’s
SAE perceptions were the only views detailed, and they were all positive.
Kiese’s perceptions of SAE contrasted with those of his mother. Kiese’s thoughts about
SAE were mixed. Kiese interpreted SAE negatively in instances when White speakers used it to
position Black Americans as inferior or masked the severity of Black American oppression
(N29):
I balled up the note and put it in my too-tight khakis while Ms. Reeves kept talking to us the way
you told me white folk would talk to us if we weren’t perfect, the way I saw white women at the
mall and police talk to you whether you’d broken the law or not (p. 68).

Kiese’s singular positive valuation of SAE occurred in his evaluation of Eudora Welty’s
ability to convey the experience of living in Jackson, Mississippi (N40):
Even though there were bold boundaries between my imagination and Welty’s, when she started
“Why I Live at the P.O.” with the sentence “I was getting along fine with Mama, Papa-Daddy and
Uncle Rondo until my sister Stella-Rondo just separated from her husband and came back home
again,” I didn’t just feel an intimate relationship to Welty’s text; I felt every bit of Jackson, and
really every bit of Mississippi you taught me to fear (p. 71).

Kiese’s recounting of his mother’s perceptions of SAE were indirect (N6):
You stood in a West Jackson classroom teaching Black children how correct usage of the word
“be” could save them from white folk while I knelt in North Jackson, preparing to steal the ID
card of a fifteen-year-old Black girl named Layla Weathersby. I was twelve years old, three years
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younger than Layla, who had the shiniest elbows, wettest eyes, and whitest Filas of any of us at
Beulah Beauford’s house. Just like the big boys, Dougie and me, all Layla ever wanted to do was
float in the deep end (p. 14).

4. Language and social group boundaries
This theme emerged from Kiese's repeated discussion of how language within social groups
indicated group membership such as Black identified AAE speaker, White identified, and Black
identified non-AAE speakers. This theme was divided into two code dimensions: (1) language
permeates social boundaries, and (2) language creates social boundaries. Kiese reflected on the
ways language was associated with social group boundaries in 53.85% of passages. The code
exhibited three levels: (1) language creates group boundaries – Kiese, (2) language creates
group boundaries – other character, (3) language permeates group boundaries – other
character. Kiese’s reflections on language indicated that language demarcated Black people
from White people and AAE speakers and non-AAE speakers. For example, Kiese reflected on
how a phrase used in Jackson among Black people had more meaning around a White person
(N67):
Before I could say yes, the [white] Mumford boy told me we couldn’t come in his house but we could
play in the backyard. The phrase “I’m good” was something I always said in Jackson, but I didn’t
know I had ever meant it as much as I meant it that day (p. 15).

Other speakers included in Kiese’s narrative also discussed navigating life, language, and
ethnic social groups. Kiese’s characterization of his mother suggested that she used language to
permeate perceived aspirational groups and to escape perceptions of belonging to an inferior
Black group (N15):
On the walk to the car, I wondered what it felt like to have a face like yours, one of the most
beautiful recognizable faces in our world, plastered on the wall at the biggest grocery store in
North Jackson because you claimed you had money in the bank you didn’t really have. You were
the only local Black political scientist on TV during election season talking about politics. The
way you overpronounced your words, defended poor Black communities in the face of white
resentment, and insisted on correcting everyone whose subjects and verbs didn’t agree made
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Black folk in Jackson think we had plenty of lunch money, gas money, rent money, and light bill
money (p. 14).

Kiese also recounted how his peers associated language with social group boundaries.
For example, his friend LaThon used language in a majority White environment that was
different than in a majority Black environment:
LaThon’s favorite vocab word in seventh grade was “abundance,” but I’d never heard him throw
“Black” and “that” in front of it until we got to St. Richard (p. 66).

5. AAE Signaling Black membership
This code was applied when Kiese described instances where (a) he or another AAE
speaker used AAE to signal their Black identity membership or (b) an individual was described
as speaking AAE in the presence of an outgroup to increase their Black identity salience. This
code applied to 26.92 % of narrative passages. The AAE speakers in the data set only used the
dialect to signal a positive Black membership. Kiese also paired AAE and paralanguage such as
facial expressions to further demonstrate his Black membership. Therefore, only two of the four
code levels applied: (1) AAE signaling positive Black membership – Kiese and (2) AAE
signaling positive Black membership – other speaker. Kiese highlighted how his AAE patterns
with peers during adolescence shaped a positive Black membership (N54):
But I was learning from you how to make anything, regardless of the size or shape, bend. I came
to school the rest of that year with my breasts, my love handles, and my stomach compressed in a
T-shirt that smelled so much like Jabari's house. When white folk at St. Richard looked at me like
I was gross, I smiled, shook my head, sucked my teeth, intentionally misused and mispronounced
some vocabulary words. Then I dapped LaThon up at lunch and said, “They so meager and we so
gross. I’m talking about we so gross. It’s still that Black abundance?” (p. 79).

Kiese highlighted others' AAE use and association with Black membership through
narrating AAE speech interactions with socially unifying pronouns such as "we."
At supper, Grandmama apologized again for whupping my legs and told me when I wrote my
report on the Book of Psalms later that night, I could write the way we talk. Like you,
Grandmama made me do written assignments every night. Unlike your assignments, all of
Grandmama’s assignments had to be about the Bible (p. 59).
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6. Communication challenges
Ideas about communication emerged alongside or in association with Kiese’s
interpretations of language in 34.62% of narrative passages. The communication challenges
theme addressed instances where Kiese was uncertain of whether to use SAE or AAE to convey
his thoughts and feelings. Kiese only described himself as having this challenge. For example,
Kiese wrote a notebook entry to his grandmother stating (N22):
Later that evening, I wrote, “I know you want me to write about the Book of Psalms. If it is okay
I just want to tell you about some secrets that be making my head hurt. I be eating too much and
staying awake at night and fighting people in Jackson. Mama does not like how my eyes are red. I
wake her up in the morning and she be making me use Visine before school. I try but I can’t tell
her what’s wrong. Can I tell you? Can you help me with my words? The words Mama make me
use don’t work like they supposed to work (p. 59).

7. Novel AAE expressions
This code emerged due to Kiese, his peers, and his grandmother describing or using
expressions among AAE speakers that did not conform to the pre-determined set of
phonological, lexical, syntactical, and morphological AAE features. Novel AAE expressions
characterized 65.38 % of Kiese’s narrative passages. The narrative passages frequently included
scenarios where Kiese or another AAE speaker where words from SAE were arranged together
to form novel AAE idioms (N72):
LaThon’s favorite vocab word in seventh grade was “abundance,” but I’d never heard him throw
“Black” and “that” in front of it until we got to St. Richard: (p. 65).

Kiese’s mature adult grandmother also used a variety of AAE that differed from Kiese
and his adolescent peers (N118):
I stopped and took my whupping. Afterward, I asked Grandmama whether she meant “star-nated”
or “stark naked.” I told her I’d rather be a “star-nated” fool because I loved stars even though I
didn’t think “star-nated” was a word. Grandmama and I loved talking about words. She was
better than anyone I’d ever known at bending, breaking, and building words that weren’t in the
dictionary. I asked her what word I could use to make that Mumford boy feel what we felt (p. 56).
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8. Impressions of White people
Kiese and others' impressions of White people were discussed in 46.15% of narrative
passages. The expressed views included each person's personal regard for specific White people,
general perceptions of White culture, or the social positioning of White people. The emergent
theme codes evaluations of White people on two levels: (1) Perceptions of White people - Kiese
(2) (1) Perceptions of White people - other character. The impressions varied in content and
commentary. Kiese recognized that White people perceived Black people as inferior, but he
expressed a lack of intimidation or fear of White people. Reading and learning about real and
fictional White people acquainted Kiese with their perspectives. Kiese did not share the fearful
caution White people that his mother and other Black adults espoused. Kiese used the narrative
passages to extoll his interpretation of White people as it related to his experience as a Black
person (N42):
I didn’t hate white folk. I didn’t fear white folk. I wasn’t easily impressed or even annoyed by
white folk because even before I met actual white folk, I met every protagonist, antagonist, and
writer of all the stories I ever read in first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
grade. At the same time, I met Wonder Woman, the narrator on The Wonder Years, Ricky from
Silver Spoons, Booger from Revenge of the Nerds, Spock from Star Trek, Mallory from Family
Ties, damn near all the coaches and owners of my favorite teams. I met Captain America, Miss
America, “The American Dream” Dusty Rhodes. I met Luke Skywalker and his white father,
even though his white father’s voice, outfit, and mask were Blacker than thirty-seven midnights. I
met poor white folk, rich white folk, and middle-class white folk. I met all the Jetsons, all the
Flintstones, all the Beverly Hillbillies, the entire Full House, damn near everyone in Pee Wee’s
Playhouse, all American presidents, the dudes they said were Jesus and Adam, the women they
said were the Virgin Mary and Eve, and all the characters on Grandmama’s stories except for
Angie and Jessie from All My Children. So even if we didn’t know real white folk, we knew a lot
of the characters white folk wanted to be, and we knew who we were to those characters (p. 72).

According to Kiese’s narrative passages, his mother instructed him on his behavior based
on her expectations of White people (N38):
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After school, in the front seat of our Nova, you [mother] told me what white folk demanded of us
was never fair, but following their rules was sometimes safer for all the Black folk involved and
all the Black folk coming after us (p. 70).

9. Navigating interethnic interactions
This code emerged from Kiese’s own ideas and other’s instructions about how Black
people should interact with or will experience White people. This code applied to 57.69 % of
narrative passages. This code exhibited two levels: (1) Ideas about interethnic interactions –
Kiese and (2) Ideas about interethnic interactions – other person. In some instances, Kiese’s
ideas about interethnic interactions were focused on how White people should, but choose not to
treat Black people with decency (N51):
We both looked at Jabari and waited for him to say more. I was finally understanding, for all that
bouncy talk of ignorance and how they didn’t really know, that white folk, especially grown
white folk, knew exactly what they were doing. And if they didn’t, they should have (p. 79).

Kiese reflected on his mother's words that he must conduct himself above White people’s
reproach (N38):
I sat in the principal’s office thinking about what you told me the day before we started St.
Richard. “Be twice as excellent and be twice as careful from this point on,” you said. “Everything
you thought you knew changes tomorrow. Being twice as excellent as white folk will get you half
of what they get. Being anything less will get you hell.” (p. 69).

Meaning Making of AAE and AAE Interactions
Applying meaning-making codes was a pre-cursor to interpreting why Kiese employed
African American English. McLean and Thorne (2003) defined two specific kinds of meaning in
late adolescents' self-defining memory narratives, lesson learning and gaining insight. Of
Kiese’s narrative passages (n=26), 50% of the narrative passage indicated Kiese gained insight
about AAE use, AAE speaker interactions, and language in interethnic interactions. There was
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one narrative passage (3.84%) where Kiese learned a specific lesson about AAE use, AAE
speaker interactions, and language in interethnic interactions.
Kiese Insights on AAE Use and Interethnic Interactions
The insights could be grouped into two specific areas: (1) AAE use and (2) language in
interethnic interactions. Each insight is labeled with an example below.
1. AAE Use
a. Similar SAE and AAE expressions have different meanings (N2): I wondered, for
a second, about why “be trying” and “where I been” felt far heavier than “I try” and
“what I have experienced” (p. 7).
b. Differences in Mature Adult AAE (N8): I always wondered why Grandmama never
called people with less stuff than us “po’.” She called them “folk who ain’t got a pot
to piss in” or “folk whose money ain’t all the way right” or “folk with nan dime to
they name” but she never used “poor” or “po’ ” to talk about anything other than
people’s bodies (p. 50).
c. “Invariant or Habitual Be” used to describe distressing events (N65): I wrote the
words “be kissing me in the morning” “be choking me” “be running a train” “be
beating my back” “be hearing her heartbeat” “be slow dancing with me” “be rubbing
her breasts in my mouth” “be abandoning her” “be wet dreaming about stuff that
scare me” “be watching people” “be getting beaten” “be listening to trains” “be on
top of me” “be on my knees” “be kissing me in the morning” “be choking me” “be
kissing him at night” “be hitting hard” “be saying White folk hit the hardest” “be
laughing so it won’t hurt” “be eating when I’m full” “be kissing me” “be choking
me” “be confusing me” (p. 59).
d. AAE Used to Describes Black Male Adolescent Sexual Rites of Passage (N65): I
smirked like I knew what running a train was. Really I had no idea how running a
train worked physically or verbally. Running a train sat orange-red in my
imagination. Running a train occupied the space of a proper noun, but moved like the
most active of active verbs. Just saying “running a train,” whether you were a
participant in the train or knowledgeable of a train, gave you a glow and gravity every
Black boy in Jackson respected. The only other three words that gave you a similar
glow and gravity were “I got initiated” (p.19).
e. Adolescent Peer’s AAE choices vary with the environment (N72): LaThon’s
favorite vocab word in seventh grade was “abundance,” but I’d never heard him
throw “Black” and “that” in front of it until we got to St. Richard (p. 66).
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2. Language in Interethnic Interactions
a. Kiese Criticizes Strict SAE Use (N17): I might have liked the raggedy psychologist
you got Hunter Malachi to pay for me to see two days later if she hadn’t tried so hard
to talk proper, and ask me all these questions about parents, food, and church, or if
you didn’t sit in the same room with us the whole time. The first question the
psychologist asked was how I felt about my parents getting divorced (p. 34).
b. Mother Believes SAE will Save Black Children (N6): “You stood in a West
Jackson classroom teaching Black children how correct usage of the word “be” could
save them from White folk while I knelt in North Jackson, preparing to steal the ID
card of a fifteen-year-old Black girl named Layla Weathersby (p. 14).
c. White People use Language to Condemn Black People (N29): Ms. Reeves kept
talking to us the way you told me White folk would talk to us if we weren’t perfect,
the way I saw White women at the mall and police talk to you whether you’d broken
the law or not” (p. 67).
d. Mother Believed Following White Rules was safer (N38): After school, in the front
seat of our Nova, you told me what White folk demanded of us was never fair, but
following their rules was sometimes safer for all the Black folk involved and all the
Black folk coming after us (p. 70).
e. AAE and Paralanguage Defend the Self from White People (N54): When White
folk at St. Richard looked at me like I was gross, I smiled, shook my head, sucked my
teeth, intentionally misused and mispronounced some vocabulary words. Then I
dapped LaThon up at lunch and said, “They so meager and we so gross. I'm talking
about we so gross. It's still that Black abundance” (p. 79).
f. Black Parents Promote SAE (N60): Like most kids at Donnie Gee’s party, I had to
sit and listen to hundreds of talks from you and your friends telling me no Black
hoodies in wrong neighborhoods, no jogging at night, hands in plain sight at all times
in public, no intimate relationships with White women, never drive over the speed
limit or do those rolling stops at stop signs, always speak the king’s English in the
presence of White folk, never get outperformed in school or in public by White
students, and most important, always remember, no matter what, White folk will do
anything to get you (p. 102).
g. AAE is A Defense against White People (N67): Before I could say yes, the
Mumford boy told me we couldn’t come in his house but we could play in the
backyard. The phrase “I’m good” was something I always said in Jackson, but I
didn’t know I had ever meant it as much as I meant it that day (p. 51).
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Kiese Learning Lessons from AAE Use and AAE Interactions
Kiese analyzed an interethnic interaction and arrived at a broad conclusion that AAE is
the primary Black identity behavior that conveys Black Membership. This Black membership
was also regarded as positive (N48-N49):
There wasn’t a “gross” or anything approximating a “gross” in our vocabulary, or our
stories. Bodies at Holy Family were heavier than the bodies at St. Richard. And none of those
heavy bodies were gross. Seventh grade was the first year in our lives when boys started
calling girls who wouldn’t give us any attention words like “freak” behind their backs. And
when they slapped the taste out our mouth, we apologized. But even in our most brittle
whispers, we never thought or talked about any girl’s body as “gross.” Or maybe I wanted
that to be true. At the end of seventh grade, the same day we went to sing Club Nouveau
songs at the old-folk home, Shalaya Odom stood up and walked out with a dark brown stain
on the back of her jean skirt. We thought she’d shit on herself until LaThon explained she
might have just started her period. We never called Shalaya Odom gross but we laughed in a
way the girls at Holy Family would not have laughed at us if we actually had unexpected
chunky shit dripping down our legs.
Worse than any cuss word we could imagine, “gross” existed on the other side of what
we considered abundant. And in the world we lived in and loved, everyone Black was in
some way abundant. We’d all listened to grown-folk spade sessions on Fridays. We’d all
dressed in damn near our Easter best to watch the pregame, the game, and, mostly, the
halftime show of Jackson State vs. Valley, Valley vs. Alcorn, Alcorn vs. Southern, or
Grambling vs. Jackson State on Saturday. Saturday night, we’d all driven back home in the
backseats of cars, listening to folk theorize about the game, Mississippi politics, and why
somebody’s auntie and uncle were trying to sell their child’s World’s Finest Chocolates in the
parking lot after the game. Sunday morning, we’d all been dragged into some Black church
by our parents and grandparents. And every Sunday, we hoped to watch some older Black
folk fan that Black heathen in tennis shoes who caught the Holy Spirit. But outside of
stadiums and churches, and outside of weekends, we were most abundant. While that
abundance dictated the shape and movement of bodies, the taste and texture of our food, it
was most apparent in the way we dissembled and assembled words, word sounds, and
sentences (pp. 75 - 77).
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
The content and narrative analysis indicated that adolescents may use African American
English to create and maintain a positive Black identity. Kiese's reflections in the narrative
passages illustrated that he spent a significant portion of his adolescence contemplating African
American English and its function in Black identity development or maintenance. Kiese concluded
that African American English was the primary means Black Americans conveyed and maintained
their Black identity membership. The largest proportion (23.81%) of AAE conversations occurred
amongst Kiese and his peers at St. Richard Middle school. An equal portion (19.04%) of AAE
conversations occurred in Kiese’s home and in “Other” coded environments. There were nearly
equal proportions of AAE conversations in ingroup social contexts (47.61%) versus outgroup
contexts (42.86%). A small proportion (9.52%) of AAE conversations occurred in the presence of
both outgroup (i.e., White, non-AAE speaker) and ingroup members. Dimensions of Phinney’s
(1992) ethnic identity framework were present in an overwhelming proportion (80.95%; n=17) of
the African American English conversations. Of those, 82.35% referenced membership and
belonging, 64.70% referenced ethnic behaviors, and 42% referred to ethnic identity exploration
and achievement. Kiese expressed his Black identity membership the most during middle
adolescence. Kiese only displayed neutral or positive Black identity membership. Dimensions of
Giles and Johnson’s (1987) ethnolinguistic identity development were present across 71.43%
(n=15) conversations. However, only one dialogue exchange conformed to Giles and Johnson’s
(1987) conditions for maintaining ethnic language in an interethnic interaction. There was
evidence Kiese felt inclined to use AAE to describe distress, but his dual proficiency in AAE and
SAE made it even more challenging to communicate. Kiese and his peer also spontaneously
created novel AAE lexical and phonetic expressions in language interactions.
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Adolescent Black Identity Development
Kiese’s neutral and positive feelings toward his Black membership were consistent with
Phinney’s (1992) affirmative ethnic identity development. Further, Kiese’s ethnic identity
development mostly occurring during middle adolescence is consistent with identity vs. role in
Erikson's (1959) psychosocial identity development theory. During this stage, an adolescent
explores and resolves the conflict by committing to a cohesive sense of identity. Kiese concluded
the examination of his adolescence before transitioning to college with a conversation confirming
his commitment to his Black group membership. “ ‘I love you, bruh,’ I [Kiese] told him [LaThon]
for the first time in our lives. ‘Don’t forget about your boys when you in engineering school.’
LaThon replied, ‘I love you, too, bruh. Don’t forget about your boys when you get kicked out of
that private White school.’ ” Kiese’s final words were, “ ‘It’s still that Black abundance, right?’
‘You already know,” LaThon said. “All day. Every day. And they still don’t even know’ ” (pp.
115-116). Positioning this as the final conversation suggests Kiese resolved his ethnic identity
exploration with a committed, positive Black identity.
The dialogue combined with narrative observations also indicated that Kiese’s Black
identity mitigated his distress as an overweight adolescent. In conversation, Kiese’s body was a
source of insecurity that was exacerbated by his self-consciousness around White people, “ ‘For
the first time in my life, I thought about the sweat and fat between my thighs, the new stretch
marks streaking toward my nipples. I felt fat before. I felt husky every day of my life. I’d never
felt what I felt in that St. Richard bathroom’ ” (p. 78). Kiese’s self-confidence and commitment
from his Black identity buffered the effects of his body insecurity and any perceived racism
(N54):
But I was learning from you how to make anything, regardless of the size or shape, bend. I came to
school the rest of that year with my breasts, my love handles, and my stomach compressed in a Tshirt that smelled so much like Jabari's house. When white folk at St. Richard looked at me like I
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was gross, I smiled, shook my head, sucked my teeth, intentionally misused and mispronounced
some vocabulary words. Then I dapped LaThon up at lunch and said, “They so meager and we so
gross. I’m talking about we so gross. It’s still that Black abundance?” (p. 79).

Kiese used African American English and paralanguage to form a positive Black identity that
contrasted his negative identity as a “fat” adolescent. Kiese using his Black identity to manage
his uneasiness is consistent with emerging research about the relationship between Black identity
development and psychological distress. Kniffley (2014) found that among Black males, a more
advanced racial and ethnic identity was negatively correlated with psychological distress. Kiese’s
reliance on African American English during moments of body self-consciousness indicates that
his Black identity development was an essential coping mechanism that potentially lowered his
psychological distress.
Kiese’s Black identity development contradicts existing literature (Cross, 1971, 1994, 1995;
Cross and Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et al., 2001) that suggests Black identity development is a
process of overcoming personal anti-Black feelings. Kiese did not convey any negative
characterizations of Blackness or his Black identification. Kiese’s only displayed loathing for
White people’s superior attitude toward Black people or himself. Kiese sensed this superiority
from the Mumford family child who referred to grandmother as “ ‘the old Black lady who clean
my house.” Kiese stated, “I [Kiese] looked at Grandmama and told her I felt like a nigger, and
feeling like a nigger made my heart, lungs, kidneys, and brain feel like they were melting and
dripping out the ends of my toenails.” His grandmother replied," 'It ain't about making White folk
feel what you feel," she said. "It's about not feeling what they want you to feel. Do you hear me?
You better know from whence you came and forget about those folk’ ” (p. 57). His grandmother
was advising Kiese to define himself instead of retaliating. Rather than accept Blackness as an
inferior status, Kiese seemed to adopt an attitude of Black superiority.
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Kiese appeared to use AAE to develop a Black identity impenetrable by White people’s
perceptions, persecution, or threats. Kiese had an AAE conversation with his peer that showed a
desire to use AAE to form a Black identity that was distinctly superior and inaccessible to White
culture or people. Kiese and his peer LaThon wrote notes at St. Richard middle school implying
Black superiority, “I [Kiese] wrote, “#1 White person who don’t even know?” LaThon looked
down at his new red and gray Air Maxes, then up at the ceiling. Finally, he shook his head and
wrote, “Ms. Reeves + Ronald Reagan. It’s a tie. With they meager ass" (p.66). Kiese and his peer
changed the phonetic pronunciation of the word “meager” to “MEE-guh” to describe “ people,
places, things, and shhhtyles that were at least eight levels less than nothing ” (p. 66). In this
instance, they deemed their White teacher and the current White President of the United States
inferior.
This position of White inferiority and Black superiority challenges Fordham and Ogbu’s
(1986) oppositional culture theory. According to Fordham and Ogbu (1986), Black adolescents
choose behaviors that reject White normative culture and behavior. It was theorized Black
adolescents specifically reject or distract from academic achievement. In this instance, Kiese and
LaThon used vocabulary from the previous grade to separate their Black social group as better
and inaccessible to White people. LaThon furthered the Black superiority telling a White peer,
“ 'Everythang about y’all [White people] is erroneous. Every. Thang. This that Black abundance.
Y'all don't even know’ ”(p.66). These exchanges reveal African American English speakers may
use their dialect to fortify the Black group membership boundaries to (1) elevate Black identity
and (2) self-protect from real or perceived White rejection, insult, or oppression.
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African American English Indicates Ethnolinguistic Identity
Only one AAE conversation in the data set (n=21) demonstrated all five dimensions of
ethnolinguistic identity theory and resulted in ethnic dialect maintenance. However, the ethnic
language maintenance occurred in principle, not in actuality. The conversation happened when
Kiese and his mother were pulled over by a police officer. Kiese did not speak to the White
officer but told his mother she should have used African American English. Kiese’s mother
claimed, “ ‘If I did not know correct English, it’s more likely that police officer might have shot
us,’ ” you said. Kiese countered, “ ‘No he wouldn’t,” I [Kiese] told you. “That fool got madder
because you were speaking correct English’ ” (p. 83). Kiese appeared to believe AAE would
placate the White officer but did not speak in this interaction. Because of the significant power
differential between Black people and institutions of power, an AAE speaker may not use their
dialect in an interethnic interaction.
Kiese retained his AAE in outgroup interactions where the interlocutor did not pose a
threat. Kiese's social group focus opposes Giles and Johnson’s (1987) communication
accommodation theory (CAT) and affirms Harwood et al.’s (2005) intergroup communication
theory (ICT). Intergroup communication theory proposes that an individual’s most salient social
memberships, not their characteristics, shape communication. It appears Kiese used AAE to
increase his Black identity salience and reject perceived outgroup members’ perceptions of his
social identities. Kiese repeatedly used the AAE expression “I’m good” to rebuff the Mumford
boy because Kiese characterized the child as "a po' White boy" and therefore, in opposition to his
Black identity (pp. 50-51), Kiese explained, “The phrase “I’m good” was something I always
said in Jackson, but I didn’t know I had ever meant it as much as I meant it that day (p. 50). An
AAE expression Kiese reserved for his Black ingroup community was used with an outgroup
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member to strengthen the boundaries between the two groups. Kiese’s also intentionally used
AAE in the White psychologist’s office, “ ‘But I don’t feel nan amount of anger at all about them
not being together,” I told her. “I mean, I got my grandmama, too. I don’t feel nan amount of
anger at all over them being divorced. I be wishing my father paid child support more, but I’m
good’ ” (p. 36). Kiese shifted back to SAE at his mother’s behest. Kiese's mother was portrayed
as a dominant, abusive parental figure. Thus, reinforcing the notion that Kiese retained his AAE
amongst individuals that he perceived as outgroup members and unable to physically harm him.
When not under grave threat, Kiese’s language choices were protective of his social identities,
and by extension, his personal identity.
Kiese’s peer LaThon retained AAE in the presence of a White classmate. LaThon's
speech suggests that social comparison and positive evaluation of one’s ethnic group and ethnic
language have the most influence on AAE retention. LaThon addressed a White peer with AAE
without provocation, “ ‘Seth, whatever your last name is, first of all, your first name ends with
two f’s from now on, and your new name is Seff six-two because you five-four but you got the
head of a nigga we know who six-two.’ ” LaThon concluded, “Everythang about y’all is
erroneous. Every. Thang. This that Black abundance. Y’all don’t even know’ ” (p. 66). LaThon’s
comments were coded as (1) positive Black identity, (2) perceived high group vitality, (3)
positive perception of language as ethnic, and (4) a neutral social comparison. LaThon’s
comments were also coded with hard/closed social group boundaries. LaThon’s comments show
that AAE speakers who have a positive Black identity, rigid Black identity boundaries, and a
high-status view of Black identity may use AAE among non-Black people.
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Environments that Predict AAE Use
Kiese’s sense of belonging within the Black identity group was demonstrated by his AAE
use in varied environments. Slightly less than half of AAE conversations occurred in an outgroup
setting (42.86%) of one AAE speaker and no other AAE speakers and/or African Americans. A
nearly equal proportion (47.61%) of AAE conversations occurred amongst an ingroup of AAE
speakers or Black Americans. Less than 10% of AAE conversations had interactions where AAE
speakers alternated between using AAE with an ingroup member and then addressing an outgroup
person in the same environment. The variation in the social group type suggests that specific
environment locations may have more influence on AAE speakers’ choices. The type of
environments where AAE conversation occurred and influenced Kiese's adolescent memories are
consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s (1989) ecological systems theory Bronfenbrenner (1989) viewed
child development as a complex system of relationships within multiple levels of a surrounding
environment. The inner microsystem of immediate influences was theorized as having the most
impact on a child’s development. Among the AAE conversations that Kiese included in his
memoir, 61.89% occurred in his microsystem, including (1) St. Richard Middle School, (2) home,
(3) peer’s home, (4) grandmother’s home, (5) in the car with his grandmother or mother, (6) a
grocery store, and (7) an unnamed location in the Jackson community.
Kiese’s AAE use or discussion of AAE in his microsystem occurred under two
circumstances: (a) when outgroup members were perceived as opposing his ingroup or (b) within
an AAE ingroup. The largest proportion (23.81%) of AAE conversations occurred at St. Richard
Middle school, a majority White environment where Kiese and his peers felt ostracized due to their
ethnicity. “ ‘These white folk know we here on discount,’ he told me, ‘but they don’t even know.’
‘You right,’ I [Kiese] told him” (p. 65). In this environment, the phrase “they don’t even know”
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both dismissed White people and indicated their solidarity as Black identified. At St. Richard,
Kiese learned AAE from his Black ingroup or used AAE to show solidarity with his Black ingroup.
A sizable proportion (19.04%) of AAE conversations or conversations about AAE occurred
at locations where there was direct interaction with or discussion of White people: (1) the
psychologist’s office, (2) the grocery store, (3) the Mumford family’s home, and (4) an unnamed
Jackson community location. The proportion of conversations in interethnic environments
indicates metacognition or memory-making about AAE use is likely when speakers are making
comparisons between Black and White people. An equal proportion (19.04%) of AAE
conversations occurred at his Black peers' homes. This again reinforces AAE exchanges are
essential for relating and bonding amongst a Black ingroup.
Meaning Making of African American English
Similar to McLean (2005), the results showed meaning-making was assigned to memories
told for self-explanation. Kiese's insights and lessons about African American English focused on
memories that had a significant bearing on his selfhood. Kiese’s meaning-making of African
American English during his adolescence appeared to contribute to a positive master narrative
about African American English as a centrifugal, positive aspect of Black identity development.
Master narratives are formed when individuals engage with discourse and reconstruct their
personal narratives alongside social interactions and social practice (Hammack, 2008). The
narrative dataset had a significant proportion (46.15%) of passages where Kiese gained insight
into language and ethnic identity. Kiese’s insights appraised AAE interactions and rejected any
stances that diminished Black identity, AAE, or elevated SAE. These insights appeared to
contribute to an overarching master narrative that AAE was the primary indicator of Black group
membership and Kiese’s own Black identity. It appeared that Kiese’s master narrative about
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African American English and Black identity offset any contradicting, negative ideas about the
dialect.
Kiese’s Insights about African American English
Kiese’s contemplations highlighted that whether listening or speaking, AAE was
distinctly different from SAE. Kiese also noticed that AAE speakers have highly varied,
dynamic, and idiosyncratic preferences for how and when they use the dialect. Kiese’s insights
about AAE included (a) similar SAE and AAE expressions have different meanings, (b) there are
differences in mature adult AAE, use (c) “invariant or habitual be” can be used to describe
distressing events, (d) AAE can be used to describe Black male adolescent sexual rites of
passage, and (e) his adolescent peer’s AAE choices vary with the environment. Generational
differences, emotionality, same-gender interactions, and the racial composition of a given
environment can all influence a person’s AAE practices and the meaning of their AAE
expressions. For example, Kiese wondered about why his grandmother's explanation containing
"habitual be" seemed to carry a different meaning than the standard language verb form (N2):
I wondered, for a second, about why “be trying” and “where I been” felt far heavier than “I try”
and “what I have experienced.” I asked if I could ask one more difficult question. Grandmama
looked at me, for the first time in our lives, like she was afraid. She grabbed her keys and made
me wheel her around to the side of the house under the thick scent of her pecan tree. Once we got
there, I knelt and asked whether she minded if we talked about words, memory, emergencies,
weight, and sexual violence in our family (pg. 7).

Kiese also contemplated how to express the events and experiences in his life and attempted to
use “habitual be” as a solution (N23):
I try but I can’t tell her what’s wrong. Can I tell you? Can you help me with my words? The
words Mama make me use don’t work like they supposed to work. I wrote the words “be kissing
me in the morning” “be choking me” “be running a train” “be beating my back” “be hearing her
heartbeat” “be slow dancing with me” “be rubbing her breasts in my mouth” “be abandoning her”
“be wet dreaming about stuff that scare me” “be watching people” “be getting beaten” “be
listening to trains” “be on top of me” “be on my knees” “be kissing me in the morning” “be
choking me” “be kissing him at night” “be hitting hard” “be saying white folk hit the hardest” “be
laughing so it won’t hurt” “be eating when I’m full” “be kissing me” “be choking me” “be
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confusing me. At the end, I wrote, “Grandmama, can you please help me with my words?” (p.
59).

Kiese’s insights about language in interethnic interactions primarily focused on essential
behaviors to defend oneself from White people's judgment or threats. Kiese’s contemplations also
showed a preference for AAE and a defensive stance toward interethnic interactions and SAE.
Kiese’s interethnic insights included (a) disdain for strict SAE use, (b) Mother instructing Black
children that SAE will save them (c) White people speaking as superiors to Black people (d) Mother
instructing following White rules is safer (e) AAE and Paralanguage can defend the self from
White people, (f) Black parent instructing children about avoiding racism (g) AAE as a defense
against White people. For example, Kiese appeared to decide to use AAE as a defense against
White people, “When white folk at St. Richard looked at me like I was gross, I smiled, shook my
head, sucked my teeth, intentionally misused and mispronounced some vocabulary words” (p. 79).
Although Kiese did not reach a definitive conclusion about these issues, selecting the speech and
behaviors that he felt most comfortable with was a significant concern during his adolescence.
African American English Means Black identity
Kiese’s meaning-making lesson reveals that AAE is the primary way connections are
drawn between Black Americans of different generations, especially during their leisure and
worship. It appears that using AAE can define any environment as an ingroup, Black environment.
This interpretation differs slightly from the commonly held idea that dialects are reserved for
informal settings (N48):
“But outside of stadiums and churches, and outside of weekends, we were most abundant. While
that [Black] abundance dictated the shape and movement of bodies, the taste and texture of our
food, it was most apparent in the way we dissembled and assembled words, word sounds, and
sentences" (p. 77).

By using their shared dialect beyond weekend leisure, their Black identity esteem could
extend indefinitely, even if only psychologically. Kiese’s narration of this lesson appeared after
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Kiese's White teacher at St. Richard called their Black peer "gross." Kiese’s realization signals that
when AAE speakers receive race-based slights, their awareness of their Black identity is amplified.
For Kiese, this microaggression spurs him to recall the positive associations of his Black identity
and he is able to disassociate himself from the racialized insult.
Social Identity Theory of African American English
The proportion (61.89%) of AAE conversations in Kiese’s microsystem provides support
for Social identity theory of African American English (Vietze & Glasco, 2022). The process of
learning AAE in his home and community resulted in his AAE maintenance that contributed to
and maintained Kiese’s Black identity. In turn, Kiese was motivated to use more AAE to
strengthen his Black identity association.
AAE Learned in the Home and Community Environment
Kiese learned AAE in his home and community. The AAE Kiese learned in his community
environment appeared to promote his Black identification. For example, the language interactions
at St. Richard Middle School included novel AAE expressions that Kiese and his peer used to
associate themselves as Black and separate from the White students. The AAE Kiese used at school
and with his peer encouraged him to use the same expressions at home context but not always to
positive reception. Kiese attempted to use his AAE phonetic pronunciation of “meager” with his
mother, “ ‘I understand it now because you’ve told me the same thing every day for the last year.
I’m glad Mabus won, but hearing about it every day is just kinda mee- guh.’ ‘Me what?’ you
[mother] asked me, cocking your hand back. ‘What did you say to me, Kie?’ ‘Me nothing,’ I said.
‘Me nothing.’ ” (p. 70). Kiese’s mother misunderstood and felt insulted by his AAE expression.
Kiese’s mother corrected and devalued AAE because it departed from White, normative
expectations, “ ‘Going to,’ you [mother] said. 'Don't say 'gone' or 'gonna,' Kie." They are going to
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protect your insides.' If you know better, do better. Promise me you will do better.'" (p. 28). At his
grandmother's home, Kiese was encouraged to “write the way we talk” when completing his
assigned Bible study task (p. 58). Kiese’s positive relationship with his grandmother may have
encouraged or reinforced a positive attitude toward AAE. Kiese’s peer, LaThon, possibly
reinforced the messages about AAE that Kiese received from his grandmother.
Ultimately, Kiese emerged from his origin community with a positive endorsement of AAE
and his Black identity despite his accounts of his mother’s objections. Kiese had a complex,
abusive relationship with his mother. Their relationship’s complexity was arguably best
demonstrated by Kiese’s decision to write Heavy directly to his mother. “I am writing a different
book to you [mother] because books, for better and worse, are how we got here, and I am afraid
of speaking any of this to your face” (Laymon, pp. 9-10, 2018). Kiese may have rejected his
mother’s beliefs about White normative behavior and her negative evaluation of AAE as means to
reject their relationship. Kiese notably recounted agreeing with, but also apathetically rejecting,
his mother’s warnings while she hit him, “Every time you said my particular kind of
hardheadedness and White Mississippians’ brutal desire for Black suffering were recipes for an
early death, institutionalization, or incarceration, I knew you were right. I just didn’t care. I cared
about the way you’d grit your teeth when you beat me for not being perfect” (Laymon, p. 5, 2018).
Kiese’s experiences with his mother’s physical aggression and demands for perfection as the
antidote to White oppression suggested there are psychodynamic aspects of his AAE behaviors
that could be further explored.
African American English as Black Identity
Kiese asserted in his narration that African American English was the primary means to
convey a positive Black Identity, which appeared to encourage more AAE use. The Black
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identity that Kiese attained through AAE served multiple purposes for his social functioning. In
Social Identity Theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1979), a person's sense of who they are is based on their
group membership(s). Kiese’s Back identity appeared to give him a positive sense of belonging
with a social group and a positive personal identity. Kiese and others referred to him as “fat” in
17 different instances, with Kiese opening the memoir referring to himself as “us fat Black folk
in the Deep South” (p. 1). Kiese’s memories about his “fat” shame did not emerge until Kiese
transferred to St. Richard Middle school. A positive Black identity may have combatted this
shame. Kiese’s secondary desire was to defy messages that his ethnicity made him an
“endangered species” under constant threat, suspicion, and denigration by White people (p. 83).
Kiese’s Black identity did not reject White, normative achievement; his Black identity allowed
him to conceive of himself and Blackness as a social group that was better than White people
and above their racist treatment. Kiese also appeared to use AAE to form a positive Black
identity that countered his mother and other Black parents’ philosophy that conforming to White
rules was the only way to ensure safety and success. Using AAE to signal allegiance to an
affirmative Black identity is similar to other research that use acrolect and heritage language use
show ideological and ethnic solidarity. (Hasan Neloy & Sarkar, 2019; Oh & Fuligni, 2010).
Contributions
The unique AAE features displayed in Heavy reinforce the dialect’s dynamism. Kiese,
his peer LaThon created an idiom, an aspect of AAE that was not represented in the pre-selected
subset of AAE features. Idioms are a group of words whose meaning is not discernible from the
individual words. It appeared that “Black abundance” or “that Black abundance” was used to
connote the illustriousness of Black culture and Black people. There was no explicit explanation
of “Black abundance.” Without speaker explanation, observers would not be able to define this
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idiom. Idioms are contextual, situational, and dynamic. Common idioms across geographic
regions, generations, and time periods potentially need to be included as a linguistic aspect of
AAE. AAE speakers also created unique phonetic and morphosynctactic expressions. The word
“meager” was intentionally mispronounced to shift the formal meaning from slight or small to a
new meaning of insignificance. Heavy illustrate AAE speakers contribute idiosyncratic
variations according to their context and preferences. Therefore, accurate AAE comprehension
requires ongoing research and verification from native speakers.
Kiese expressed difficulty communicating although he was diglossic. Specifically, he
struggled to disclose his family life in Standard American English “I didn’t know how to write
like Faulkner and say anything honest about us” (p. 14) and “the words Mama make me use
don’t work like they supposed to work” (p. 58). Kiese ultimately chose to write about his
“secrets” in AAE through the repetition of “habitual or invariant be.” The morphosyntactic
“habitual or invariant be” is one of the most recognizable features of AAE. Habitual or invariant
be is generally used to refer to repeated or ongoing actions. In Heavy, Kiese used the “habitual or
invariant be” to express distress and allude to experiences of abuse, “be choking me,” “be
running a train,” “be beating my back” (p. 58). Kiese’s grandmother also wondered why his
grandmother used “habitual or invariant be” when talking about the challenges of her life, “I
wondered, for a second, about why “be trying” and “where I been” felt far heavier than “I try”
and “what I have experienced” (p. 6). Kiese’s repetition and questions suggest the feature has
profound emotional connotations.
Limitations
There are limitations of the present study which may have affected the results. First, the data
set uses archive data of Kiese’s recollection of his adolescence. The conversations are a
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representation of African American English interactions rather than an objective record. Given
the memoir format, the data set inherently includes Kiese’s adult metacognition about AAE and
his Black identity. Kiese’s adult interpretations may reflect a constructed and reconstructed
master narrative (Hammack, 2008) rather than his actual adolescent impressions and feelings.
Second, the content data analyses lack the speakers’ interpretation of AAE and its meaning
in their conversations. Conversation analysis is improved when participants can member check
(Lincoln & Gruba, 1985) if the researcher has accurately interpreted phenomena. Third, the
narrative analysis did not have a second rater. One rater was adequate for the memoir sample set.
However, a narrative coding team would increase the thematic concept and pattern reliability.
Future studies of African American English with archive data would benefit from an analysis team
for each stage of data collection, interrater reliability, and both content and narrative analyses.
Finally, these conclusions are limited to one Black American male’s recalled experiences.
Kiese Laymon’s home and learning community of Jackson, Mississippi is majority Black
American. Kiese's ethnic identity development, perspective, and commitment reflect those of a
person heavily influenced by the Black culture of his community and the Southern United States.
Replication studies are needed to expand on these results in in varying contexts. Comparing
archive data from other AAE speakers’ memoirs or interviews would increase the external validity
of the conclusions drawn from this study. Spontaneous conversation among AAE speakers who
use alternate forms of the dialect or who originate from different regions would yield more
comprehensive evidence for developing empirical studies on the relationship between AAE and
identity development.
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Conclusion
Adolescence is a significant time of identity development. In this qualitative study of one
Black male, adolescence appeared to lend itself to ethnic and ethnolinguistic exploration,
negotiation, and commitment. Despite the historical oppression and marginalization of Black
Americans, these sociological standings are not the sole influence on Black identity development.
While Black identity development may be influenced by socioeconomic circumstances, an
individual’s self-concept is personal and complex. A person’s Black identity is shaped by their
immediate environment, other competing roles, and the stories one tells and retells about
themselves. The presence of White people or a White normative environment may motivate a
person to increase their Black identity salience, but opposing White culture is not necessarily the
basis of Black identity development.
The present study of an AAE speaker’s adolescence provides support for the cyclical
processes in the Social identity theory of African American English (Vietze & Glasco, 2022).
African American English dialects were first learned in the home and community learning
environment and contributed to his identity formation process. Positive AAE interactions and AAE
evaluations from esteemed peers and adults reinforced his dialect use. AAE functioned as a social
group boundary by simultaneously creating a Black ingroup and White or non-AAE speaker
outgroups. Thus, AAE signaled Black identity membership and catalyzed more AAE to affirm
members' solidarity with each other and their Black identity. AAE speakers also used their dialect
when interacting in their literal community at places of leisure, worship, and play. This symbiotic
cycle between Black identity and AAE allowed this adolescent to maintain his sense of belonging
with their Black social group. This relationship between AAE, Black identity, and a Black
community means an AAE speaker will likely use AAE to recall and describe their most intimate
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life events. It would behoove psychology researchers and clinicians to develop a basic
understanding of AAE features and mechanisms. Further, working with AAE speakers will require
a systematic approach to clarify the meaning and emotionality assigned to AAE expressions and
terms.
Future studies should use data from spontaneous African American English conversations to
further explore the external validity of the model. Kiese’s insights about AAE contrasted with his
observations of his mother’s attitudes toward AAE. His mother saw AAE as a threat to Black
people’s physical safety and social mobility. Kiese’s relationship with his mother was complex,
evidence of fear, distrust, and disapproval. Kiese may have embraced AAE to both reject her
negative opinions of his social identity and to reject their relationship. Future studies should
explore how the direction of an AAE speaker’s relationship with a parental figure moderates the
relationship between Black identity and AAE use.
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Appendix A
Morphosyntax Features of African American English
Morphology is the study of morphemes and syntax. Morphemes are the smallest units of
language that carry meaning. Syntax is the study of the rules and categories of sentence
formation. Morphemes often have sentence-level functions. A morphosyntax feature can indicate
whether a form functions as a subject or an object in a sentence. A different kind of morpheme
can indicate which noun an adjective is modifying. The term “grammar” is often used to refer to
morphosyntax (Vidali et al., 2019).
Table A1
Selected Morphosyntax Features of African American English

Feature (code)
1.

2.

Ain’t (AIN)

Appositive pronoun
(PRO)

Definition

Example

used as a negative auxiliary verb or copula in
“have not”, “do not”, “are not”, and “is not”
constructions

She [ain’t] do it for She didn’t do it.

A pronoun that is used in addition to a noun
or a second pronoun to signify the same
referent

The crossing guard [she] whistled at him for
The crossing guard whistled at him.

He [ain’t] shy for He isn’t shy.

Reference
Charity (2008);
Renn (2010);
Wolfram
(2004)
Renn ( 2010)

This one [he’s] down on the ground.
3.

4.

Associative plural nem
or an ‘em (PNM)

Completive done
(DON)

A contraction of “and them” to refer to an
additional group of people associated with a
specific individual

Jerome [an] ‘em for Jerome and his friends.

Indicates that the event took place in the
recent past

He [done] ate already for He ate already.

May be used to mark distant past tense

Wolfram
(2004)

Sheila [nem] for Sheila and her cousins.

He [done] failed out. for He failed out ages
ago as.

Charity (
2008);
Green (2002b)
McWhorter
(2017);
Rahman
(2008);
Thomas (
2007);
University of
Georgia
(2020);
Wolfram
(2004)
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5.

Embedded questions
(EMQ)

rendered with an initial inverted subjectauxiliary or without one

I asked her could I go with her for “ I asked
her whether I could go with her.

Lanehart
(2015);
Wolfram
(2004)

6.

Existential it (EIT)

Use of it or they to denote the existence of
something;
equivalent to Standard American English
“there is”

[It’s] a King boulevard in New York City
for There is a King Boulevard in New York
City.

Renn (2010);
Wolfram
(2004)

[It’s] an ant on you for There is an ant on
you.
7.

Finta/Sposeta/Bouta
(FSB)

Abbreviated forms of supposed to and about
to

She [finta] backward flip for She is fixing to
flip backward.

Abbreviated form of the colloquialism fixing
to

When is it [sposeta] to make noise? for When
is it supposed to make noise?

Renn (2010)

They don’t poesta[FBS] go for They are not
supposed to go.
Come say goodbye, she [bouta] go! for Come
say goodbye she is about to go.
8.

Indefinite article
(ART)

“a” and “an” variably included regardless of
vowel context

“He may not have [a] appetite” for He may
not have an appetite.

Craig ( 2012)
Renn (2010)
Wolfram
(2004)

9.

Invariant/Habitual be
(IBE)

Habitual, repeated, or extended actions/states

“I [be watching] a lot of reality series” for I
watch a lot of reality series regularly.

Craig (2012)

“I [be at the gym lifting] weights!” for I am
at the gym lifting weights regularly.
10. Narrative or Preterite
had (HAD)

11. Multiple Negation
[NEG]

had' + verb in past tense form where Standard
American English would use the simple past
form; use of had with a past or perfect form
of the verb to indicate a simple past tense
action; often used in narrative contexts.

What [had] happened was for
What happened was.

Use of two or more negative elements in one
clause for a single negative expression

I don’t got no brothers [NEG] for
I don’t have any brothers.

They [had] went outside and then they [had]
messed up the yard for
They went outside and they messed up the
yard.

They didn’t do nothing [NEG] for
They didn’t do anything.

Charity ( 2008)
Green (2002b)
McWhorter
(2017)
Renn (2010)

Charity (2008)
Renn (2010);
Wolfram
(2004);
Green (2002a);

He don't see anything for
He does not see anything.
12. Noninverted Questions
(INV)

Direct questions formed without subjectauxiliary inversion

What [it is] ? for What is it?
Why I can’t go? for Why can’t I go?

Lanehart
(2015)
Washington
and Craig
(2002);
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Wolfram
(2004)
13. Regularized mines
(MIN)

Regularization of the possessive pronoun
mine to mines, through analogy with yours,
his, hers, etc.

[Mines] is nice for Mine is nice.
That book is [mines] for That book is mine.

Renn (2010)

14. Regularized reflexive
pronoun (REF)

Hisself, theyself, theirselves replace reflexive
pronouns

I mean he needs to evaluate hisself too. for I
mean, he needs to evaluate himself too.

Craig (2012)

They need to get theyselves together so they
can graduate. for They need to get
themselves together so they can graduate.
15. Stressed BIN
(BIN)

16. Subject–verb
agreement (SVA)

17. Third Person
Singular -s
Absence (TPA)

Stressed BIN with a past tense marks the
completion of an an activity that took place in
the distant or remote past

He BIN married.
He’s been married a long time and still is
married.

stressed BIN may be used to mark the
completion of an action.

She BIN moved.
She moved a long time ago.

subject-verb agreement is not required;
preserving the singular verb regardless of
subject and deletion of the verbal suffix -s are
frequent;

They wasn’t there. for They weren’ t there.

absence of third person singular –s on present
tense singular verb form

“He think he look[] cool” for He thinks he
looks cool.

She walk. for She walks and She have money
for
She has money.

Charity (2008)
Spears (2017)

Renn (2010;
Charity, 2008;
Wolfram, 2004

Thomas, 2007

“She talk” for She talks.
18. Unstressed bin
(bin)

Unstressed bin with a past tense marks an
activity that took place in simple
past, present perfect past, or the past perfect

(1)Simple Past
He bin married.
for ‘He was married.’
(2) Present Perfect Past
He bin married before
‘He has been married…’

Green (2002a)
Renn (2010);
Spears (2017);
Wolfram
(2004)

(3) Past Perfect
He bin married five years when I met him
He had been married…’
19. Variant Wont
(WNT)

20. Zero Copula
/Copula Absence
(COP)

The generalized past tense variant wont for
wasn’t and weren’t.
Found in some Southern vernacular varieties,
is not typical of urban AAVE.

I wont going to the party for

Deletion of contractible forms of copula and
auxiliary verbs (are to be, to have, to do, am,
is, are, was, were, being, been, will be)

She [ ] nice for She’s nice.

Wolfram
(2004)

I was not going to the party.

They [ ] acting silly for They’re acting silly.
[ ] You coming to the party?

Charity( 2008)
Renn( 2010)
Wolfram
(2004)
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She[_] be back soon for She will be back
soon or She’ll be back soon.
If they get a DVD player, they_ be happy”
for
If they get a DVD player, they will be happy.
If they get a DVD player, they’ll be happy.
21. Zero –ing (ING)

The present progressive morpheme –ing is
deleted

The lady is sleep.

Renn (2010)
Craig (2012)

for The lady is sleeping.
22. Zero modal
auxiliary (AUX)

will, can, do and have are variably included
or excluded as modal auxiliaries

How [ ] you do this? for How do you do
this?

Renn (2010)

When [ ] my dad get here?
for When [will] my dad get here?
Or When [did] my dad get here?
23. Zero possessive
(POS)

The possessive marker –‘s is deleted;
Possession coded by word order

Somebody_ bike is outside in the yard.

Craig (2012);
Renn (2010)

I can’t think of the character_ name
24. Zero preposition
(ZPR)

Prepositions of, on, or at are variably deleted

The boy fell out [ ] the car. for He fell out
[of] the car.
Hey get out [ ] the way for Hey get out [of]
the way.

Craig(2012)
Renn( 2010)
Washington(
2002)
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Appendix B
African American English Syntax
Syntax is the combination of how words are put together to form sentences (Green,
2002a). The specialized syntax in African American English contributes to its complexity
(Lanehart, 2015). According to McWhorter (2017), African American English has a special set
of emphatic pronouns that are used and pronounced to stress meaning, dismissal, or disgust.
Table B1
Special Syntax of AAE
Term

Definition

Example

Cited By

1.

Ass (ASS)

an emphatic pronoun that can be used as a
subject to signifying dismissal

I’ma aggravate his [ass].
I pray to the Lord I ain’t got not
TBs from his [ass].
I’m going to fire his [ass].

McWhorter,
(2017)

2.

Call-self
(CLL)

signifies an opinion that one is making an
effort to the concern, surprise, or disapproval
of the speaker

Carl [call] him[self] cooking.
Carl decided to cook but he is not
an expert.

Green,
(2002b)

call- is at the beginning of the phrase and my-,
her-, his- they- are always attached to -self

She [call] her[self] being in
charge.
She thinks she is in charge. This is
incorrect.
I [call] myself redecorating
I was attempting to redecorate. My
attempt may be less than
successful.

3.

Damn
(DMN)

an emphatic pronoun to stress meaning,
dismissal, or disgust; the accent stress in the
falls on damn
damn precedes and is always attached to -self

4.

Get (GET)

get paired with on signals engagement in some
activity

I was late my [damn] self.
You were late your [damn] self.
He was late his [damn] self.
We were late our [damn] selves.
Y’all were late your [damn] selves.
They were late they [damn] selves.

McWhorter,
(2017)

[Get] my eat on
“to eat”

Green,
(2002b)

[Get] my chill on
“to rest”
5.

If (IF)

when an interrogative clause with question
properties is replaced by if instead of whether

I wonder [if] the game gon start
late.
I wonder whether the game is going
to start late.

Lanehart,
(2015)
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6.

-self (SEF)

opinion that one is making an effort to do
something to the surprise or disapproval of the
observer; may be used in a humorous context

“Why’s she complaining about the
low turnout? She didn’t even come
herself”? [herself = emphatic
pronoun]

McWhorter,
(2017)

7.

Up (UP)

An intimacy marker that signifies that the
place one is in is familiar, comfortable, or
personal; can also replace preposition at

We was sittin’ [up] at Tony’s
We were spending time at our
friend Tony’s home.

McWhorter
(2017)

I’m up in 7/11 and they are out of
chips
I’m at 7/11 and they are out of
chips
8.

Y’all
(YALL)

second-person plural y’all as a contraction of
“you all

Where are [y’all] going? My group
is going to the museum.
Where are you all going? My group
is going to the museum.

Wolfram
(2004)
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Appendix C
African American English Lexicon
Lexicon includes the words and phrases from a formal language that have different
meanings in dialect forms. Lexical items are used by speakers in all age groups. African
American English lexicon includes terms that are historically exclusive to AAE and terms that
appear in formal English forms (Green, 2002a; Green, 2002b). AAE speakers may not
necessarily have an exhaustive knowledge of lexicon. AAE lexicon is specific to context, region,
generation, and degree of exhaustive (Green, 2002b). Lexicon includes but is distinct from slang.
Lexicon is relatively enduring compared to slang. The words below are a sample of those found
and used in African American English lexicon. Linguists, particularly sociolinguists, use sources
such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram to track when and where new words originate. The
Oxford English Dictionary regularly updates its dictionary and posts updates, including new
words and updated definitions. This is not a complete list of those familiar to African American
speakers, but they are some of the most prominent.
Table C1
Selected African American English Lexicon
Term

Definition

Example

Cited By

1.

Ashy

Whitish appearance of an African
American person's skin due to
exposure to wind, rain, or cold

We ran out of lotion at
home, so my knees are
[ashy].

University of
Georgia (2020)

2.

Bad

Really good

Her new Mercedes is
[bad]!

University of
Georgia (2020)

3.

Benjamins (benjis),
Duckets/Paper/Scrilla

Terms for money or wealth

As soon as he got the
[benjamins], he stopped
talking to his old friends.

Green (2002b)

4.

Bet

Affirmation of what has been said

Do you have walk-ins
available? Yes, I can
arrive early. [Bet.]

University of
Georgia
(2020)
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5. Brotha/Sista
Brother/Sister

General term for another African
American male

How have you been
[brotha]?

University of
Georgia (2020)

6.

Cat

General term for another African
American male of casual or intimate
acquaintance

Do you know Preston? That
[cat] is hilarious!

University of
Georgia (2020)

7.

Come

A semi-auxiliary verbal marker
Expressing speaker indignation or
incredulity; precedes main verbs
ending in -ing

He [come] walking in here
at 2am when his curfew was
at midnight.

Green (2002b)

Your son [came] in here
yelling. (past tense)
8.

Cuz

General term for another AfricanAmerican male of intimate
acquaintance

It’s good to see you cuz!

Green (2002a)
Green (2002b)

9.

Dime

A very physically attractive woman
who is thought to be a 10 out of 10,
thusly, a “dime”

I want a dime who is funny
and intelligent.

Green (2002b)

10. Diss/Dis

To disrespect

My boss dissed me in front
of the team.

University of
Georgia
(2020)

11. Dope

Superb

Your presentation at the
conference was dope!

University of
Georgia
(2020)

12. Get on

To make advances of romantic
interest

I am just trying to help you
find your car, I am not
trying to ________ you. I
am married.

Green (2002b)

13. Get over

Take advantage of a situation, to
succeed by using wit but little effort

The salesman tried to [get
over] on the customer.

Green (2002b)

The picnic is [goin down]
at 2 o’clock.

University of
Georgia
(2020)

14. Goin' down

Occurring

15. Hatin’, hatin on, playa
hatin

io show or act with envy

They were hatin’ when the
professor said my paper was
the best!

Green (2002b)

16. Honey

Term of endearment for a woman one
is dating; may be used to refer to a
attractive woman

That’s my honey, we’ve been
dating awhile.

Green (2002b)

I saw a honey buying stamps
when I went to the post
office.
17. Hood

Neighborhood

What [hood] you from?

University of
Georgia,
(2020)
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18. Kitchen

19. Light-skin

the kinky hair at the base of the neck,
especially among children and girls

African American person with
light-complexioned skin

Be sure to get my [kitchen]
when you straighten my
hair.

Green (2002a)
Green 2002b

Do you know Jason, he’s
tall and [light skin]?

University of
Georgia
(2020)

20. Ma

Term for a female used in direct
address

Excuse me [ma], I didn’t
mean to bump your cart.

Green (2002b)

21. Mannish/Womanish

Used to refer to boys and girls who
are behaving in a mature manner;
frequently connotes the behavior is
inappropriate for their age

I told the little boy to stop
acting [mannish] and
tugging the girls’ pigtails.

Green (2002b)

She took my money and gave
me my change with a solemn
look. That is a womanish
girl.
22. Nappy/Naps

Describes the curls, coils, and kinks
of African American hair

My grandmother hates that I
wear my natural [naps], but
I love them!

University of
Georgia (2020)

23. Nigga

used among Black people
themselves, usually men, to mean
buddy or friend; not to be confused
with the SAE racial slur “niggger”

Where you been at my
[nigga] it’s been too long?

McWhorter
(2017)

24. Play

25. Play sister/Play
brother/Play cousin

Deceive

Fictive kin; a peer that was likely
with the speaker in childhood but is
of no blood relation

Don’t [play] me, I know
we are supposed to have
two full weeks of vacation
time.
We aren’t blood brothers,
that’s my [play brother].

University of
Georgia
(2020)

Green (2002b)

I do not know if we are
related, but we say we are
[play cousins].
26. Props

Respect

I have to give you your
[props], you pulled it off!

University of
Georgia,
(2020)

27. Push up on

to make advances of romantic interest

I am just trying to help you
find your car, I am not
trying to [push up on you]. I
am married.

Green (2002b)

28. Saditty

Conceited

I thought he would be nice
because of his book topic,
but he’s downright [saditty].

Green,
(2002a);
Green (2002b)

29. Salty

Angry

I was [salty] when they
didn’t promote me after
five years.

University of
Georgia,
(2020)
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30. Shorty/Shawty

General term for a female in direct
address; may also refer to a woman
of close or intimate association

[Shorty], watch out. There’s
a car coming!

Green (2002b)

Is that your shorty? for
Are you dating that woman?
31. Sista/Sis/Suh

32. Stay

General term for another African
American female

To live in a place; to frequent a place;
to consistently remain in an
emotional state

Hey [sis], how are you?

I [stay] on Malcolm X
Boulevard.

University of
Georgia,
(2020)
Green (2002b)

She [stay] in the library.
Donald [stay] mad.
33. Steady

Verbal marker indicating that an
action of process is intense,
consistent, or continuous; precedes
main verb ending in -ing

When I would talk to her,
she wouldn’t pay me any
attention. She would just
[steady] drive.

Green (2002b)

Her mouth is [steady]
runnin.’
She is talking non-stop.
34. Sweat/Sweating

To make advances of romantic
interest

I am just trying to help you
find your car, I am not
sweating you. I am married.

Green (2002b)

35. Thang

Thing

That [thang] was hard! I
can’t believe it took four
hours.

University of
Georgia,
(2020)

36. Throw some bows

Descriptive term for fighting

We can [throw some bows]
if you have an issue.

Green (2002b)

37. Wifey

Term of endearment for a woman one
is dating seriously or casually; also a
term for a literal wife

Hey [wifey], I was just about
to call you.”

Green (2002b)

Are we going to the movies
later?
“[Word],” he replied.

University of
Georgia
(2020)

38. Word

Positive, reinforcing response to a
previous statement
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Appendix D
African American English Phonology
Phonology is the study of the patterns of sounds in a language or dialect. Phonology
includes pronunciation and intonation. The smallest unit is called a phoneme. The purpose of
studying phonology is to determine how speech sounds are organized in our processes of speech
and are used to convey meaning (Lippi-Green, 1997). Some common AAE phonology features
appear as features in the speech of other dialects of American English, especially Southern
American English (Charity, 2008). The selected list is not exhaustive but contains some of the
AAE phonemes that occur across multiple regions.
Table D1
AAE Phonetic Features
Feature
1.

2.

3.

Consonant Cluster
Simplification

Final
consonant devoicing

L-lessness

Definition

Example

simplification of a group of consonants
pronounced together; final clusters st, sk, sp, pt,
kt (often spelled ct), nd, and ld are reduced to a
single consonant

Don’t [spen’] all your money
in one place!
Don’t spend all your money in
one place!

cast is pronounced as cas' and
act is pronounced as ac'.

You need to learn how to
[accep’] a compliment.
You need to learn how to
[accept] a compliment.

"Devoicing" is changing a voiced sound to a
voiceless sound. Deletion can extend to voiceless
consonants, through pronouncing words like
rack as ra'

He's [runnin'] fast
He’s running fast.

the sound "l" is dropped from speech; frequently
occurs when it is replaced by a vowel like "o" or
the consonant "w."

[Pu’] up a chair!
Pull up a chair!

Feel may be pronounced as [fio]

Do you have [fie] dollars?
Do you have five dollars?

Reference
Green
(2002a);
Thomas
(2007)

Green,
(2002a);
Thomas
(2007)

Thomas
(2007)

You can’t pull the [woo’] over
my eyes!
You can’t pull the wool over
my eyes!

4. Monophthongization/
Diphthongs as
monophthongs

Vowel reduction from a two-vowel sound into a
single vowel sound; oil would be pronounced
similar to all

What time is the crab [Boi]?
What time is the crab boil?

Thomas,
(2007)
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time and Tom may rhyme
The first element is typically lengthened and
only in open syllables or before nasals or voiced
obstruents
5.

Non-Rhoticity/rlessness

deletion of the /r/ sound so that over, brother,
and forget are pronounced as ova', brotha, and
fo'get
Particularly occurs after a vowel and before a
consonant, as in four, hard, and here; may also
drop the /r/ in the middle of words such as large
and park

How many [pahs] do we need
to make?

Charity
(2008)

How many pies do we need to
make?
Who’s [ova] there?
Who is over there?

Thomas
(2007)

The party was [fie].
The party was fire.

6.

Pen-Pin merger
(PEN-PIN)

conditional merger of “i”and “e” before the nasal
consonants [m], [n], and [ŋ] so that words like
pin and pen rhyme

I need to [hIm] your pants.
I need to hem your pants.
We are [mImbers] of that
club.
We are members of that club.

Charity
(2008)
Thomas
(2007)
McWhorte
( 2017)

7.

Unstressed vowel
deletion

deletion of unstressed vowels in initial syllables;

The bus will circle back
[‘round].
The bus will circle back
around.

Thomas
(2007)

Enough is pronounced as 'nough and ahead is
pronounced as 'head.

I [ 'spect] you to be home by
curfew for I expect you to be
home by curfew.
8.

Voiced “th” replaced
with “f” “d” or “v”

Words with voiced “th” replaced with t, d, f, and
v sound;
These and that are pronounced as dese and dat;
brother pronounced as brova or brodda

I hope they don’t hurt
[demselves] rock climbing.
I hope they don’t hurt
themselves rock climbing.

Green
(2002a)

The model veneers don’t look
like natural[teef].
The model veneers don’t look
like natural teeth.
9.

Voiceless “th”
replaced with “f” or
“t”

Words ending in voiceless “th” replaced with a
final “f” or “t” sound
Bath is pronounced as baf
Bethlehem’’would be pronounced as Beflehem

Everybody had they [mouf]
open.
Everybody had they mouth
open.
Cheer three times for the
[birfday] girl!
Cheer three times for the
birthday girl!

Green
(2002a)
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Appendix E
Directed Content Analysis Codes
Table E1
Coding Membership and Belonging
Code

MEMBERSHIP AND BELONGING
Positive (+)

Levels

Negative (-)
Neutral (0)

Brief Definition

Statement about being (a) member of, (b) sense of belonging with (c) pride in (d)
OR strong attachment toward the Black identity ingroup

Full Definition

Statement about (a) member of the Black ethnic group, (b) having a sense of
belonging to Black ethnic group, (c) pride in Black ethnic group and its
accomplishments, (d) feeling attachment towards the ethnic group, or (e)
expressing feelings about cultural or ethnic background.

When to Use

Explicit or implicit statement about ethnic identity group membership or perceived
aspects of ethnic group identity

When Not to Use

No signal words about membership; speaker is merely interacting with other Black
people OR using AAE without referencing identity

Example

(+) Membership
"I heard the sentence “We gone make it” more than thirty-four times that weekend.
The sentence was always followed by a hug, a “you already know,” or an offering of
a peppermint from this hovering long-neck senior named Myles."

Example

(-) Membership
“Mississippi. Maryland. It don’t matter where you are. They will shoot your
Black ass out of the sky every chance they get. If you have a heart attack dodging
their bullets, they will hide they guns and say you killed yourself.”

Example

(0) Membership
“You the only one of us who ain’t caught up with the police,” he said.
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Table E2
Coding Exploration and Achievement
Code

EXPLORATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

Brief Definition

Statement (a) about exploring Black identity history, practices, information, meaning,
(b) contemplation of Black identity meaning in own life, (c) question to another Black
identity group member to learn more (d) OR reflection on the meaning of Black
identity practices, life significance, or meaning

Full Definition

Statement or question:
(a) desiring to find out more about Black identity group(s), such as its history,
traditions, and customs
(b) about what Black identity background means to them
(c) on how life will be affected by my ethnic group membership
(d) about the role of my ethnicity in their life
(e) inquiring about Black culture and/or Black history
(f) on what Black group membership means, related to own group and other
groups.
(g) in conversation with another Black identity group member for the purpose of
learning more about Black identity background

When to Use

Speaker explicitly or implicitly states, asks, contemplates, or makes assertions about
Black identity and/or Black cultural practices including racism

When Not to Use

Speaker compares Black identity groups to others. Use the " Social Comparison"
code.

Example

“Own our writing, Kiese Makeba,” Margaret Walker told me. “Where is your
gumption? Own your name. You are a seventeen-year-old Black child born in
Mississippi. Do you hear me?”
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Table E3
Coding Ethnic Behaviors
Code

ETHNIC BEHAVIORS

Brief Definition

Statement cites practices or organizations as common or essential to Black identity
group members

Full Definition

A statement that implicitly or explicitly expresses a desire to (a) to be active in
organizations or social groups that include mostly members of the Black identity
group OR (b) to participate in cultural practices of Black identity group, such as
special food, music, or customs.

When to Use

Statement references practices as a significant part of Black identity. If the practice
is language, code BOTH “Ethnic Behaviors” AND code "Language as Identity.”

When Not to Use

Do not code when behaviors indicate gender, peer, or another group membership

Example

“The land, Kie,” she said. “We work too hard on this land to run. Some of us, we
believe the land will one day be free. I been eating off this land my whole life.
Greens. Tomatoes. Cucumbers. Collards. You hear me? That’s all I can tell you. As
far as these stories, I just try to gather up all the gumption I can before I take it to
the Lord. And when I tell it to my children, sometimes I just be trying to put y’all
where I been.”
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Table E4
Coding Language as Ethnic Group Identity
Code
Levels

LANGUAGE AS ETHNIC GROUP IDENTITY
Positive (+)
Negative (-)
Neutral (0)

Brief Definition

Statement where speaker both (1) identifies as Black AND (2), specifies language
is significant to a Black identity

Full Definition

Statement where the speaker implicitly or explicitly (1) identifies themselves
subjectively and strongly as a member of the Black identity group and (2)
considers any or all aspects of language as an important symbol of identity.

When to Use

The statement explicitly or implicitly names or uses language as a part of the
group identity

When Not to Use

Speaker uses AAE but does not make any implicit or explicitly reference of how
the language is affiliated with a Black identity

Example

Language As Ethnic Group Identity (+)
“All that,” he said, “and them damn oral and written comps be fucking up our
flow."

Example

Language As Ethnic Group Identity (-)
“If I did not know correct English, it’s more likely that police officer might have shot
us,” you said.

Example

Language As Ethnic Group Identity (0)
"I told you I thought the person who wrote the sign, just like Grandmama, used
“nan” to mean “not any” or “not one.”
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Table E5
Coding Social Comparisons
Code

SOCIAL COMPARISONS
Insecure

Levels

Neutral
Secure

Brief Definition

Insecure social comparison regards a group’s status as changeable
Neutral social comparison compares an ingroup with any out-group and but does not
specify if the status is changeable
Secure social comparison regards a group’s status as unchangeable
Insecure social comparison is a statement that implicitly or explicitly (1) makes
comparison between the positions of their ingroup and that of an outgroup or (2)
expresses the lower status denotation is unfair and/or (3) expresses the low-status
denotation is changeable

Full Definition

Secure social comparison is a statement that implicitly or explicitly (1) makes
comparison between the positions of their ingroup and that of an outgroup or (2)
expresses the lower status denotation is unfair and/or (3) expresses the low-status
denotation is unchangeable
Neutral social comparison implicitly or explicitly (1) makes social comparison
between the positions of their ingroup and that of an outgroup or (2) expresses the
lower status denotation is unfair and (3) expresses nothing about if status is
changeable

When to Use

Speaker compares any outgroup to their ingroup. The speaker may make a
comparison between themself and an ethnic outgroup, geographic group,
neighborhood group, age group, etc.

When Not to Use Speaker points out the presence of other social groups without comparing
Social Comparison -- Insecure
Example

“Everythang about y’all [white people] is erroneous. Every. Thang. This that Black
abundance. Y’all [white people] don’t even know.
LaThon’s favorite vocab word in seventh grade was “abundance,” but I’d never heard
him throw “Black” and “that” in front of it until we got to St. Richard.
Social Comparison - Neutral

Example

I ignored the po’ boy’s question. At Grandmama’s house, our washer was in the
dining room, and we didn’t have a dryer, so we hung everything up on the
clothesline. “Wait. What’s a scale doing in there?”
Social Comparison - Secure

Example

“Just be careful,” Malachi Hunter said. “I think you think that school is yours. And
Jackson is yours. And Mississippi is yours. Only thing you own is your body. Just be
careful.”
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Table E6
Coding Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries
Code

PERCEIVED ETHNIC GROUP BOUNDARIES
Hard/Closed

Levels
Soft/Open
Brief Definition

Statement explicitly or implicitly expresses the speaker's perceived permeability of
their own or a general Black identity ingroup's boundaries.
Hard/Closed boundaries clarify Black categorization and norms for intergroup
interactions that increase the salience of Black group membership. Persons with
hard/closed boundaries try to maintain a high level of perceived boundary
hardness.

Full Definition

Soft/Open boundaries -- a group member’s statements or actions advocate to pass
from a low-status group into a high-status group; these individuals are more likely
to engage in individual mobility strategies to decrease the salience of Black group
membership.
The emphasis of ethnic group boundaries is how the speaker perceives the
boundaries, the actual boundaries of the ingroup are irrelevant.
Hard/Closed
Statement about clear Black categorization, OR state clear norms or for intergroup
encounters to increase Black identity salience (e.g. clothes, dress, date, language)

When to Use
Soft/Open
Statements about transcending Black groups or associations OR states norms for
intergroup encounters that decrease Black identity salience
When Not to Use

Speaker referenced Black identity group but does not address group boundaries
Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries -- Hard/Closed

Example

“That fool got madder because you were speaking correct English.”
Perceived Ethnic Group Boundaries -- Soft/Open

Example

“If I did not know correct English, it’s more likely that police officer might have shot
us,” you said.
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Table E7
Coding Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality
Code

PERCEIVED ETHNIC GROUP VITALITY
Low

Levels
High
Brief Definition

Full Definition

Speaker implicitly or explicitly makes a statement about Black identity group's status
and livelihood in general or relative to another group(s)
Perception of Black identity group's vitality based on (a) status factors (economic,
political, and linguistic prestige), (b) demographic factors (absolute numbers, birthrate
geographical concentration); and (c) institutional support (recognition of the group and
its language in the media, education, government).
The perception can be about the Black identity group generally or relative to another
group. The emphasis of ethnic vitality is how the speaker perceives the Black identity
group. The actual vitality of their group is irrelevant.

When to Use

Statements about Black identity group's status only
The statement must implicitly or explicitly reference Black identity ONLY.

When Not to Use

Statements about (1) other groups that are not a Black identity (2) Language group
without reference to Black identity status.
Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality – Low

Example

"The Black school I went to ain’t got no money. Meanwhile, damn near everyone
white around white Roger got at least some land, some inheritance, some kind of
money."
Perceived Ethnic Group Vitality – High

Example

The next day at school, the teachers at St. Richard made sure LaThon and I never
shared a classroom again. At St. Richard, the only time we saw each other was
during recess, at lunch, or after school. When LaThon and I saw each other, we
dapped each other up, held each other close as long as we could.
“It’s still that Black abundance?” I asked LaThon.
“You already know,” he said, annunciating every syllable in a voice he’d never used
before walking into his homeroom.
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Table E8
Coding Other Group Membership
Code

OTHER GROUP MEMBERSHIP
Other Group Membership (1)

Levels (a)

Other Group Membership (2 - 4)
Other Group Membership (4+)
N/A
Other Group Identification – Weak

Levels (b)

Other Group Identification – Strong
N/A

Full Definition

Speaker explicitly or implicitly discusses the extent to which the speaker identifies with
other nonethnic (e.g., non-Black) social categories

When to Use

Use when speaker implies or states they identify with any other group other than a
Black identity (e.g., scholar, professor, writer, basketball player, gender, sexual
orientation)

When Not to Use

Do not use if speaker states they only identify with a Black identity group or an AAE
speaking group; must reference another group membership
Other Group Membership (1) – Strong

Example
"Y'all [Black men] love to see us [Black women] break."
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Appendix F
Descriptive Attribute Codes
Table F1
Coding Environment or Locale
Code

ENVIRONMENT OR LOCALE

Description

Locale of conversation as described by the author
St. Richard Middle School
Car
Kiese's Home

Categories
Grandmother's Home
Peer's Home
Other

Table F2
Coding Speaker Developmental Stage
Code

SPEAKER DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Description

Developmental stages of speaker(s) in conversation or narrative based on Erikson’s
(1959) psychosocial developmental stages
Early Adolescent (10-12)
Middle Adolescent (13 - 17)

Categories

Late Adolescent (18-19)
Adult (19 - 59)
Older Adult (60 +)
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Table F3
Coding Group Interaction Type
Code

GROUP INTERACTION TYPE

Description

Type of social group interaction. Ingroup interactions include those among other AAE
speakers. Outgroup interactions include those between AAE speakers and non-AAE
African American speakers, White peers, or White adults.
Ingroup

Categories
Outgroup
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Appendix G
Narrative Analyses Codes
Table G1
Emergent Code: Black Identity Regard
Code

BLACK IDENTITY REGARD
Positive (+) -- Kiese

Levels

Negative (-) -- Kiese
Negative (-) – Other Character

Brief Definition

An explicit or implicit statement about an individual’s view(s) toward their Black
identity membership

Example

(+) Black Identity Regard - Kiese
I assumed we were already twice as excellent as the white kids at St. Richard
precisely because their library looked like a cathedral and ours was an old trailer on
cinder blocks. I thought you should have told me to be twice as excellent as you or
Grandmama since y’all were the most excellent people I knew.

Example

(-) Black Identity Regard - Kiese
I looked at Grandmama and told her I felt like a nigger, and feeling like a nigger
made my heart, lungs, kidneys, and brain feel like they were melting and dripping out
the ends of my toenails.

Example

(-) Black Identity Regard – Other Character
Right there, in the same spot where I remember Grandmama teaching me how to
hang up clothes on the clothesline, she told me about not being able to vote, not
pissing where she needed to piss, not eating what she needed to eat, not walking
how she needed to walk, not driving when she needed to drive because she was
born a poor Black girl in Scott County, Mississippi. She talked about the shame of
white-folk wants always trumping Black-folk needs. She talked about how much she
loved eating vegetables off her land, and the fear of running north with the rest of her
family during the Great Migration. Grandmama told me survival stories placed in
offices, washrooms, Sunday school classrooms, parking lots, kitchens, fields, and
bedrooms. She told me stories featuring her body and the white foremen at the
chicken plant. She told me about Mr. Mumford, about the deacons at our church,
about the men who worked the line with her. She told me stories about her father,
her uncles, her cousins, and her husband. “I think the men folk forgot,” she said near
the end, “that I was somebody’s child.”
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Table G2
Emergent Code: Perception of AAE
Code

PERCEPTION OF AAE
Positive (+) -- Kiese
Negative (-) -- Kiese

Levels

Positive (+) – Other Character
Negative (-) – Other Character

Brief Definition

An explicit or implicit statement about an individual’s view(s) of African American
English (AAE) and/or its purposes

Example

(+) Perception of AAE -- Kiese
I understood, swaying there in front of Ms. Stockard, that all of us at Holy Family
shared stories with words, word patterns, vocal inflections, and really, bodies that
made us feel safe. No one at Holy Family ever used their bodies to say “awesome”
or “totally” or “amazing” or “FUBAR” or “like” fifty times a day more than necessary.
The narrators of our stories said “fly” and “all that” and “fresh” and “the shit” and
“sheiiiit” and “shole” and “shining” and “trippin’ ” and “all-world” and “living foul” and
“musty” and “sorry-ass” and “stale” and “ashy” and “getting full” and “cuhrazee” and
“nigga” and “you know what I’m saying” fifty times a day more than necessary.

Example

(-) Perception of AAE -- Other Character
You stood in a West Jackson classroom teaching Black children how correct usage
of the word “be” could save them from white folk while I knelt in North Jackson,
preparing to steal the ID card of a fifteen-year-old Black girl named Layla
Weathersby. I was twelve years old, three years younger than Layla, who had the
shiniest elbows, wettest eyes, and whitest Filas of any of us at Beulah Beauford’s
house. Just like the big boys, Dougie and me, all Layla ever wanted to do was float in
the deep end.

Table G3
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Emergent Code: Perception of White People
Code

PERCEPTION OF WHITE PEOPLE
Kiese

Levels

Other Character

Definition

An explicit or implicit statement about an individual’s view(s) of specific or general White
people

Example

Perceptions of White People — Kiese
We both looked at Jabari and waited for him to say more. I was finally understanding, for
all that bouncy talk of ignorance and how they didn’t really know, that white folk, especially
grown white folk, knew exactly what they were doing. And if they didn’t, they should have.

Example

Perceptions of White People – Other
I sat in the principal’s office thinking about what you told me the day before we started St.
Richard. “Be twice as excellent and be twice as careful from this point on,” you said.
“Everything you thought you knew changes tomorrow. Being twice as excellent as white
folk will get you half of what they get. Being anything less will get you hell.”

Table G4
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Emergent Code: Perception of SAE
Code

PERCEPTION OF SAE
Positive (+) - Kiese
Negative (-) - Kiese
Neutral (0) - Kiese

Levels

Positive (+) – Other Character
Negative (-) – Other Character
Neutral (0) – Other Character

Definition

An explicit or implicit statement about an individual’s view(s) of Standard American
English and/or its purposes

Example

(+) Perception of SAE - Kiese
Even though there were bold boundaries between my imagination and Welty’s, when she
started “Why I Live at the P.O.” with the sentence “I was getting along fine with Mama,
Papa-Daddy and Uncle Rondo until my sister Stella-Rondo just separated from her
husband and came back home again,” I didn’t just feel an intimate relationship to Welty’s
text; I felt every bit of Jackson, and really every bit of Mississippi you taught me to fear.

Example

(-) Perception of SAE - Kiese
I balled up the note and put it in my too-tight khakis while Ms. Reeves kept talking to us
the way you told me white folk would talk to us if we weren’t perfect, the way I saw white
women at the mall and police talk to you whether you’d broken the law or not.

Example

(+) Perception of SAE – Other Character
On the walk to the car, I wondered what it felt like to have a face like yours, one of the
most beautiful recognizable faces in our world, plastered on the wall at the biggest
grocery store in North Jackson because you claimed you had money in the bank you
didn’t really have. You were the only local Black political scientist on TV during election
season talking about politics. The way you overpronounced your words, defended poor
Black communities in the face of white resentment, and insisted on correcting everyone
whose subjects and verbs didn’t agree made Black folk in Jackson think we had plenty of
lunch money, gas money, rent money, and light bill money.

Table G5
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Emergent Code: Language and Group Boundaries
Code

LANGUAGE AND GROUP BOUNDARIES
Language Creates Social Boundaries – Kiese
Language Permeates Social Boundaries– Kiese

Levels

Language Creates Social Boundaries – Other Character
Language Permeates Social Boundaries– Other Character

Definition

An explicit or implicit statement that indicates an individual uses and/or perceives
language as a social group boundary. Language permeates social boundaries when
language grants access to a social group(s). Language creates social boundaries when
language demarcates ingroup members from outgroup members.

Example

Language Creates Social Boundaries – Kiese
I balled up the note and put it in my too-tight khakis while Ms. Reeves kept talking to us
the way you told me white folk would talk to us if we weren’t perfect, the way I saw white
women at the mall and police talk to you whether you’d broken the law or not.

Example

Language Creates Social Boundaries – Other Character
LaThon’s favorite vocab word in seventh grade was “abundance,” but I’d never heard him
throw “Black” and “that” in front of it until we got to St. Richard.

Example

Language Permeates Social Boundaries – Other Character
You stood in a West Jackson classroom teaching Black children how correct usage of the
word “be” could save them from white folk while I knelt in North Jackson, preparing to
steal the ID card of a fifteen-year-old Black girl named Layla Weathersby. I was twelve
years old, three years younger than Layla, who had the shiniest elbows, wettest eyes, and
whitest Filas of any of us at Beulah Beauford’s house. Just like the big boys, Dougie and
me, all Layla ever wanted to do was float in the deep end.

Table G6
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Emergent Code: AAE Signaling Black Membership
Code

AAE SIGNALING BLACK MEMBERSHIP
(+) Black Membership - Kiese
(-) Black Membership – Kiese

Levels

(+) Black Membership – Other Character
(-) Black Membership – Other Character

Definition

An (a) explicit or implicit statement that indicates an individual uses and/or perceives AAE
to signal their Black identity membership OR (b) an individual chooses to speak AAE in
the presence of outgroup members(s) to increase their Black identity salience.

Example

(+) AAE Signaling Black Membership – Kiese
I understood, swaying there in front of Ms. Stockard, that all of us at Holy Family shared
stories with words, word patterns, vocal inflections, and really, bodies that made us feel
safe. No one at Holy Family ever used their bodies to say “awesome” or “totally” or
“amazing” or “FUBAR” or “like” fifty times a day more than necessary. The narrators of our
stories said “fly” and “all that” and “fresh” and “the shit” and “sheiiiit” and “shole” and
“shining” and “trippin’ ” and “all-world” and “living foul” and “musty” and “sorry-ass” and
“stale” and “ashy” and “getting full” and “cuhrazee” and “nigga” and “you know what I’m
saying” fifty times a day more than necessary.

Example

(+) AAE Signaling Black Membership – Other Character
At supper, Grandmama apologized again for whupping my legs and told me when I wrote
my report on the Book of Psalms later that night, I could write the way we talk. Like you,
Grandmama made me do written assignments every night. Unlike your assignments, all of
Grandmama’s assignments had to be about the Bible.

Table G7

178

Emergent Code: Interethnic Interactions
Code

INTERETHNIC INTERACTIONS

Definition

An explicit or implicit statement that prescribes behaviors for group or individual
interethnic interactions

Example

You stood in a West Jackson classroom teaching Black children how correct usage of the
word “be” could save them from white folk while I knelt in North Jackson, preparing to
steal the ID card of a fifteen-year-old Black girl named Layla Weathersby. I was twelve
years old, three years younger than Layla, who had the shiniest elbows, wettest eyes, and
whitest Filas of any of us at Beulah Beauford’s house. Just like the big boys, Dougie and
me, all Layla ever wanted to do was float in the deep end.

Table G8
Emergent Code: Communication Challenges
Code

COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES
Kiese

Levels
Other Character

Definition

An explicit or implicit statement that indicates (a) an individual has some degree of
difficulty communicating or conveying meaning in either SAE or AAE OR (b) an individual
has some degree of difficulty translating an AAE expression to an SAE equivalent or vice
versa

Example

Communication Challenges -- Kiese
Then I was also supposed to read the first chapter of William Faulkner’s Absalom,
Absalom! and imitate Faulkner’s style when writing a short story placed in Jackson. The
first sentence in the book was a million words long, which was cool, and it used strange
words like “wisteria” and “lattices,” but I didn’t know how to write like Faulkner and say
anything honest about us. Ronald Reagan gave me the bubble-guts and William Faulkner
made me feel drunker than a white man, so I decided I’d take the whupping from you or
write lines when I got home.

Table G9
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Emergent Code: Novel AAE Expression/Use
Code

NOVEL AAE EXPRESSIONS/USE

Definition

Statements that (a) include AAE expressions that do not conform to the defined set of
AAE features or (b) include AAE expressions that are used to convey abstract, or high
context meaning.

Example

LaThon, who we both thought looked just like a slew-footed K-Ci from Jodeci, and I sat in
the back of homeroom the first day of school doing what we always did: we intentionally
used and misused last year’s vocabulary words while LaThon cut up his pink grapefruit
with his greasy, dull butter knife.

Table G10
Coding Meaning Making: Lesson Learning
Code

LESSON LEARNING

Brief Definition

Statements mention a specific lesson(s) that the speaker learned

Full Definition

References having learned a tangible and specific lesson from the memory that has
implications for subsequent behavior in similar situations.

When to Use

Narration names a specific understanding or lesson learned

When Not to Use

Narrative explores or questions ideas

Example

I understood, swaying there in front of Ms. Stockard, that all of us at Holy Family
shared stories with words, word patterns, vocal inflections, and really, bodies that
made us feel safe. No one at Holy Family ever used their bodies to say “awesome”
or “totally” or “amazing” or “FUBAR” or “like” fifty times a day more than necessary.
The narrators of our stories said “fly” and “all that” and “fresh” and “the shit” and
“sheiiiit” and “shole” and “shining” and “trippin’ ” and “all-world” and “living foul” and
“musty” and “sorry-ass” and “stale” and “ashy” and “getting full” and “cuhrazee” and
“nigga” and “you know what I’m saying” fifty times a day more than necessary.

Table G11
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Coding Meaning Making: Gaining Insight
Code

GAINING INSIGHT

Brief Definition

Vague meaning that describes new considerations or questions, but specific
changes are not clear.

Full Definition

Inferred meaning from the event that applied to larger areas of their life in the
present or later

When to Use

Narration contains questions, wonderings, musings, or contemplations

When Not to Use

Descriptions with no meaning

Example

Later that evening, I wrote, “I know you want me to write about the Book of Psalms.
If it is okay I just want to tell you about some secrets that be making my head hurt.
I be eating too much and staying awake at night and fighting people in Jackson.
Mama does not like how my eyes are red. I wake her up in the morning and she be
making me use Visine before school. I try but I can’t tell her what’s wrong. Can I
tell you? Can you help me with my words? The words Mama make me use don’t
work like they supposed to work.”

Table G12
Coding Meaning Making: Meaning Not Applicable
Code

MEANING NOT APPLICABLE

Brief Definition

No explanation of the meaning of the interaction to the self

Full Definition

Gaining insight was coded Narratives coded as gaining insight typically referred
to transformations of self or relationships.

When to Use

Descriptions with no meaning

When Not to Use

There is inconclusive meaning. Use the "Gaining Insight" code.

Example

"At supper, Grandmama apologized again for whupping my legs and told me
when I wrote my report on the Book of Psalms later that night, I could write the
way we talk. Like you, Grandmama made me do written assignments every night.
Unlike your assignments, all of Grandmama’s assignments had to be about the
Bible. "

